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Résumé 3

Dans cette thèse, nos principaux objectives sont la conception, l’analyse
et l’optimisation de protocoles CAC existants ou nouveaux pour les réseaux
ad hoc sans fil, et l’études des limites fondamentales de l’estimation du temps
d’arrivée des signaux à très large bande.
Pour les réseaux simple-bond, nous nous concentrons sur la dérivations de
schémas de retransmisions optimaux qui maximisent la capcité totale du
réseau. Nous nous intérssons spécialement aux schémas quasi-aveugles dans
le sens qu’ils nécessite juste une information sur la taille du réseau. En effet,
les schémas existants se basent soit sur l’estimation du nombre des paquets
en attente de retransmission, soit sur d’autres informations obtenues par la
mesure de l’activité du canal. L’information sur la taille du réseau est la
plus simple à obtenir dans les réseaux simple-bond. Nous considèrons alors
spécialement le protocole ALOHA synchronisé (chapitre 2) et le protocole
CAC du standard IEEE 802.11 connu sous le nom DCF (chapitre 3).
Les limitations physiques ou système des puissances d’émission produisent
des situations où les noeuds ne partagent pas tous le même voisinage. Les
protocoles CAC ont alors à résoudre en plus le problème du terminal caché
qui détériore les performances de tout mécanisme basé sur l’écoute ou la
réservation du canal. Pour résoudre correctement le problème du terminal
caché, on introduit dans le chapitre (4) un nouveau mécanisme de reserva-
tion du canal afin de proteger la réception des paquets de données. Ensuite,
on analyse les performances du protocole résultant, et on propose un algo-
rithme distribué basé sur la théorie des Approximations Stochastiques pour
contrôler les retransmissions.
L’utilisation des canaux multiples dans les réseaux ad hoc sans fil peut fournir
une amélioration de performances en réduisant les collisions et en permettant
des transmissions simultanées, augmentant ainsi l’utilisation du canal radio
et sa réutilisation spatiale. Dans le chapitre (5), nous proposons un nouveau
protocole ALOHA pour les réseaux ad hoc multi-canaux et nous derivons
ensuite un schema de retransmission qui a les mêmes caracteristiques que
celles du schéma obtenu pour le protocole DCF en topologie simple-bond, et
ceci sant écoute du canal.
La signalisation UWB est un exemple de technologie de transmission qui peut
être employée pour fournir des systèmes multi-canaux. Dans le chapitre (6)
de la thèse, on étudie les performances fondamentales de quelques estima-
teurs cohérents et non-cohérents du temps d’arrivée des signaux UWB. La
connaissance de ces performances est nécessaire pour la synchronisation et
pour l’exploitation des capacités de localisation des signaux UWB.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless networks have gained immense popularity over the past few years.
The predominant use of these wireless technologies has been in single-hop
networks that operate with infrastructure support. Since the great success
of wireless telephony systems (GSM, UMTS...) and wireless local area net-
work (WLAN) standards (IEEE802.11, Bluetooth...), up-and-coming mobile
users/applications will require even greater amount of network capacity and
flexibility as a natural evolution of the use of communications technologies
towards multimedia access anytime anywhere. This motivates a significant
research activity in building wireless ad-hoc networks which may be of use
as private wireless networks, sensor networks, mobile ad hoc networks, emer-
gency communication system, etc.

A mobile Ad Hoc network is a self organizing system of wireless nodes
that requires no fixed infrastructure. In the event any two nodes cannot
communicate directly, each node must act as a relay, forwarding packets on
the behalf of other nodes. The main characteristics of these type of networks,
whose the consequences must be carefully addressed when designing specific
communication protocols, are the lack of central controller, the difficulty to
synchronize the network, and the possible multihop topology.
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1.1 Motivations

In wireless systems, the physical channel is scarce, so its utilization is of great
importance; hence, Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol is a critical part
of the network stack that determines to a large extent the correct and effi-
cient operation of the network. The main objective of MAC protocols for
wireless networks is to share efficiently and fairly communication medium
among many contending users. These protocols and their performances dif-
fer according to the environment in question and the system requirements
to be satisfied. Generally, MAC protocols may be broadly classified into two
groups based on their strategy for determining access rights: deterministic
access protocols and random access protocols.
Deterministic access protocols assign to each node in the network a per-
manent transmission schedule indicating in which of the synchronized time-
slots or data channels (frequencies, spreading codes or their combinations)
the node may transmit. These protocols have bounded delay but suffer low
performance at low load. Moreover if the network topology changes, these
protocols may potentially become inefficient and unstable as maintaining
transmission schedules, in multihop topology, may uses all network capacity.
Random access protocols are well suited for flat architecture and bursty data
traffic, and do not require global network synchronization. Their perfor-
mances however are mainly governed by their capabilities to handle efficiently
retransmissions of collided packets.
In wireless ad hoc networks, multiple stations use the radio channel to com-
municate without presence of any fixed infrastructure. In this case, multiple
access is basically distributed and random, and collisions are unavoidable.

Single hop networks represent situations where all nodes in the network
are in the transmission range of each others. In this case, the main challenge
in designing a 〈good〉 MAC protocol is to manage optimally the retransmis-
sions of collided packets. The retransmission scheme has to delay the next
transmission attempt long enough in time to avoid repeated collisions, but
not so far in order not to waste channel utilization (Fig. 1.1).

Due to power limitations, nodes in ad hoc networks are not always in the
transmission range of each others. In this case, nodes may be requested to
act as temporal relays in order to ensure the connectivity of the network.
The multiple access issue becomes then more complicated as new problems
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Figure 1.1: The Backoff function

occur, mainly, the hidden node problem. The hidden node problem does not
permit efficient and complete signaling of control messages on the networks.
So it affects any carrier sensing or reservation-based MAC protocol. As an
example, consider the operation of a carrier sense multiple access (CSMA)
protocol on the topology shown in Fig. 1.2. In this topology, node C does not
hear packet transmissions from node A. Thus, node C may transmit a packet
to node D, while node A transmits a packet to node B. These simultaneous
transmissions lead to a collision at node B, destroying the packet sent by
node A. In this scenario, node C is referred to as a hidden node with respect
to node A.

The use of multiple channels in wireless ad hoc networks may provide
some performance advantages by reducing collisions and enabling more con-
current transmissions, and thus better bandwidth usage and spatial reuse,
even with the same aggregate physical capacity as in single channel networks.
The multiple channels may be obtained through frequency division multiple

Figure 1.2: The hidden node problem
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access (FDMA) and code division multiple access (CDMA) (frequency hop-
ping, time hopping, and direct sequence spread spectrum) techniques.
Research on wireless network capacity has typically considered wireless net-
works with a single channel [1–3], although the results are applicable to a
wireless network with multiple channels as well, provided that at each node
there is a dedicated interface per channel. With a dedicated interface per
channel, a node can use all the available channels simultaneously. However,
the number of available channels in a wireless network can be fairly large, so
it is too expensive to have a dedicated interface per channel at each node.
When nodes are not equipped with a dedicated interface per channel, then
capacity degradation may occur, compared to using a dedicated interface per
channel. However in [4], it has been shown that in a random network of size
n with up to O(log n) channels, even with a single interface per node, there
is no capacity degradation. This implies that it may be possible to build
near capacity-optimal multi-channel networks with few channels and one in-
terface per node. This further implies that time has come to benefit from
the panoply of multiplexing techniques offered by advances in transmission
technologies in the design of efficient MAC protocols. In fact, when look-
ing at existing standards for WLANs, we can observe that MAC protocols
are not designed adequately to exploit the characteristics of the underlying
transmission technologies.
As example, IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11a define physical (PHY) layer
standards that are faster than that of IEEE 802.11. In IEEE 802.11b, there
can be 3 PHY channels concurrently in use, while In IEEE 802.11a, there
can be 8 PHY channels concurrently in use. However, the two standards will
use the MAC protocol of IEEE 802.11 or IEEE 802.11e1 independently from
physical layer specifications. In current IEEE 802.11/11b/11a standards, the
different PHY channels are mainly utilized to partition wireless LANs into
multiple base station systems.
To take benefit of channelized system, the multiple access scheme has to ad-
dress additional design problems. Particularly, how to distribute efficiently
the access demands on the different channels? This issue is known as the
channel assignment problem.

Ultra-Wideband (UWB) signaling is an example of transmission technol-
ogy that may be used to provide channelized system. Recently, UWB signal-
ing has grown in popularity since the Federal Communications Commission

1IEEE 802.11e [5] is a quality of service (QOS) extension of IEEE 802.11
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(FCC) regulations in the United States [6] have defined emission masks for
UWB signals. The FCC ruling allows for coexistence with traditional and
protected radio services and enables the potential use of UWB transmission
without allocated spectrum. This is achieved by constraining UWB transmis-
sion systems to operate at a very low spectral density, approximately equal to
the power spectral density of thermal noise. Thus, interference from UWB
transmitters to others UWB users as well as other wireless systems with
overlapping spectrum bandwidth resembles thermal noise at the receiver. As
result, scarce spectrum may be used more efficiently.
The potential classes of UWB device are many, ranging from imaging sys-
tems (ground-penetrating radar, wall-imaging system, medical systems, and
surveillance systems) to vehicular radar systems, and communications and
measurement systems. The technology offers significant potential for the
deployment of short-range communication systems (Wireless Personal Area
Networks (WPAN) supporting high rate applications.
Within the IEEE, two standardization groups have been created to investi-
gate on UWB technology. The first one is the Task Group 3a (TG3) [7] which
focuses on the definition of a physical layer alternative to IEEE 802.15.3
standard based on UWB signaling. The newly defined PHY will respond
to consumers demand in the area of multimedia distribution and will work
with the already designed MAC [8]. The second one is the TG4 [9] which is
working toward a standard for specifying a low-rate low-power standard, of-
fering localization capability, and low cost WPAN technology based on UWB
signaling.
The widely used form of UWB signaling is based on impulse radio (IR) [10].
IR-based UWB (IR-UWB) technology utilizes signals of very short durations
(6 ns) with very low spectral densities, is resistant to channel multipath, has
very good time-domain resolution allowing for location and tracking appli-
cations, and is relatively low-complexity and low-cost. Due to low power
density, duty cycle transmission, and dense UWB multipath channel [10,11],
very fine synchronization is required for reliable transmission in UWB sys-
tems.
In ad hoc networks based on UWB signaling (no base station to perform syn-
chronization), this issue becomes crucial as transmitter and receiver nodes
have to synchronize before each transmission. Thus, robust synchronization
schemes have to be designed, and information about the performance of the
synchronization (synchronization time and error statistics) has to be taken
into account when building the system protocol stack.
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For example, if the synchronization time needed to achieve acceptable level
of performance is high, then we have to think about a master node to syn-
chronize the network. Hence, the design of the MAC and routing protocol
must be adapted. Or, if the needed time to synchronize is low, we have to
specify data packet length adequately to achieve good performance.
In addition, UWB capabilities in providing ranging and localization informa-
tion may be of great interest in building efficient power control, MAC, and
routing protocol in ad hoc networks.
The issues of synchronization and localization are closely related to the time
delay estimation subject. In fact, signal synchronization consists on two
phases: coarse timing estimation phase that corresponds to a time-delay es-
timation procedure, followed by signal tracking phase to produce fine timing
information. The Location information is also built upon the time delay in-
formation by using different localization algorithms. For these reasons, we
focus in this thesis on time delay estimation study of UWB signals.

1.2 Objectives

In this thesis, our main objectives are to design, analyze, and optimize exis-
tent or new MAC protocols for ad hoc networks.
For single hop networks, we focus on deriving optimal backoff schemes that
maximize the overall network throughput. We further look only for blind
schemes that do not require any feedback information or cooperation be-
tween nodes. With blind we denote schemes that require only information
about the network size. This information is simple to obtain in single hop
networks. For this, we consider slotted ALOHA [12] and the IEEE 802.11
decentralized coordination protocols (DCF) [13].
For multihop networks, we address again the backoff scheme optimization
issue, but we do not constraint the resulting solutions to be blind. We look
also for new handshaking mechanism to ensure correct operation of DCF in
multihop topologies.
In the perspective of using UWB signaling for future ad hoc networks, we first
investigate on the design and the optimization of a new MAC protocol that
take benefit from the multi-channel capabilities of UWB systems. Second,
we examine fundamental performance of some coherent and non-coherent
synchronization schemes for UWB communications.
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1.3 Thesis Outline & Contributions

In the first part of the thesis, we address the optimization of retransmission
scheme for ALOHA and DCF protocols in single hop networks. Optimiza-
tion is carried out in order to maximize the overall network throughout. Our
ambition is to design simple and blind optimal retransmission mechanisms
under this configuration.

In chapter 2, we review the performance of slotted ALOHA protocol in
single-hop network and we discuss its bistability behavior. We derive the op-
timal retransmission probability for a given network size and packet arrival
probability. We prove then that the protocol is stable under this optimal
retransmission scheme. Unfortunately, the optimal scheme is not blind as it
requires information about the packet arrival probability. This information
is hard to obtain in case of heterogeneous network where users have different
traffic load.
To overcome this problem, we decide to use the optimal retransmission prob-
ability obtained for in saturated network under all traffic loads. We find then
that the achieved protocol is quasi-optimal in term of throughput, but not
in term of packet delay.

In chapter 3, we first give a detailed and novel analysis of the queueing
operation of IEEE802.11 DCF protocol under general load conditions. We
derive the delay statistics of the protocol, and we prove the short term unfair-
ness of its binary exponential backoff scheme. We introduce then an optimal
constant-window backoff scheme and we show that is sufficient to use the
saturation’s optimal window under all traffic loads to achieve nearly quasi-
optimal throughput and delay under all traffic loads. The intuition behind
this choice is that in CSMA system, the idle slot duration is small compared
to the collision duration, so the loss in the achieved throughput when using
the saturation’s optimal window (the largest one for a given network size)
under all loads is small. Our backoff scheme is then blind as it requires only
information about the size of the network.

In the second part of this thesis we address MAC protocol design and
enhancement for multihop networks.
In chapter 4, we introduce a modified handshaking scheme to guarantee full
protection of ongoing transmissions in IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol. Then,
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we analyze the performance of the resulting protocol, and we propose a
distributed algorithm based on stochastic approximations theory to control
the backoff window length of each node in order to maximize the network
throughput.
In chapter 5, we propose a multi-channel ALOHA-like protocol for multihop
networks. To relieve the channel assignment problem, a common channel
(CC) is dedicated for broadcasting initial signalization message RTS (Re-
quest To Send), while other channels are used randomly by all nodes to
complete communications setup and eventually for data transfers. This sim-
plifies the channel assignment functionality since no inter-node collaboration
is needed. Each node is equipped with a single half-duplex transceiver, but
may switch to all channels. Physical carrier sensing is also avoided, even on
data channels. On the CC, because it is of no interest since the RTS message
is of small duration, and as each node may operate only on a single channel
at time, sensing all data channels may be time consuming so that informa-
tion collected during the sensing phase may be out-of-date at the end of the
sensing operation.
The performances of the proposed protocol are analyzed in saturation con-
ditions and shown to be very good if the retransmission scheme over the
common channel is well designed. The analysis is then extended to consider
general load conditions. We show again that it is sufficient to use the optimal
saturation window under all loads to achieve near maximal throughput. This
is a similar result to the one obtained by DCF in single hop situation, but
here without the use of carrier sensing.

In chapter 6 of the thesis, we address the performance of some coherent
and no-coherent time-delay estimation schemes of IR-UWB signals. We are
specially interested in deriving lower and upper bounds on the mean square
error (MSE) obtained by these schemes. As UWB systems are expected to
operate at low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (80211.15.4 low-power low rate
standard), the improved Ziv-Zakai lower bound (IZZLB) [14] is then more
suited to characterize the lower bound on the MSE, than the Cramer-Rao
lower bounds (CRLB) [15, 16].
We apply the IZZLB to derive the lower bound on MSE of maximum like-
lihood estimator based on perfect knowledge of the 2nd. order statistics of
the receiver signal.
When studying practical synchronization schemes that are based on imper-
fect or no information about the channel state, we are interested in character-
izing upper bounds on their performance, which in addition serve as general
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upper bound on the MSE of an optimal estimator. For this purpose, we give
first a new upper bound on signal parameter estimation suited to character-
ize sub-optimal estimation schemes. We analyze a mis-matched maximum
likelihood (ML) estimator based on the knowledge of noisy second order sta-
tistics of the channel, and estimator with no information performing only
equal gain combining (EGC) of the received signal. The last estimator we
review is of great interest for practical implementation, i.e, it is based on a
simple discrete-time energy detector that requires no information about the
channel state. The performance of the different estimators are then compared
and show that the energy detection scheme would achieve good performance
with a few numbers of signal’s repetition and adequate integration window’s
length.
General conclusions and directions for future works are presented in chapter
7.
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Part I

Single Hop Networks
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Chapter 2

ALOHA Protocol

2.1 Introduction

Historically, the pure ALOHA protocol [17] was first used in the ALOHA
system, a single-hop terminal access network developed in 1970 at the Uni-
versity of Hawaii, employing packet-switching on a radio channel. Pure
ALOHA permits a user to transmit any time it desires. If it receives an
acknowledgment from the destination within some appropriate time-out pe-
riod, then it knows that no conflict occurred. Otherwise it assumes that a
collision occurred and it must retransmit the packet. To avoid continuously
repeated conflicts, the retransmission delay is randomized, spreading thus
the users (re)transmissions over time. A slotted version, referred to Slotted
ALOHA [12], is obtained by dividing time into slots of duration equal to the
transmission time of a single packet and its acknowledgment. Each user is
then required to synchronize its transmission with slots. When two pack-
ets collide, they will overlap completely rather than partially, providing an
increase in channel efficiency over pure ALOHA. Due to conflicts and idle
channel time, the maximum channel efficiency achieved by ALOHA is only
18% for pure ALOHA and 36% for slotted ALOHA. The slotted version has
the advantage of efficiency, but in multihop network, the synchronization
may be hard to achieve.
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One important dynamic-characteristic of ALOHA-type networks is that they
possesses two statistically stable equilibrium points, one in a desirable low-
delay region (low number of backlogged packets), and the other in an un-
desirable high-delay region (high number of backlogged packets). Since the
stability is only statistical in nature, the system oscillates between these
two points, while the system performance are mainly governed by the steady
state behavior [18,19]. In [20], the authors have proved the stability of control
schemes where retransmission probabilities are function of the backlog state.
Several works have then proposed dynamic control procedures to keep the
system in a desired operating regime, [20–22], although these schemes cannot
be implemented in a distributed fashion. Decentralized control strategies, as
introduced in [22, 23], are sub-optimal as they rely only on simple feedback
information [23], or on some performance or metrics estimate obtained by
channel activity sensing [22].

A different class of random access control protocols, known as recursive
conflict resolution algorithms [24–27] , have been built upon the idea of opti-
mally exploiting the observed ternary feedback information (idle, success, and
collision) to resolve eventual collisions. Even if these protocols reach stable
throughput higher than slotted ALOHA, their main drawbacks are that they
operate only on synchronized networks and require from all user to share the
same feedback information. For synchronized networks, practical reservation-
based protocol have been shown to achieve good performance [28, 29].

2.1.1 Contribution

In this chapter, we review the performance of slotted ALOHA protocol in
single-hop network and we discuss its bistability behavior. We derive the op-
timal retransmission probability that maximize the network throughput for
a given network size and packet arrival probability. We prove then that the
protocol is stable under this optimal retransmission scheme. Unfortunately,
the optimal scheme is not blind as it requires information about users’ load.
This information is further hard to obtain in case of heterogeneous network
where users have different traffic loads.
To overcome this problem, we decide to use the optimal retransmission prob-
ability obtained for saturated regime regardless of the exact system load.
We find then that this choice results in a small loss in the throughput and
relatively higher loss in packet delay, compared to the first retransmission
scheme.
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2.2 Performance Analysis and Optimization

of Slotted ALOHA

The Markovian model we use was first introduced simultaneously in [18,19],
it analyzes the protocol operation by considering the joint-backlog state of
all users in the network.
We consider a slotted ALOHA channel with user population consisting of
M > 2 users. Each user can be in one of two states: blocked or idle. In the
idle state, each user generates and transmits a new packet within a time slot
with probability r. A packet which had a channel collision and is waiting for
retransmission is said to be backlogged. Each user retransmit a backlogged
packet in the current slot with probability p. From the time a user generates
a packet until that packet is successfully received, the user is said to be
blocked in the sense it cannot handle another transmission.
Let N t be a stochastic process representing the total number of blocked users
(backlogged packets) at time t. The sequence of system states N t forms
a discrete-time Markov chain with state-transition probabilities matrix ST
whose entries are given by

STij =






0 ; j 6 i− 2

ip(1 − p)i−1(1 − r)M−i ; j = i− 1

(1 − p)i(M − i)r(1 − r)M−i−1 +
[
1 − ip(1 − p)i−1

]
(1 − r)M−i ; j = i

(M − i)r(1 − r)M−i−1
[
1 − (1 − p)i

]
; j = i+ 1

(
M−i
j−i

)
rj−i(1 − r)M−j ; j > i+ 2

(2.1)

For 0 < p < 1, 0 < r 6 1, the Markov chain is irreducible, aperiodic,
and positive recurrent, with a vector of steady-state (SS) probabilities u =
(u0, u1, . . . , uM)T satisfying the equation uT = uTST . However, deriving
analytical expression of u from the last equation is difficult to obtain.
Conditioning on N t = n, the channel input rate is given by

Sn
in = (M − n)r (2.2)

And the expected channel throughput Sn
out, representing the probability of

exactly one packet transmission, is
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Sn
out = (1 − p)n−1(1 − r)M−n−1 [Mr(1 − p) + n(p− r)] (2.3)

2.2.1 Stability

Using drift analysis [18] or fluid approximation [19], one may illustrate the
bistable behavior of ALOHA.
In fact, at equilibrium, the expected channel throughput Sn

out is equal to the
channel traffic input Sn

in. In Fig. 2.1 we plot the expected system drift func-
tion defined as fn(n) = Sn

out −Sn
in, and the backlog steady-state probabilities

Vs. backlog state for network of size M = 50 and different arrival proba-
bilities r and retransmission probabilities p. We observe that depending on
the pair {r, p} the system may have one or two stable equilibrium points. In
the case of two equilibrium points, the stable point with the highest steady-
state probability will drive the system to operate mainly in its region. In (c)
the stable point with the highest steady state probability is in the low-delay
region while in (d) it is in the high-delay region. The bi-stable behavior of
ALOHA can be explained as follows; Depending on the actual system’s state,
the use of a certain retransmission probability p can resolve efficiently the
collisions and thus bring the system into a low backlog state, or may have an
opposite effect and increase the actual system load, producing hence higher
collision’s rate.
Further, optimal retransmission mechanism derived from this analytical model,
[22,23], requires information about the network’s backlog state, this parame-
ter may be highly variable so it is difficult to track its value.

2.2.2 Optimization

To avoid the need of information on backlog state, we use an equilibrium
point analysis to derive the optimal retransmission probability of ALOHA
protocol in case of homogenous users. In steady-state, we assume that each
user k is in the idle state with probability Pi and in the backoff state with
probability Pb. Pi + Pb = 1 , k = 1, . . . ,M . The dynamic of each user are
illustrated in Fig.2.2.
Each user has a mean traffic load g per slot consisting of new and retransmit-
ted packets given as: g = rPi +pPb. The total network load is then G = Mg.
We define ps as the transmission success probability ps = (1 −G/M)M−1.
The network throughput is defined as the probability of exactly one trans-
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Figure 2.1: Expected drift and steady-state probabilities Vs. backlog state
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Figure 2.2: Aloha state diagram
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mission per slot

SM = G

(
1 − G

M

)M−1

(2.4)

And it reaches its maximal value for G = 1 (Gk = 1
M
, k = 1, ..M).

Successful transmission of a packet may occur at the first attempt at the idle
state, or eventually after several retransmission attempts from the backoff
state. Conditioned on packet arrival, the mean packet transmission delay is
given as (the slot duration is equal to 1)

E[D] = ps + (1 − ps)

∞∑

i=1

(i+ 1)(1 − pps)
i−1ps

= 1 +
1 − (1 − G

M )M−1

p(1 − G
M )M−1

(2.5)

At steady-state, the dynamics of each user satisfies the following global
balance equation

rPi

[
1 −

(
1 − G

M

)M−1
]

= pPb

(
1 − G

M

)M−1

(2.6)

To Find the value of p leading to G = 1 we have to solve the following system
of equations:






Pi + Pb = 1

rPi + pPb = 1
M

rPi

[
1 −

(
1 − G

M

)M−1
]

= pPb

(
1 − G

M

)M−1

(2.7)

Solving eq.2.7 gives the following optimal values of the system parameters
Pi, Pb and p

P ∗
i =

ǫ

Mr
(2.8)

P ∗
b =

Mr − ǫ

Mr
(2.9)

p∗ =
r(1 − ǫ)

Mr − ǫ
(2.10)

Where ǫ =

(
1 − 1

M

)M−1

(2.11)
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Figure 2.3: Throughput and optimal retransmission probabilities of homo-
geneous network of size M = 20

We observe that the optimization is not blind as it depends on the packet
arrival probability r in addition to the network size M . We observe also that
the optimization is not always feasible; for r < ǫ/M the optimal retrans-
mission probability is negative. Moreover, there is also an upper bound on
p∗ that users must not exceed. We take this maximal value as 1/M (This
is the worst case where we suppose that there is M collided packets in a
slot). Under this choice, p∗ is well defined for r > 1/M in the sense that
0 < p∗ 6 1/M .

In Fig. 2.3, we plot the network throughput and the corresponding re-
transmission probabilities and traffic load G Versus packet arrival probabili-
ties. For r 6 1/M , the achieved throughput and the traffic load G increase
with r until achieving ǫ and 1 respectively. Then, for r > 1/M the traffic
load saturate at its optimal value 1 as well as the throughput at ǫ. The corre-
sponding optimal retransmission probability decreases and quickly saturate
at a lower limit 1−ǫ

M−ǫ
.
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In the following, we prove that under our non-blind optimal retransmission
scheme, ALOHA has only one stable equilibrium point.

Theorem 2.2.1 : Under the following choice of retransmission probabilities
p = r(1−ǫ)

Mr−ǫ
for r > 1/M , and p = 1/M for r < 1/M

ALOHA has one and only one stable equilibrium point.

Proof : We prove the theorem by showing that the drift function fn has
only one root in [0 M ].
At the boundaries of the interval [0 M ] we have

fn(0) = Mr
[
1 − (1 − r)M−1

]
> 0 (2.12)

fn(M) = −Mp(1 − p)M−1 < 0 (2.13)

It is then sufficient to show that fn is strictly decreasing function.

∂fn(n)

∂n
= −r − (1 − r)M−n−1(1 − p)n−1

[
p− r + log

(
1 − p

1 − r

)
[Mr(1 − p) + n(p− r)]

]

(2.14)

For r > 1/M , we have p = r(1−ǫ)
Mr−ǫ

< r. We can also lower-bound p as follows

p > 1−ǫ
M−ǫ

(r = 1).
We get then

∂fn(n)

∂n
< −r − (1 − r)M−n−1(1 − p)n−1[p− r] (2.15)

< −r +
(1 − p)M−1

1 − r
(r − p) (2.16)

< r −
1 − 1−ǫ

M−ǫ

1 − 1
M

(r − p) (2.17)

< r − Mr(Mr − 1)

(M − ǫ)(Mr − ǫ)
(2.18)

<
Mr2ǫ+ rǫ−Mr

(M − ǫ)(Mr − ǫ)
(2.19)

<
2Mr2ǫ−Mr

(M − ǫ)(Mr − ǫ)
(as Mr > 1) (2.20)

<
Mr(2rǫ− 1)

(M − ǫ)(Mr − ǫ)
(as max(ǫ) = 1/2 for M = 2) (2.21)

< 0 (2.22)
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Now in case of r < 1/M we have p = 1/M > r, and n < M(1 − ǫ) (taking
r = 1/M). We get then

∂fn(n)

∂n
< −r − (1 − r)M−n−1(1 − p)n−1

[
1

M
− r + log

(
1 − 1

M

)
[1 − ǫ+ r(Mǫ− 1)]

]

< −(1 − r)M−n−1(1 − p)n−1

[
1

M
+ log

(
1 − 1

M

)
[1 − ǫ+ r(Mǫ− 1)]

]
(2.23)

< −(1 − r)M−n−1(1 − p)n−1

[
1

M
+ log

(
1 − 1

M

)[
1 − 1

M

]]
(2.24)

The function g(M) = 1/M + log(1 − 1/M)(1 − 1/M) is strictly monotonic
decreasing function of M . g(2) = 1/2(1 − log(2)) and limM→∞g(M) = 0.

Thus, g(M) > 0 for M ∈ [2 ∞]. We conclude then that ∂fn(n)
∂n

< 0.

In Fig. 2.4 we plot the expected system drift and the steady-state proba-
bilities for the same network configuration as in section 2.2.1 but under our
retransmission scheme. We see then that under all situations, the system has
only one stable equilibrium point.

To avoid the need of estimating r, we decide to use the optimal retrans-
mission probability p∗sat obtained for saturated regime regardless of the exact
system load. Form Eq. (2.10), p∗sat is given as

p∗sat =
1 − ǫ

M − ǫ
(2.25)

This choice is motivated as follows:

• For small values of r, the packet collision probability is too small so that
the backoff mechanism is almost never used. Thus, using p∗sat, which
is the smallest value of p∗ for a given network size, has no effect on
the system’s performance and results on small loss in the throughput
compared to the non-blind optimal retransmission scheme.

• For high values of r, the system is almost in saturation condition. So
again, the use of p∗sat in this situation has no effect on system’s perfor-
mances.

• For intermediates values of r, the collision probability is not too small,
neither so high, so the users will face significant unfairness from the
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b) r = 0.05, p∗ = 0.0148
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c) r = 0.0065, p∗ = 0.02
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Figure 2.4: Expected drift and steady-state probabilities Vs. backlog state
under optimal retransmission probabilities

system: lucky users get immediate access, unlucky ones produce colli-
sion and have to enter backoff state.
This behavior is inherent to any random access mechanism, indepen-
dently from the design of the backoff mechanism. If the retransmission
probability is high, the possible collisions will not be handled efficiently.
If it is small, the unfairness behavior will be aggravated.
Even with an optimal retransmission mechanism, this undesirable ef-
fect may be reduced but not resolved. For this reason, the use of the
p∗sat may be tolerable.

In Fig. 2.5, we plot the network throughput against arrival probability under
our non-blind and blind retransmission schemes and under different choices
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of fixed retransmission probability: p = 1/M2, p = 0.1. We observe then
that for small values of r, the different schemes perform similarly. Since r is
small, the choice of the retransmission probability has no effect as collision
probability of new generated packets is small. As r continues to increase, the
throughput achieved by the fixed retransmission probability schemes degrade
seriously. For p = 1/M2, the retransmission rate is very small which results
in high idle slot probability G << 1. For p = 0.1, the retransmission rate
is very high which results in high collision probability G >> 1. The choice
of p∗sat seems to be very efficient as p∗(r) converges quickly to the saturation
value. As predicted, the only significant loss of this scheme is located in
the a small intermediate region of r. However, In ALOHA systems, idle slot
duration is equal to packet duration. So if we choose to use P ∗

sat under all
traffic loads then the loss in the packet delivery time may be high, especially
for long data packet. To see this, we plot in Fig. 2.6 the mean packet delay
for the same parameters as for the throughput. Then, we observe that the
loss in delay of the blind scheme is relatively high compared to the non-blind
one, and it is located on wide range of arrival probability.

2.3 Conclusion

In addressing single-hop ALOHA networks, our ambition was to find simple
blind retransmission control schemes. Our motivation for this highly desir-
able result was that users in single-hop networks have access to the same
channel state information. Indeed, our simple retransmission scheme based
on setting p = p∗sat (it require just the information about the number of
users M in the network ) seems to operate near optimality. However, even if
the loss in system throughput is small compared to the achievable capacity,
the loss in packet delay may be not acceptable. Fortunately, we will see in
the next chapter that a similar scheme similar operates optimally for IEEE
Decentralized Coordination Function protocol (DCF). It benefices from two
features of DCF, carrier sense capability to protect ongoing transmission and
asymmetry of idle and collision durations.
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Chapter 3

IEEE 802.11 DCF Protocol:
Analysis & Optimization

3.1 Introduction and Related Works

Perhaps the main improvement in the MAC protocol design was the intro-
duction of carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) technique by Kleinrock and
Tobagi [30]. The terminology 〈carriersense〉 does not necessarily imply the
use of a carrier, but simply the ability to quickly detect use of the chan-
nel. CSMA reduces the level of interference (caused by overlapping packets)
in the random multi-access environment by allowing terminals to sense the
carrier due to other users’ transmissions; based on this channel state informa-
tion (busy or idle), the terminal takes an action prescribed by the particular
CSMA protocol being used (persistent, non-persistent, etc). In particular, a
terminal never transmits when it senses that the channel is busy. In single-
hop networks where all terminals share the same channel (carrier sense is
efficient) CSMA protocols may achieve very good performances if the re-
transmission scheme is well designed.
In the popular, and widely used IEEE802.11 standard for WLANs [13], the
primary medium access control (MAC) technique is called distributed coor-
dination function (DCF). DCF is a carrier sense multiple access with colli-
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sion avoidance (CSMA/CA) scheme and slotted binary exponential backoff
(BEB) rules. Since the introduction of the standard, many works have been
interested in the analytical evaluation of its performance; most of them were
based on the model of Bianchi, [31], and consider saturation throughput and
delay analysis ( [32–34] to cite few). In real networks, packets may be queued
at node’s buffer before being handled by the MAC protocol, and typical data
traffics are bursty or streamed at low rates so that stations do note operate
usually in saturated regime. Recent works have addressed the finite load per-
formance of IEEE802.11 DCF with queueing at node’s (queues with infinite
capacity) [35, 36] or with simplifying assumptions [37].
The analysis of queueing model of MAC protocols is a challenging task, and
generally does not permit to obtain closed-form expressions of quantities of
interest. In this work, we use a two-stage technique to analyze a queuing
model of DCF protocol. In order to acquire closed-form expression of system
performance, a Markov chain model is first used to analyze the non-queueing
operation of the system. The traffic load in this case is modeled as a proba-
bility of having a packet to transmit q, this probability is taken into account
whenever the protocol is able to handle a new packet. In this way, q al-
lows us to consider the fact that packet arrivals may occur anytime during
the operation of the system. From the non-queueing model, we obtain the
service-time statistics corresponding to a given q. In the second phase, we
consider a queueing model of the system with a given arrival process λ(t)
and queue length K. Thus, the probability of having a packet to transmit q
corresponds to the probability q0 of having at least one packet in the queue.
In order to link the two models, we use a recursive algorithm that updates
the q value used in the Markov model to specify the service time statistics,
to match the resulting q0 from the queueing model.
It is well recognized that the key optimization issue of random access proto-
cols is the design of an optimal retransmission scheme that keeps access rate
to the multiple-access channel around its capacity. Obviously, an optimal
retransmission scheme must achieve this capacity under all network condi-
tions and must be distributed. The optimality of the scheme depends on how
accurate is the information it has about the multiple access channel state.
IEEE802.11 DCF uses a BEB retransmission scheme. The BEB scheme has
the advantage of being simple and does not require cooperation among users
or any information about the channel state, it tries to blindly adapt the con-
tention window to the channel congestion level based only on its experience,
i.e., the contention window is increased in case of collision and it is reset to
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its initial value in case of success. Its performances however are shown to
be sub-optimal, in term of the achieved throughput as it needs several at-
tempts to find approximately the best contention window, and also in term
of short-term fairness as it favors the first successful user to compete again
for the channel with small contention window against potentially others users
with much higher contention window. Works in [38,39] have derived specific
fairness metric to illustrate this.
The enhancement of the DCF based BEB have been extensively addressed
in the literature, the proposed schemes may be categorized into two classes:

1. Fully blind schemes: as in BEB, the change of the contention window’s
length is made upon collision or success but in a different manner than
BEB (MILD [40], FCR [41], EIED [42] to cite few) in order to better
reach the optimal backoff window and/or increase short-term fairness.

2. coherent schemes: here the optimization is made in order to dynam-
ically adapt the contention window to meet directly some objective
optimization condition. The objective condition is derived from an an-
alytical model and its verification is made by measuring (estimating)
some specific performance metrics, [43–46] to site few. Even if these
schemes identify and try to reach an optimal operating point of the
system, the way they update the backoff window is not optimal as in
the blind schemes.

Early in the work of Bianchi [31], the notion of optimal backoff window that
optimizes the saturation network throughput has been introduced. Unfor-
tunately, the calculation of this optimal window requires information about
the network size N and the average duration of collisions E[Tcol]. Even if
N could be easily obtained in single-hop network, channel activity sensing
is required to estimate E[Tcol] in case of heterogeneous network where users
employ different physical rates and/or packet sizes.
As DCF provides equal long-term access rate to different users, several stud-
ies have shown that it is unable to fairly and efficiently manage heterogeneous
networks [36, 43, 47–50]. As solution, time-based scheduling that guarantee
equal channel time access to different users have been shown to increase both
the throughput and fairness of the MAC protocol [48].
In order to achieve trivially time-based scheduling with DCF, it is sufficient
to normalize the packet duration by normalizing the packet-size/physical-
rate ratio, i.e., each physical rate is to be used with a corresponding packet
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size in order to get unique packet duration on the channel and hence, a priori,
fair input to the system. In this case, we can implement the optimal-window
backoff scheme of [31] without estimating E[Tcol].

3.1.1 Contribution

In this chapter, we consider backoff-window optimization issue of finite load
single-hop networks based on the idea in [31]. In order to avoid estimat-
ing collision durations, we suppose that packet durations are normalized.
Obviously, the optimal backoff-window in this case will depend also on the
traffic load. However, we will show that is sufficient to use the saturation’s
optimal window under all loads to achieve nearly the maximum achievable
throughput. Our main contributions are:

• New analytical model to consider finite load performance of DCF with-
out queueing at nodes buffers.

• Proof of the short term unfairness of the binary exponential scheme by
using channel capture probability as fairness metric.

• Accurate delay statistics model considering self-loop probability on
every backoff state.

• Derivation of the contention window size for the optimal constant-
window backoff (OCB) scheme. The optimal window is achieved only
for arrival rates greater than a specific threshold (saturation regime),
below this threshold the optimal window is simply of length 2. How-
ever, we prove in this work that the saturation optimal window is quasi-
optimal under all traffic loads.

• Deep analysis of the operations of the BEB and OCB schemes with
respect to load variations using numerical results. We show that OCB
performs better than BEB, in term of throughput, delay, and fairness,
while remaining quasi-insensitive to traffic load.

• Analytical model to consider finite queuing capacity of nodes based on
the delay statistics model of the non-queueing model. Using results on
M/G/1/K queues, we will use a recursive algorithm to link the delay
statistics produced by a given traffic load to a corresponding arrival
process (Markovian in our case) and queue length.
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The chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2 we introduce the analytical
model, we derive the throughput and the delay statistics, and we show the
unfairness of the BEB retransmission scheme. In section 3.3 we introduce the
optimal constant window backoff scheme and give bounds on performances
loss when using only the saturation window for all arrival probabilities. The
performances of the two schemes are then deeply analyzed in section 3.4.
The finite capacity queueing model is given is section 3.5, simulation results
in section 3.6 and concluding remarks are provided in section 3.7.

3.2 Binary Exponential Backoff Scheme

The analytical model we use is based on the work of Bianchi [31] but extends
it to consider general load performance (with backoff freezing and finite retry
limit).
We consider a network of n nodes evolving in single hop configuration. The
key approximation of the Bianchi’s model is to assume that the channel is
busy with fixed probability p independently from the backoff counter value
(equilibrium point analysis). Each node state is identified by its backoff win-
dow counter and backoff stage. The backoff counter and stage are modeled as
a bidimensional discrete-time Markov process (s(t), b(t)) where s(t) and b(t)
denote respectively the backoff stage and the backoff counter at time instant
t. If the channel is busy the backoff counter is frozen for the duration of the
current transmission. Otherwise, it is decreased when the channel is sensed
again idle. Hence, transitions time of the Markov process depend on the
current state of the channel. To alleviate this problem, a second approxima-
tion is made by defining an average time slot as the unit-time of the Markov
chain. This unit-time is an average of the three possible time slot durations
that correspond to successful transmission, collision or idle, weighted by their
probability of occurrence:

Tavg = pidleσ + psucTsuc + pcolTcol (3.1)

σ is the idle slot duration. For the basic access mode, Tsuc and Tcol are given
as

Tsuc = 2δ +H + E[P ] + SIFS +Ack +DIFS (3.2)

Tcol = δ +H + E[P ] + EIFS (3.3)
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And for the RTS/CTS access mode

Tsuc = 4δ +H + E[P ] + 3SIFS +RTS + CTS

+ACK +DIFS (3.4)

Tcol = δ +RTS + EIFS (3.5)

pidle, psuc and pcol will be derived in the following.
When the backoff counter reaches 0 the node is allowed to transmit. In case
of a collision, the node must double is contention window to reduce collision
probability (binary exponential backoff). Otherwise it resets its contention
window to its initial value. The scheme defines also a maximum number m+1
of retransmission trials after which the packet is dropped, and a maximum
window’s size order m′.
Let πi,j denotes the steady state probability of node to be in backoff stage
i with backoff counter at j. i ∈ {0..m}, j ∈ {0..Wi − 1} and Wi denotes
contention window value at stage i. According to the standard we have:

Wi =

{
2iW0 for i 6 m′

2m′

W0 for i > m′ (3.6)

where W0 is the initial value of the contention window.
To avoid channel capture, each node must wait a random backoff time af-
ter each successful packet transmission. We add then the new states (−1, j),
j ∈ {0..W0−1} to model node’s state during inter-packets transmission(Inter-
transmission backoff (ITB) states).
In order to consider the non-saturated regime we define q as the probability
of having a packet to transmit (all nodes have the same q1), and to keep
the analysis tractable we do not consider for the moment queueing at node’s
buffer (each node has at maximum one packet per time). In a queueing
model, q corresponds to the probability of having at least one packet in the
buffer.
Others works have addressed the performance analysis of 802.11 DCF un-
der finite load conditions. In [35, 36], the authors analyzed the finite load
performance of 802.11 considering queueing at nodes buffers. The analysis
is more complex so they consider queues with infinite capacity. We mention
also the work in [37] where the case of users with heterogeneous finite loads
and with small buffers is analyzed. Using the assumptions of small buffers,
the authors in [37] have modeled the arrival probability as the probability of

1extension to heterogeneous arrival case is straightforward [37]
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Figure 3.1: Markov chain model

having at least one arrival during the mean system time Tavg , which in fact
remove the queuing effect as it is true only when the buffer size is equal to 1.
Here, we proceed differently, from the no-queueing model parameterized by
the packet availability probability q, we derive the delay statistics and then
we relate them to the finite capacity queueing model (section 3.5).
Fig. 3.1 illustrates the Markov chain model used for the no-queueing model.
After a packet transmission (success or drop), a node may transit to the
following states:

• (0, 0): if it chooses 0 as backoff value and it has a packet to transmit

p{(0, 0)|(i, 0)} =
(1 − p)q

W0
i ∈ {0,m− 1} (3.7)

p{(0, 0)|(m, 0)} =
q

W0
(3.8)
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• (−1, 0): if it chooses 0 as backoff value but has no packet to transmit.

p{(−1, 0)|(i, 0)} =
(1 − p)(1 − q)

W0
(3.9)

p{(−1, 0)|(m, 0)} =
1 − q

W0
(3.10)

In this case, the node will stay in this state waiting for a new packet
to transmit; Idle state.

• (−1, j), j ∈ {1..W0 − 1}: if it chooses j as backoff value.

p{(−1, j)|(i, 0)} =
(1 − p)

W0
i ∈ {0,m− 1} (3.11)

p{(−1, j)|(m, 0)} =
1

W0
(3.12)

At the end of the ITB (state (−1, 1)), the node may transit to the (0, 0)
state if it has a packet to transmit. Otherwise, it goes to the Idle state.

p{(0, 0|(−1, 1)} = (1 − p)q (3.13)

p{(−1, 0)|(−1, 1)} = (1 − p)(1 − q) (3.14)

Transitions from the idle state occur at new packet arrival. If the medium is
sensed idle during DIFS, the node proceeds directly with packet transmission
and transits to the state (0, 0). Otherwise, it executes the BEB scheme.

p{(0, 0|(−1, 0)} = (1 − p)q (3.15)

p{(0, j)|(−1, 0)} =
pq

W0
j ∈ {0..W0 − 1} (3.16)

Solving the global balance equations leads to the following steady state prob-
abilities

• for the last m− 1 backoff stages:

πi,j =
(Wi − j)pi

Wi(1 − p)
π0,0 j ∈ {1,Wi − 1} (3.17)

πi,0 = piπ0,0 (3.18)
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π0,0




m∑

i=0

pi +

m∑

i=0

Wi−1∑

j=1

(Wi − j)pi

Wi(1 − p)
+

W0−1∑

j=1

(W0 − j)p(1 − q)

W0(1 − p)
+

1 − q

q



 = 1 (3.22)

π0,0 =






[
W0(1−p)[1−(2p)m′+1]+(1−2p)2[1−pm+1]+2m′

W0(1−2p)[pm′+1−pm+1]
2(1−p)2(1−2p)

+(1 − q)
[

p(W0−1)
2(1−p) + 1

q

]]−1

m > m′

[
W0(1−p)[1−(2p)m+1]+(1−2p)2[1−pm+1]

2(1−p)2(1−p) + (1 − q)
[

p(W0−1)
2(1−p) + 1

q

]]−1

m 6 m′

[
(W0+1−2p)[1−pm+1]

2(1−p)2 + (1 − q)
[

p(W0−1)
2(1−p) + 1

q

]]−1

m′ = 0 (constant window)

(3.23)

• for the inter-transmission backoff states:

π−1,j =
(W0 − j)

W0(1 − p)
π0,0 j ∈ {1,W0 − 1} (3.19)

π−1,0 =
1 − q

q
π0,0 (3.20)

• and for the first backoff stage

π0,j =
(W0 − j)p(1 − q)

W0(1 − p)
π0,0 j ∈ {1,Wi − 1} (3.21)

The normalizing equation and the resulting steady state probability of being
in state (0, 0) are given in Eqs. (3.22,3.23). The probability of transmission
in a given slot is then

τ =

m∑

i=0

πi,0 =
1 − pm+1

1 − p
π0,0 (3.24)

Then the probabilities of busy, idle, success, and collision are given as

p = 1 − (1 − τ)n−1 (3.25)

pidle = (1 − τ)n (3.26)

psuc = nτ(1 − τ)n−1 (3.27)

pcol = 1 − pidle − psuc (3.28)

and the throughput is defined as

Thrp =
psucL

Tavg
=

psucL

pidleσ + psucTsuc + pcolTcol
(3.29)

where L is the data packet length.
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3.2.1 Delay Statistics

We define packet success delay as the time duration a packet lasts in the
system since it is being handled by the MAC layer until the reception of
acknowledgement of its successful reception.
A successful transmission may occur at one of the several backoff stages.
The average time that a packet spends in the first backoff stage before its
first transmission depends on whether the packet comes directly from the
idle state or from ITB states. Conditioned on being in the first transmission
stage (0, 0), this time is

D0 =

[
1 − q(1 − p)π−1,0

π0,0

]W0−1∑

j=1

j

W0
DB

= [1 − (1 − q)(1 − p)]
W0 − 1

2
DB (3.30)

DB denotes the average time that nodes spent in every backoff state. Many
analysis of 802.11 delay take DB equal to Tavg and ignore the self-loop prob-
ability p on every backoff state. In fact, DB is geometrically distributed with
parameter p and variates depending on the states of the (n − 1) remaining
nodes

DB =
∞∑

k=0

pk(1 − p)(kTB + σ) =
pTB + (1 − p)σ

1 − p
(3.31)

where TB denotes the average slot duration seen by a node in backoff state
when the channel is busy. Conditioned on channel busy probability p, TB is

TB =
(n− 1)τ(1 − τ)n−2[Tsuc − Tcol] + [1 − (1 − τ)n−1]Tcol

p
(3.32)

Similarly, for the other backoff stages, the average time that a packet spends
in the stage i before its transmission

Di = Di−1 +
Wi − 1

2
DB + Tcol i ∈ {1 . . .m} (3.33)

Di−1 represents the time that the packet spends in the system until it’s
(i − 1)th. transmission, Tcol the fact that the last transmission was not
successful, and Wi−1

2
DB is the average backoff time at the current backoff

stage. Conditioned on starting transmission at the state (0, 0), transmission
success probability at the i.th stage is
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psuc
i =

πi,0(1 − p)

π0,0
= pi(1 − p) i ∈ {0 . . .m} (3.34)

The delay of a successful transmission can then be seen as a geometric random
variable taking values in the set
{Dsuc

i = Di + Tsuc, i = 0 . . .m}.
Alternatively, the average delay of packet drop is simply

E [Ddrop] = Dm + Tcol (3.35)

With drop probability (conditioned on starting transmission at (0, 0) state)

pdrop = pm+1 (3.36)

Conditioned on effectively starting packet transmission (at state (0, 0)) suc-
cess and drop probabilities sum to 1

m∑

i=0

psuc
i + pdrop = 1 (3.37)

3.2.2 Short-Term Fairness

The use of exponential backoff retransmission scheme in 802.11 DCF leads
to short-term unfairness. This is mainly because the scheme favors the first
successful user to transmit again.
There exist several metrics to measure the fairness of a MAC protocol, the
most popular is the one proposed by Jain et al. [51], but it can not be used
for analytical purposes.
Many studies have then tried to characterize the short-term fairness issue
by deriving specific fairness metrics [38], [39]. In [39], the authors define as
metric the distribution of the number of inter-transmissions that other hosts
may perform between two transmissions of a given host. They derive this
metric for IEEE802.11 by considering the analytically tractable case of two
nodes in saturation conditions and found that the distribution of the number
of inter-transmission K is independent of the contention window size. This
means that changing the window size has no impact on fairness, so they
conclude that unfairness of 802.11 DCF is not related to the use of the ex-
ponential backoff scheme.
In [39], the derivation of the distribution of K was possible by approximat-
ing the discrete uniform distribution by a continuous one. In doing so, the
authors neglect the collision probability and so the analysis did not take into
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Figure 3.2: Channel capture by node 1

account the exponential backoff scheme.
To prevent analytical difficulties faced when deriving the distribution of K,
we use as metric the channel capture probability, i.e., the probability that a
node sends successfully and consecutively 2 packets. As this probability is
smaller the scheme is fairer (for TDMA this probability is 0 as nodes use the
channel alternatively). We derive this probability also only for the case of
two nodes in saturation and we consider only two backoff stages. The goal is
just to have an idea on the way the protocol performs in this simple scenario.
Consider two nodes 1 and 2, and let wk

i,j denote the k.th backoff window
value chosen by node i when it enters backoff stage j. We denote the back-
off window size at stage i by Wi and we suppose that the two nodes start
simultaneously at stage 0.
The channel may be captured by node 1 only in the three following trans-
mission cases: ‘11’, ‘1C1’or C11 (Fig. 3.2). C denotes collision.
The event 11 represents a situation where node 1 chooses consecutively two

backoff values w1
1,0 and w2

1,0 such that the backoff value w1
2,0 chosen by node

2 is greater than w1
1,0 + w2

1,0. The probability of this event is

p(11) = p(w1
10 < w1

20 & w2
10 < w1

20 − w1
10)

=

W0−1∑

i=0

W0−1∑

j=i+1

j−i−1∑

k=0

1

W 3
0

=
W 2

0 − 1

6W 2
0

(3.38)

We can see that this probability increases with increasing W0 and it’s inde-
pendent of the choice of W1.
The event 1C1 represents a situation where the backoff values chosen by node
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1 at the first backoff stage, and then after a collision at the second backoff
stage, are smaller than those of node 2. The probability of this event is

p(1C1) = p(w1
10 < w1

20 & w1
20 = w1

10 + w2
10 & w1

11 < w1
21)

=

24 1

W0

W0−1X
i=0

W0−1X
j=i+1

1

W 2
0

3524W1−1X
i=0

W1−1X
j=i+1

1

W 2
1

35
=

(W0 − 1)(W1 − 1)

4W 2
0 W1

(3.39)

We observe that this probability decreases with increasing W0 (collision prob-
ability is decreased) and increases with increasing W1.
The third event represents a situation where after a collision, node 1 succeeds
to transmit first its packet, then it goes-back to the first backoff stage and
transmit again before node 2. The probability of the third event is

p(C11) = p(w1
10 = w1

20 & w1
11 < w1

21 & w2
10 < w1

21 − w1
11)

=

24 1

W0

W1−1X
i=0

W1−1X
j=i+1

j−i−1X
k=0

1

W0W 2
1

35
=

8>><>>: W2
1 −1

6W2
0 W1

W1 6 W0

3W2
1 +W2

0 −3W0W1−1

6W0W2
1

W1 > W0

(3.40)

We observe again that this probability increases with increasing W1. In fact,
after a collision the first successful node has a smaller contention window
than the other node so it has more chance to retransmit again.
The channel capture probability is the sum of probabilities of the last three
events. As we have seen, the channel capture probability increases with
increasing W1(Fig. 3.3) which means that binary exponential backoff scheme
is less fair than constant backoff scheme (W1 = W0). We observe also that
BEB is fairer for increasing size of the initial backoff window. The result is for
the case of two nodes but give a general idea on the behavior of the protocol.
Intuitively, if the network size increases, the collision probability increases,
and so, the probability that nodes will alternate transmissions after collision
decreases as they have different windows. The same argument can be used
to prove the same behavior for increasing number of backoff stages. We are
then facing a capacity-fairness tradeoff; after a collision, if the contention
window is increased, the system becomes unfair, but in the same time the
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Figure 3.3: Channel capture probability Vs. W1

collision probability is decreased.
Historically, the BEB scheme was introduced to blindly adapt the contention

window to the traffic load in order to reduce collisions. Recently, it was shown
in [52] that the BEB achieves a success probability of ln 2/2 which is lower
than the capacity of a constant backoff scheme (e−1 for slotted Aloha with
uniform retransmission). It is then legitimate to think about a constant
backoff scheme that blindly adapt or that is insensitive to traffic load.

3.3 Optimal Constant-Window Backoff Scheme

Motivated by the results on short-term unfairness of BEB, we analyze in
depth the case of constant backoff window. In this case, the backoff window
must be optimized to maximize the throughput and must be fixed to not
decrease fairness.
The optimal backoff window can be seen as the transmission probability τop,
below which the channel utilization is reduced due to high probability of
idle slots and above which reduction of throughput is due to high collision
probability. The goal of the optimization is then to adapt the backoff window
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to achieve this τop. Obviously, under general load conditions, the backoff
window must be optimized with respect to traffic intensity (q). However,
it is also obvious that the {τop} will not be achieved for small arrival rate
(q 6 qt, qt is a threshold on arrival rate) even with the minimal backoff
window(W0 = 1). For this reason, we propose in this work to use the optimal
backoff window of the saturated regime W s

op for all arrival rates. The intuition
behind this choice is that below qt the system is lightly loaded so that the
probability of going into backoff is very small and thus the effect of using a
large W is minimal. Above qt, the loss incurred by using a backoff window
W0 = W s

op > Wop is due to the fact that idle slot probability is higher than
the optimal one, but in this case, the packet collision probability is lower
that the optimal one, since in CSMA system the idle slot duration is small
compared to the collision duration, the loss in the achieved throughput is
small. In the following, we derive first the optimal transmission probability
τop and the arrival rate threshold qt. Once qt identified, we show that for
arrival rates bellow qt almost all transmissions succeed without involving the
backoff scheme, and for q > qt we give an upper bound on the throughput
loss.

3.3.1 Derivation of τop and W s
op

When we differentiate the Thrp with respect to τ , we find that is maximal
for transmission probability τop verifying2

τop =
α− (1 − τop)

n

αn
where α =

Tcol

Tcol − σ
(3.41)

From Eq.(3.23) we have for the constant backoff case (m′ = 0) in saturation
conditions (q = 1)

τ =
2(1 − p)

(W0 + 1 − 2p)
=

2(1 − τ)n−1

[W0 − 1 + 2(1 − τ)n−1]
(3.42)

The saturation optimal fixed backoff window is then

W s
op = 1 +

2(1 − τop)
n

τop
(3.43)

2The existence and uniqueness of τop can be simply verified [31]
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3.3.2 Derivation of qt

We look now under which condition on q the τop could not be achieved even
with the minimal allowed value of the backoff window W0 = 1 (no backoff3).
From Eq. 3.23 we have for W0 = 1

τ =
q(1 − p)

qp+ 1 − p
(3.44)

With a little algebra we find that the situation of τ 6 τop is possible for

q 6 qt =
τop(1 − pop)

1 − pop − τoppop
(3.45)

Where pop = 1 − (1 − τop)
n−1 (3.46)

In Fig 3.4, we plot the Optimal transmission probabilities and the corre-
sponding optimal backoff windows Vs arrival rates. We can see that for
arrival probabilities q 6 qt the achieved transmission rates are below the op-
timal ones even with backoff window equal to 1. We say then that the system
is in lightly loaded regime. Above qt, τop is achieved by increasing the backoff
window’s size. We observe also that the optimal backoff window increases,
in a first phase, exponentially and then, in a second phase, slowly converges
to the saturation optimal window. During the first phase of increase we say
that the system is in transition regime while during the second phase it is in
saturation regime.
In the following, we give bounds on throughput loss when using the satura-
tion optimal window under all load rather than the exact optimal window
that take into account the value of traffic load.

3.3.3 Loss in System Performances

Case of q 6 qt

As we have said before, in this case the system is lightly loaded and almost
all transmissions are successful without backoff. To see this we can express
the transmission success probability outside the backoff state as

PNB
suc = nπ−1,0q(1 − p)2 = n(1 − q)(1 − p)2π0,0 (3.47)

3We take W0 = 1 only for analytical purpose, in real system the lowest value of W0 we
may take is 2
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timal backoff windows (normalized to the saturation optimal window) vs.
arrival rates
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While total transmission success probability is given as

psuc = nτ(1 − p) = n(1 − pm+1)π0,0 (3.48)

As q 6 qt, we have τ 6 τt, where τt is the transmission probability cor-
responding to qt. Thus, we can lower bound the ratio of pNB

suc over psuc as
follow

PNB
suc

psuc
> (1 − qt)(1 − pt)

2 (3.49)

Where pt = 1 − (1 − τt)
n−1 (3.50)

In Fig. 3.5 we plot this lower bound Vs. network size and we can see that
about 94% of transmissions success occurs without backoff. We conclude
then that the use of the saturation optimal window in this case has almost
no effect on system performances.
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δ σ SIFS DIFS EIFS H E[P ] RTS/CTS ACK
1µs 20µs 10µs 50µs 364µs 416 8184 352 304

Table 3.1: Parameter set used for numerical results

Case of q > qt

In this case the τop is achieved if the backoff window is optimally adapted to
the arrival rate. The maximum system throughput is then achieved. Using
Eq. 3.41 we can express this maximum throughput as follow

Thrpmax =
(1 − pop)E(P )

(1 − pop)Tsuc + popTcol
(3.51)

From this last expression of the maximal throughput we can deduce that
the optimal operation of the protocol is similar to having only one node in
saturation condition who succeed its transmissions with probability 1 − pop

and fails with probability pop.
Now, we want to measure the loss in the achieved throughput if we do

not use the optimal window to achieve τop but only the saturation optimal
window. As q > qt, we have τ > τq, we can thus upper bound the normalized
throughput loss as follow

Thrpmax − Thrp

Thrpmax
6

Thrpmax − Thrpt

Thrpmax

In Fig. 3.5 we plot this bound Vs. networks size and we find that the loss
does not exceed 1.6%.

3.4 Numerical Results

In this section, we compare the performance of the IEEE802.11 DCF based
BEB with the proposed optimal constant backoff (OCB) scheme. Table 3.1
summarizes the parameters used for our numerical results.

3.4.1 Throughput

Fig. 3.6 shows the achieved throughput Vs. packet arrival probability for
network of size n = 50. The optimal window for OCB scheme in this case
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Figure 3.6: Throughput

is 1392 slots. We consider multiple BEB cases with different initial backoff
window W0 = 16, 64, 256. We see then that during the lightly loaded regime
(q 6 10−3.5 in this case), both OCB and BEB (independently from W0)
perform similarly and increase their channel utilization with increasing q.
During the transition regime (10−3.5 6 q 6 10−2.8), we observe that the BEB
throughput is slightly higher than the OCB one. Finally in the saturation
regime (q > 10−3.5), and depending on W0, the throughput achieved by BEB
scheme decreases and then saturates, while the OCB throughput saturates
at a higher value.
To understand the operation of the two schemes, we plot in Fig. (3.7,3.8)

the repartition of success probability (is the successful transmissions occur
from idle state or from backoff states?), the collision probability and the idle
probability Vs. packet arrival probability q. We consider the case of W0 = 64
for BEB. For both schemes we observe that during the 1st phase, success and
collision probabilities increase with increasing load while idle probability re-
mains almost equal to 1 which means that the system is lightly loaded. As
result, all success is almost from the idle state which means that almost all
packets are transmitted directly at their arrivals without any backoff delay.
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In the 2nd phase, for the BEB scheme, the collision probability continues to
increase with load while idle probability starts to decreases seriously. BEB
begins then to have significant transmission success from the backoff state
while success from the idle state saturates. At the end of this phase, the
two success probabilities are equal. The same phenomena is observed for
OCB, except the idle probability that decreases also but remains close to 1,
and a less significant success from backoff states which means that almost all
success is still produced at idle state.
To explain this and how the difference in success probability repartition pro-
duces the small difference in the channel utilization, we can say that during
this transition phase, the probability of busy slot at packet arrival increases
for the two schemes. They start then to execute occasionally their backoff
procedures. As the BEB scheme begins with a relatively small value of W0,
its busy slot probability is bigger than for OCB (the users are not delayed
for a long time), so it enters more frequently into backoff states, but as the
system is still lightly loaded, it succeeds its transmission without excessive
backoff delay (the panel of backoff windows (from W0 to Wmax) is sufficient
to statistically multiplex efficiently all access demands). The OCB scheme
operates differently; as its backoff window is bigger (1392), its busy slot
probability is smaller than for BEB (high idle probability), so it enters less
frequently the backoff state. But in the same time, as the system is lightly
loaded, even if the system delays far enough the unlucky users who find the
system busy at their packet arrival, the channel is not used frequently during
this time which explains the small loss in channel utilization.
During the 3rd phase, the total success probability of the two schemes sat-

urate as well as the idle and collision probabilities (and so the throughput).
For the BEB, success from backoff states continues to increase with load
becoming the only significant source of transmission success. While for the
OCB scheme, success from backoff states becomes significant only at values
of q approaching 1. The degradation of throughput of BEB can be seen as
a failure of the scheme to adapt its window to access demands (high colli-
sion probability). The OCB scheme is more efficient during this phase, as
its backoff window is tailored for a saturated regime. Even if it continues to
delay unlucky user for a longer time than BEB, the channel utilization get
higher as the load increases.
Another important observation is that even if BEB achieves higher success
probability than OCB, the resultant throughput is lower! This gives us a
more precise idea on the philosophy of the scheme; In fact, OCB fixes the
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optimal window in order to keep transmission probability in an optimal level.
At this optimal level loss due to idle slots is equal to loss due to collision.
Below this optimal level, idle slot probability increases while success and col-
lision probabilities decrease. Above the optimal transmission level, success
increases but also collisions. In carrier sense multiple access scheme, idle
slot duration is shorter than collision, the scheme tries then to equalize the
duration of idle and collision events which explains the large value for the
contention window and so the smaller success probability.
OCB seems then to operate at optimal level regardless of traffic intensity
except during the transition phase. In Fig. 3.9, we compare the through-
put achieved by OCB to the one achieved by exactly optimizing the backoff
window to the traffic load q. As predicted by the bound we observe that the
loss of OCB is small for all network size considered, and is located on a small
interval that corresponds to the transition phase.
To illustrate better the superiority of OCB aver BEB, we plot in fig. 3.10

the achieved throughput of the two schemes in saturation vs. network size.
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Figure 3.10: Throughput Vs. Network size

We observe that OCB performs better than BEB at all network size. We
observe also that BEB operates differently depending on its initial backoff
window value. We can see that every value of W0 has only a limited interval
of network sizes where it performs optimally which shows the inability of
BEB to adapt efficiently the backoff window to the access demands.

3.4.2 Delay & Fairness

Fig. 3.11 depicts the normalized achieved delay (to packet transmission time
Tsuc) Vs. packet arrival probability. We observe a logical behavior with
respect to the throughput, i.e., no excess delay in the non-backoff regime,
delay of OCB slightly greater than BEB in the transition regime and lower
in saturation regime. Moreover, we can see that OCB packet’s mean delay
at saturation approximates 50 ∗ Tsuc, which is the delay of a pure TDMA
scheme with 50 users in saturation.
To illustrate the BEB unfairness, we use the Jain’s fairness index relative to

the delay. The Jain’s fairness can be related to the delay statistics as follow
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Jain′s index =
1

1 + var(D)
E[D]2

(3.52)

Fig. 3.12 pictures the Jain index for the same setting as previously. We can
see that OCB is less fair than BEB during the transition phase but much more
fair in saturation regime. We observe also that during the transition phase,
the system can not guarantee equal service time even with the exact window
OCB scheme. As the system is not really loaded, neither unloaded, packets
got service depending on the system’s state at their arrival time: lucky users
got immediate service while others are delayed. During the saturation regime,
OCB becomes fairer as all packet get access from backoff states while BEB
remain unfair due to its intrinsic unfairness.

3.5 Buffered Terminals Model

In real networks, packets may be queued at node’s buffer before being han-
dled by the MAC protocol. It’s then necessary to include the queueing delay
in the characterization of the system performance. In section 3.2.1, we have
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derived the delay statistics of the protocol for a given packet availability q.
We consider now each terminal with a queue of size (K−1) packets, the prob-
ability q corresponds then to the probability that the queue is not empty.
We assume that packet arrivals at each terminal is Poissonian process with
mean λ, hence each node buffer can be modeled as a finite capacity single
server queue M/G/1/K. The number of packet in the system at the em-
bedded points corresponding to the time instants just after a job completion
(successful transmission or drop) forms a Markov chain. We define the packet
service time as the packet success delay in case of successful transmission or
the packet drop delay in the contrary case. The average packet service time
at the MAC layer is then

µ =
m∑

i=0

Dsuc
i psuc

i +Ddroppdrop (3.53)

Let (πd
k ,πk) denote respectively the steady state probability of having k pack-

ets in the queueing system at departure instants, and at arbitrary instants.
k ∈ {0 . . .K − 1}. And let Qd

i,j denotes the system transition probabilities
upon departure, we have then [53]

Qd
0,k =

{
αk 0 6 k 6 K − 2

1 −
∑K−2

i=0 αi k = K − 1
j = 0

(3.54)

Qd
j,k =

{
αk−j+1 j − 1 6 k 6 K − 2

1 −∑K−j−1
i=0 αi k = K − 1

1 6 j 6 K − 1

(3.55)

Where αk represents the probability of having k arrivals during a service time

αk =

m∑

i=−1

(λDsuc
i )k

k!
e−λDsuc

i psuc
i +

(λDdrop)k

k!
e−λDdrop

pdrop (3.56)

The global balance equations and the normalization condition are given as
follow

πd
k =

K−1∑

j=0

πd
kQ

d
j,k , 1 =

K−1∑

k=0

πd
k (3.57)

Therefore, the steady state probabilities at arbitrary instants are given by
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πk =
1

πd
0 + ρ

πd
k, k ∈ {0 . . .K − 1} (3.58)

where ρ = λµ is the queue load.
The probability of having at least one packet in the queue is then

q = 1 − π0 (3.59)

And the blocking probability is

πK = 1 − 1

πd
0 + ρ

(3.60)

To specify the service time distribution using results of section 3.2.1 we need
to identify the packet availability probability q. In the same time, to specify
the packet arrival probability from the queueing analysis we need to identify
the service time distribution!
To resolve this problem, given an input rate λ and a queue length K − 1, we
use a recursive algorithm to estimate the corresponding arrival probability q.
Starting with an initial guess qin on the arrival probability, we derive the
service time distribution, then we use the queueing analysis to identify the
produced arrival probability qout(Eq. 3.59). If the difference between the
input probability qin and the output probability qout is greater than a thresh-
old, qin is replaced with qout and the operation is repeated. Otherwise the
search is stopped.
Convergence in ensured since the case of qout > qin (respectively qout < qin)
means that even with a lower estimate of arrival probability qin, and so a
lower estimate of the service time, the system is more loaded which indicates
that the search must continues on the direction of qout (respectively, even
with an upper estimate of the service time the system is less loaded so the
search must also continue in the direction of qout).
The average queue length can then be expressed as

N =
K∑

k=0

kπk (3.61)

The mean packet service time (including MAC delay) by

W =
N(ρ+ πd

0)

λ
(3.62)

And the end-to-end throughput as

Thrpe = nλ(1 − πK)(1 − pdrop) (3.63)
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3.6 Simulation results

In this section we validate our analytical results with NS2 (Network Sim-
ulator) simulations. We use the same parameters as previously, the queue
length is taken equal to 50 and we consider now the RTS/CTS access mode.
The optimal constant window in this case is 363 slots. In Fig. 3.13, we
plot the achieved throughput under BEB and OCB schemes vs. data arrival
rate. First, we observe that results from analytical model are almost equal
to that from simulations which validates, not only our queueing model, but
also our non-queueing models and our delay statistics model. Second, we
can see that BEB performances are close to that of OCB which means that
even if BEB collision probability is higher than that of OCB, the penalty
in throughput is very small since collision duration is reduced by the use of
RTS/CTS handshaking. Fig. 3.14 depicts the corresponding mean packet
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Figure 3.13: Queueing model throughput Vs. simulation

service time (including queueing delay) and shows clearly the existence of
the three operating modes (no-backoff, transition and saturation regimes).
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In fig. 3.15, we plot the delay Jain’s fairness index Vs. packet arrival rate.
We observe again that during the no-backoff regime the two schemes are fair,
at transition regime the two schemes are less fair and finally at saturation,
the two schemes becomes again fair which is different from our previous ob-
servation when we analyze the delay fairness. This is due to the fact that,
at saturation, the queueing delay is the same for all packets, and it is much
more significant than the MAC delay. To illustrate the short-term unfairness
of the BEB scheme, we plot in fig. 3.16 the throughput Jain’s fairness index
using the sliding window method [38]. The data arrival rate is taken equal to
20Kbits/s, the network is then in saturation regime. We observe that OCB
is relatively fair even at short time horizon, and is much fairer than BEB.
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3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we investigated the performance of the IEEE 802.11 DCF
multiple access scheme under general load conditions in single-hop config-
urations and we proposed a backoff scheme enhancement that is blind and
quasi-optimal under all traffic conditions. First, we presented a Markov
chain model to analyze finite load situations without considering queuing at
nodes buffers from which we derived an accurate delay statistics model. We
derived then the size of the optimal constant window for a network in satura-
tion regime, we then used this window for all traffic loads and we proved that
the system operate nearly optimally independently from the load. When we
compared the performance of the two backoff schemes, we found that OCB
performs better than BEB both in term of throughput and short-term fair-
ness. We have extended then the study to consider finite queueing capacity
at nodes buffers and we have developed a recursive algorithm to alleviate
the complexity of the analysis. Finally, we validated our results by NS2
simulations where we show clearly the superiority of OCB over BEB.

In the next chapter of the thesis, we will focus on protocol enhancement
and backoff scheme optimization of DCF in multihop configuration. The
optimal backoff scheme in this case in no more blind as it needs information
about the topology of the network. We then propose a distributed algorithm,
built only upon local information, to drive the system to optimal operating
conditions.
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Part II

Multiple Hop Networks
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Chapter 4

IEEE 802.11 DCF Protocol:
Enhancement & Optimization

4.1 Introduction

Due to power limitations, nodes in ad hoc networks are not always in the
transmission range of each others. In this case, nodes may be requested to
act as temporal relays in order to ensure the connectivity of the network.
The multiple access control issue becomes then more complicated as new
problems occurs, mainly, the hidden node problem. The hidden node prob-
lem arise whenever a transmitter node and its corresponding receiver do not
share the same neighboring environment.
The hidden node problem was first identified in [30], and numerous tech-
niques have been then proposed to cope with it [54]. For CSMA networks,
the general idea of these protocols was to implement a mechanism to protect
the receiver reception. Since the busy tone [54] technique requires a com-
plex modem, the adopted solution was then to perform small control-packets
handshaking (RTS/CTS) to reserve the medium before the data transmis-
sion [55]. Before a data-packet transmission can actually start, the sender
broadcasts an RTS packet containing in its control fields both the intended
destination of the ensuing data packet and the amount of channel time re-
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quired for its transmission. If the RTS packet arrives successfully at the
intended receiver, the latter broadcasts a CTS packet, containing also the
channel time required for the new packet, to inform the sender of the RTS of
the acceptance of the transmission and to inhibit neighboring stations from
interfering during that period. Of course, a station is only allowed to send
an RTS packet if none of its neighbors are transmitting and the station has
not heard a CTS covering the time instant when it wants to transmit.

As the hidden node problem is basically related to power limitation con-
straints, power control and multiple access control are highly correlated in
multihop networks. The problem of power control is complex since the choice
of the power level fundamentally affects many aspects of the operation of the
network:

• The transmit power level affects the physical layer performance as it
determines the quality of the received signal and the magnitude of
interferences on/from others transmissions.

• It determines the performance of medium access control since the con-
tention for the medium depends on the number of other nodes within
range.

• It affects the network layer as it determines the ranges of transmissions
and so the routing.

• It affects the transport layer because interference causes congestion

• The choices of power levels affect the connectivity of the network, and
consequently the ability to deliver a packet to its destination.

Transmit power control is therefore a cross layer design problem affecting
all layers of the protocol stack from physical to transport, and affecting sev-
eral key performance measures, including the throughput, delay and energy
consumption.

The direct impact of power control on the MAC performance is of deter-
mining the transmission and reception range of each node. It determines then
the level of contention in the neighboring of each user, and more generally
determines the spatial reuse of the multiple access channel. In CSMA based
network, the power control determines also the carrier sensing range which is
of great importance on the achievable performance of the system. This last
point have been especially addressed in the literature as a way to improve
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performance of IEEE 802.11 protocol in multihop networks, by tuning the
reception thresholds and/or the transmitted powers [56–62].

In this thesis, we have focused only on MAC protocols design and opti-
mization for multihop networks. Our main motivations where first, to yet well
understand the impact of the MAC protocol on the performance of multihop
networks, and how to design good handshaking and contention mechanisms
in this context, only from scheduling point of view. The second reason is that
since the introduction of the notion of channel capacity [63] that is closely
related, among others, to the transmitted signal power, power control has
been extensively addressed in the literature, mainly in the context of cellular
systems [64–68] by information theory formalism. The resulting joint power
control and scheduling strategies have been shown to improve the perfor-
mance of the network but require a central controller to be implemented.
The transposition of these cross layer optimization problems into ad hoc net-
works is then a challenging task in term of modeling, solving, and adapting
the produced solutions into easy-to-implement distributed algorithms.

The IEEE 802.11 has integrated the RTS/CTS handshaking with CSMA
operation as a secondary access scheme to cope with the hidden node prob-
lem, i.e., physical carrier sensing and backoff mechanisms to determine chan-
nel access rights and exchange of RTS and CTS messages to avoid the hidden
terminal problem. The RTS/CTS handshaking acts as a virtual carrier sens-
ing mechanism to reserve the medium in the range of both transmitter and
receiver.

A station that wants to transmit a packet waits until the channel is sensed
idle for a DIFS, follows the backoff rules explained in the basic access mode
(chap. 3), and then, instead of the packet, preliminarily transmits a special
short frame containing the RTS message. When the receiving station detects
an RTS frame, it responds, after a SIFS, with a CTS frame. The transmitting
station is allowed to transmit its packet only if the CTS frame is correctly
received. The frames RTS and CTS carry the information of the length of
the packet to be transmitted. This information can be read by any listening
station, which is then able to update a network allocation vector (NAV)
containing the information of the period of time in which the channel will
remain busy. Therefore, when a station is hidden from either the transmitting
or the receiving station, by detecting just one frame among the RTS and CTS
frames, it can suitably delays further transmission, and thus avoid collision.

Since 802.11 employs virtual carrier sensing to reserve the medium prior
to packet transmission, the relative size of the spatial region it reserves for
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the impending traffic significantly affects the overall network performance.
We distinguish two transmissions ranges according to the reception thresh-
old used for CS or data reception. The first range is the Transmission Range
(TR), which is the range within which a transmission is strong enough to be
decoded reliably in the absence of collision. The second range is the Carrier
Sense Range (CSR), which is the range within which the signal strength of a
transmission will exceed the carrier sense threshold. In general, the CSR is
larger than the TR and both are a function of the transmitted power (among
other factors). Thus, the CSR determines the size of the region reserved by
the RST/CTS handshaking. Prior research has noted the impact of carrier
sense range on the aggregate throughput. That is, the smaller the carrier
sense range, the better the spatial reuse of the channel; but higher is the
collision probability. Inversely, the larger is the carrier sensing range, the
smaller is the collision probability; but lower is the spatial reuse.
We observe then that the CSR has similar impact on system performance as
the backoff window length.
The RTS/CTS handshaking does not perform correctly in multihop config-
uration and may achieve worse performance than the basic CSMA in some
cases [69], mainly because nodes are not able to get full access to all signaling
messages on the medium (the masked node problem [70]). Thus, reliable and
efficient control signaling is still needed to guarantee the correct operation
of the scheme. Many work in the literature have addressed the RTS/CTS
effectiveness and proposed modification to the basic handshaking scheme to
improve its operation [69, 71–73].

4.1.1 Contribution

In this chapter, we introduce a modified RTS/CTS handshaking scheme to
deal with the hidden node problem and to guarantee full protection of on-
going transmissions in IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol. Then, we analyze the
performance of the resulting protocol in arbitrary network topology, and we
propose a distributed algorithm based on stochastic approximations theory
to control the backoff window length of each node in order to maximize
the network throughput. The resulting algorithm is fully distributed and
asynchronous. However, it is not completely blind as it requires some mea-
surement of channel activity. In order to allow each node to collect relevant
information about the state of the system in an autonomous manner, we de-
rive the system condition for maximum throughout operation, and we project
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the masked node problem

it into simple and easy-to-estimate parameters. The estimation process can
be done independently by each node, so it avoids the need of users coopera-
tion.

4.2 Effectiveness of RTS/CTS Handshaking

in IEEE 802.11 DCF

4.2.1 The Masked Node Problem

The RTS/CTS mechanism can prevent DATA packet collisions when every
node in the vicinity of the sender and the receiver hears at least one control
packet and defers transmission appropriately. In ad hoc networks, this as-
sumption does not hold, in general. Neighboring nodes are often unable to
receive the control packets because they are masked by ongoing transmissions
from other nodes near them. This means that the RTS/CTS mechanism does
not generally prevent DATA packet collisions, even if the RTS/CTS hand-
shake is performed successfully between a sender and a receiver [70]. Since
DATA packet collisions reduce throughput and increase delay, masked nodes
may significantly affect network performance.

In Fig. 4.1, node C is masked from node B as it can not receive its CTS
message because node D is already transmitting in its range.
Fig. 4.2 illustrates the two possible situations of data packet collision caused
by masked nodes. We observe that in the two cases, collision is caused by a
neighboring node of the receiver, hidden from the transmitter, which did not
correctly receive the CTS message (node E).
In fact, if some node in the neighboring of the sender does not correctly re-
ceive the RTS message due to collision, it must delay its future transmission
attempt for EIFS time. The EIFS duration is larger than the time needed
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Figure 4.2: DATA collision caused by masked nodes

by the sender to, eventually, receive the CTS massage, and to start the data
transmission. After EIFS, the masked node performs carrier sensing. In case
of data transmission, it will delay its channel access; otherwise, it is free to
initiate its handshaking.
At the receiver side, unless the use of busy tone to prevent masked node for
accessing the channel, we need to improve the protocol in order to ensure
reliable transmission of the CTS message.

In order to limit the impact of the masked node problem, The CSR is
made in general much higher than the transmitting range. Hence, even if a
CTS message is not correctly received by some masked nodes, the probabil-
ity that they may sense the DATA packet transmission, and so delay their
transmissions, is higher. This may reduce the impact of the masked node
problem but at the expense of lower spatial reuse.

4.2.2 The False Blocking Problem and its Propagation

In IEEE 802.11 DCF, a node that initiates RTS/CTS handshaking inhibits
all its neighboring nodes from transmitting until the end of its transmis-
sion. This rule is designed to ensure that the acknowledgment (ACK) packet
can be received by the sender without any collision. However, due to this
rule, nearby nodes that successfully received the RTS message may become
prohibited from transmitting even if the sender of RTS did not succeed its
handshaking. We refer to this situation as the false-blocking problem [72].
This problem cause wasting of the channel utilization in the range of the
failing sender, and may propagate into the networks as falsely-blocked nodes
can not answers RTS request from their neighbors. Thus, these neighbors do
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not succeed their handshaking procedure and may falsely-block their corre-
sponding neighbors and so...!
The false blocking problem may not only propagate throughout a network,
but it might also give rise to deadlock situations, at least for temporary peri-
ods. Once such a deadlock takes place, the throughput of the nodes involved
in the deadlock goes down to zero. However, this deadlock is expected to be
broken eventually as packets are dropped after a certain number of back-off
attempts.

4.3 Protocol Enhancement: The RTS/R-CTS

Handshaking

In order to guarantee correct and efficient operation of the RTS/CTS hand-
shaking, we must protect the reception of CTS and DATA packets at the
receiver, and avoid the false blocking problem.
The impact of the geometrical distribution of nodes in a network on trans-
mission and CS ranges may not be manageable even if reception thresholds or
transmitted powers are tuned accordingly, this mainly due to constraints on
power emissions and correct decoding conditions. Thus, hidden node prob-
lem and the resulting masked node problem are unavoidable.
One possible solution to overcome the masked node problem is to constraint
each node that senses a transmission on the channel but was unable to cor-
rectly decode it, to be silent for time duration greater than the duration
of successful transmission (CTS/DATA). This will effectively protect data
reception at the receiver, but it is efficient only in case where the uncoded
transmission corresponds to at least one CTS message. Otherwise, this will
cause high wasting of channel utilization.
As the receiver has no guarantee that its CTS message would be correctly
received by all its neighbors, the only way it has to ensure reliable signaling
in its range is to periodically retransmit the CTS message. In accordance
with the IEEE 802.11 specifications, the period of retransmission must be less
or equal to EIFS-2SIFS to guarantee that masked nodes will be kept silent
even if they did not receive the repeated CTS messages. The DATA packet
is then divided into multiple mini-packets, each of duration EIFS. Each re-
transmitted CTS contains a field that indicates the remaining amount of
time needed to accomplish the transmission. Under this procedure, the re-
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ception of DATA packet is protected, and collisions caused by masked nodes
are avoided. In order to minimize the signaling overhead caused by the mul-
tiple retransmissions of CTS messages, the EIFS duration and/or the DATA
packets duration need to be adequately specified.

To resolve the false blocking problem, we integrate the RTS-Validation
mechanism proposed in [72] into our RTS/Repeated CTS (RTS/R-CTS)
handshaking.
False blocking is a consequence of the fact that every node that receives an
RTS inhibits itself from transmitting. However, if a node is false blocked,
then the corresponding DATA packet transmission does not take place while
the node defers. Therefore, it follows that if a node assesses the channel to
be idle during the expected DATA packet transmission period following an
RTS, then the node must be false blocked. The RTS Validation solution is
based on this observation. A node that uses RTS Validation, upon overhear-
ing an RTS packet defers until the corresponding DATA packet transmission
is expected to begin and then assesses the state of the channel. If the channel
is found idle, then it defers no longer, otherwise it continues deferral. Specif-
ically, when a node receives an RTS that is not destined for it, it defers for
next RTS Defer Time. The RTS Defer Time is set to CTS+2SIFS so that the
DATA packet transmission is expected to begin at the end of this period. Af-
ter this deferral period, the node assesses the channel for next Clear-Channel
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Assessment Time (CCA Time) while continuing deferring (The CCA Time
is the time required to assess the state of the channel [13]). If the channel is
assessed to be busy, the node defers for an additional period so that the total
deferral time equals to Requested Defer Time, i.e., the duration of deferral
requested by the RTS; otherwise it defers no longer.
Fig. 4.3 illustrates examples of the operation of this handshaking mechanism
that we call RTS/Repeated-CTS handshaking (RTS/R-CTS).

4.4 Performance Analysis

We consider an arbitrary network of size N . The network topology is char-
acterized by a connectivity matrix M with binary entries 0, 1. component
M(i, j) = 1 represents the fact that nodes i and j are in the transmission
range of each others, otherwise, M(i, j) is set to 0 (M(i, i) = 1). The trans-
mission range is assumed equal to the carrier sensing range (M is symmetric).
This choice is motivated by the effectiveness of our RTS/R-CTS handshak-
ing scheme in avoiding the hidden node problem. So, we do not need to set
the CS range greater that the TR to reduce the impact of the masked node
problem.
As in the single-hop case, we assume that all nodes use a time-normalizing
mechanism to produce signaling and DATA packets of equal durations.
Each node i generates a data packet (including forwarded packets) destinated
to node j in its transmission range, with probability fi,j .

∑
j∈Ni

fi,j = q,
where q is the probability that the node buffer is not empty, and Nx denotes
the set of nodes that are neighbor to x, Nx{i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, i 6= x|M(i, j) =
1}.
We consider the IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol using the RTS/R-CTS hand-
shaking with constant window backoff scheme. The hidden node problem
and the associated masked node problem are then avoided. Thus, each node
that succeeds to send RTS request and receive the CTS grant is guaranteed
to success its transmission. This behavior of DCF with RTS/R-CTS in mul-
tihop network is then similar to the operation of DCF in single hop network.
So, we can use the analytical model introduced in chapter (3), the Markov
chain model without queueing) to model the behavior of each node x in the
network.
Let τx denotes the probability that node x transmit RTS request (τx cor-
responds to transmission probability τ in the single-hop model). In case it
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receives a CTS grant, it will send periodically the mini-packets forming the
DATA packet, until reception of the acknowledgment (ACK) packet. So τx
represent the probability that node x access the channel as transmitter.
Now, in case where x receives successfully a RTS request destinated to it, it
will send a first CTS grant to inform the transmitter of the acceptation of
the request. Then it will periodically retransmit CTS to protect the DATA
packet reception. We denote by rx the probability that a node x access the
channel as receiver.
The unit-time of the Markov chain is equal to the average duration of events
on the channel in the range of node x. This unit-time is an average of the
four possible time-slot durations that correspond to successful transmission,
successful reception, busy, or idle, weighted by their probability of occur-
rence:

Tx = Pixσ + sxTs + rxTr + (1 − Pix − sx − rx)Bx (4.1)

Where Pix, sx, and rx denote respectively the idle slot probability, the trans-
mission success probability, and the reception success probability.
According to the RTS/R-CTS scheme, we have

Ts = RTS + k.CTS + 2kSIFS +ACK + L+ EIFS (4.2)

Tr = k.CTS + 2kSIFS +ACK + L+ EIFS ≈ Ts (4.3)

σ = EIFS (4.4)

Where L is the DATA packet duration, and k is the repetition factor, k =
L

EIFS−2SIFS
. Without loss of generality we suppose that k is integer. Bx

represents the average time duration seen by node x in passive state (idle or
backoff). This quantity is difficult to evaluate in multihop configuration so
we do not express it1.
From chapter (3), we have

τx =
1 − Pm+1

x

1 − Px
πx

0,0 (4.5)

Where

πx
0,0 =

[
(W x

0 + 1 − 2Px)[1 − Pm+1
x ]

2(1 − Px)2
+ (1 − q)

[
Px(W x

0 − 1)

2(1 − Px)
+

1

q

]]−1

(4.6)

1We will see later that this value can be measured by channel activity sensing for
optimization purpose
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Px is the busy slot probability seen by node x in passive state. It is given by

Px = 1 −
∏

i∈Nx

(1 − τi − ri) (4.7)

Pix, the idle slot probability, is given by

Pix = (1 − τx − rx)
∏

i∈Nx

(1 − τi − ri) (4.8)

And the successful reception probability rx is

rx = (1 − τx − rx)
∑

i∈Nx

fi,xτi
∏

j∈Nx−{i}

(1 − τj − rj) (4.9)

where we can see that as soon as any node i transmits successfully its RTS
message to node x, the DATA packet is also successful.
For ease of notation, we define the following variables

Gx = τx + rx (4.10)

αx =
∏

i∈Nx

(1 −Gi) (4.11)

αi
x =

∏

j∈Nx−{i}

(1 −Gj) =
αx

1 −Gi
(4.12)

αx,+
i = (1 −Gi)α

x
i (4.13)

βx =
∑

i∈Nx

fi,xτiα
i
x (4.14)

The transmission success probability is defined as

sx = τxγx (4.15)

where γx =
∑

i∈Nx

fx,iα
x,+
i (4.16)

While the reception success probability can be rewritten now as

rx = (1 −Gx)βx (4.17)

We define the node throughput Sx as the ratio of time node x spent in
transmitting successfully data packet over the average slot duration
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Sx =
sxTs

Tx

=
τxγxL

α+
x σ + (τxγx + (1 − Gx)βx)Ts +

�
1 − α+

x − (τxγx + (1 − Gx)βx)
�

Bx

(4.18)

Similarly, we define the node reception throughput Rx as the ratio of time
node x spent in receiving successfully data packet over the average slot du-
ration

Rx =
rxTs

Tx

=
(1 − Gx)βxTs

α+
x σ + (τxγx + (1 − Gx)βx)Ts +

�
1 − α+

x − (τxγx + (1 − Gx)βx)
�

Bx

(4.19)

Finally we define the node total throughput as the sum of the two last quan-
tities

Zx = Sx +Rx (4.20)

4.5 Backoff Window Optimization

For optimization purpose, we have to solve first a very complex system of non
linear equations to express the different system parameters, then we have to
find the extremum of some objective function with respect to the window
length W0. This is evidently a hard problem to resolve.

The optimal control problem of the MAC protocol for wireless networks
could be divided into two parts:

1. What is the relevant information we have to check in order to mea-
sure our actual deviation, (distance) from the optimal system’s perfor-
mance?
(The ternary feedback, the backlog state...?)

2. How to act optimally on the basis of this information to reach the op-
timal system’s performance?
(How much the retransmission probability or the backoff window should
be increased or decreased?)

Usually in wireless network, MAC protocols are modeled as Markov chains,
and nodes are asked to optimize some common objective function J (max-
imize the throughput, minimize the delay, minimize the power consump-
tion...) with respect to some control parameters vector θ (retransmission
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probability, backoff window, transmission powers....). Very often, as for our
problem above, it is difficult to characterize analytically the optimal perfor-
mance points (derivation of steady-state probabilities and the extremum of
the objective function). For implementation issues, we require in addition
that theses optimal points be available for distributed calculation or obser-
vation from all nodes. As the optimization concern a common performance
objective, it will depends naturally on some parameters of all nodes mak-
ing the availability of distributed information and implementation hard to
achieve.
The direct way to optimize the objective function J is to calculate its gradi-
ent G with respect to the control parameters G(θ) = ∂L(θ)/∂θ, and look for
its extremums. However, even if we obtain an analytical expression for the
optimal values of the control parameters, the remarks above about the avail-
ability of distributed information and implementation remain a problematic.
When we transpose our control problem into stochastic optimization the-
ory [74], we obtain immediate answers to our two fundamentals questions,
i.e., our distance from the optimal system’s performance is given by the gra-
dient of the performance with respect to the control parameters, and the
optimal action we have to take is to align our parameter to some value with
a descent gradient direction.
In the absence of analytical expression of the optimal control parameter θ∗,
the most common approach to determine θ∗ is based on iterative schemes of
the general form

θ(k + 1) = Π
[
θ(k) + αkĜ(θ(k))

]
(4.21)

Where Π is a projection into the feasible set of θ, Ĝ is some estimate of a
descent direction of G, and αk is referred to as the step-size or gain or learn-
ing rate.
We distinguish two families of stochastic approximation (SA) algorithms:
gradient-based family known as Robins-Monro (RM) [75] and gradient-free
family know as Kiefer-Wolfowitz (KW) [76].
The gradient-based algorithms rely on the a priori knowledge or the direct
measurements of the gradient of objective function with respect to para-
meters being optimized. In the absence of a priori knowledge of G(θ), the
measurements typically yield an estimate of the gradient G(θ) in the stochas-
tic setting. In the case where no analytical expression of G is available, we
are still able to obtain appropriate gradient estimate by using the underlying
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system input-output model (transition probabilities), examples are the like-
lihood ratio (LR) method [77,78] and the infinitesimal perturbation analysis
(IPA) [79, 80].
In the gradient-free setting, the optimization is done without the need of a
system analytical model [76, 81]. It is just required that measurements of
objective function J(θ) are available at various values of θ. No direct mea-
surements (either with or without noise) of G(θ) are assumed available.
Under a number of conditions on the set of admissible control parameter
vectors, the step-size sequence, and the estimates of the gradient, conver-
gence w.p.1 of the sequence {θk} to the optimal θ∗ can be established for the
basic scheme (4.21). Generally, the (RM) algorithms yield convergence rate

in order of O(1/n
1
2 ), higher that those of (KW) ones (O(1/n

1
3 )).

Convergence to the optimal control parameter θ∗ is normally established by
allowing the step-size sequence αk to go to zero over time. If however, (4.21)
is used online as an adaptive control mechanism, then the scheme can obvi-
ously not respond to statistical changes in the operating environment when
the step-size value is near zero. One possible solution to this problem is to
lower bound the step-size value to permit the control vector to track various
changes online, usually at the expense of some oscillatory behavior around
the steady state value of the optimal objective function J∗.
The implementation issue gives rise to a number of additional problems. In
wireless ad hoc network, and in absence of central controller, it is highly de-
sirable to develop distributed control algorithms, whereby all the necessary
computation is carried out locally at each node. In the scheme (4.21), the
main computational burden involve the gradient estimation process. One of
our goals, therefore, is to have each node ni locally evaluate an estimate of the
gradient of J with respect to its local control parameter θi; Gi(θ) = ∂L(θ)/∂θi

Once the gradient estimates are evaluated, the simplest approach for exe-
cuting an update in (4.21) is to have a central controller who collects all
estimates and performs control’s parameters update. Even in the presence
of such a central controller, this approach requires significant coordination
among nodes, as well as the transfer of state information; this involves sub-
stantial communication overhead and delay which render the state informa-
tion useless. In the absence of such a central controller, we allow each node
to separately update its own control parameter. In a fully synchronized con-
trol scheme, this will be exactly equivalent to the centralized control version.
In the asynchronous case however, parameter’s updates occur at random in-
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stants which will increase uncertainty in the local gradient estimates.
In our optimization problem, we aim to develop a fully decentralized and
asynchronous stochastic approximation algorithm to maximize the overall
network throughput. Further, we do not consider additional signaling be-
tween nodes for this purpose.
In order to reduce the impact of asynchronism on the consistence of the local
gradient estimates, we consider local objective functions, where each node
is responsible of maximizing a local objective function with respect to its
control parameter, rather than one common objective function (the network
throughput in our case).
Intuitively, if each node in the network tries to maximize only its own through-
put then this will lead to an aggressive behavior of nodes as they will naturally
decrease their backoff window to increase their access rate. This result has
been shown for slotted networks with game theory formalism [82]. However,
we can ask from each node to not only increase its throughput (transmission
throughput), but also its reception throughput. In doing so, each node will
implicitly increase its throughput as well as other nodes throughput (recep-
tion at some node corresponds to transmission from another node).
Each node x in the network is then asked to optimize its Zx with respect to
W x

0 . For ease of derivation, we begin by calculating the gradient of Zx with
respect to τx, then it is easy to relate it to W x

0 .
First, we have

Gx = τx + rx = τx + (1 −Gx)βx =
τx + βx

1 + βx
(4.22)

=⇒ ∂Gx

∂τx
=

1

1 + βx
(4.23)

We can then express ∂Sx/∂τx as follows

∂Sx

∂τx
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T 2
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T 2
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[
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]
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γxTs

T 2
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[
α+

x
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rx
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(Ts −Bx) +Bx

]

=
1

T 2
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[
sxTs

τx

1

1 − τx

[
α+

x (σ −Bx) + rx(Ts −Bx) +Bx

]
− sxTsBx

1 − τx

]
(4.24)

For Rx we obtain
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∂Rx

∂τx
= −βxTs
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1 + βx
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(4.25)

Then, the gradient of the user total throughput is

∂Zx

∂τx
=
∂Sx

∂τx
+
∂Rx

∂τx
(4.26)

In order to obtain efficient estimation of the gradient, we can project the
different terms that appears in Eqs. (4.24,4.25) into simple quantities that
each node may compute independently. Thus, ∂Sx

∂τx
could be rewritten as

follows

∂Sx

∂τx
=

1

T 2
x

[
sxTs

τx

1

1 − τx
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T 2
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[
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τx
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sxTsBx

1 − τx

]

=
1

T 2
x

[
sxTsTpas − sxTsBx

]
(4.27)

where Bx = Bx

1−τx
represents the conditional busy duration when node x is in

passive state.
sx = sx

τx
represents the conditional transmission success rate when node x is

in active state (transmitting).
And Tpas = 1

1−τx
[α+

x (σ − Bx) + rx(Ts −Bx) +Bx] represents the mean slot
duration when node x is in passive state (idle, successful reception, or busy).

Similarly, ∂Rx

∂τx
could be expressed as

∂Rx

∂τx
= − 1

T 2
x

[
rxTs

(1 − τx)

1

τx
[sx(Ts −Bx) +Bx)] +

rxTsBx

1 − τx

]

= − 1

T 2
x

[
rxTs
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Tact +
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]

= − 1

T 2
x

[
rxTsTact + rxTsBx

]
(4.28)
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Where now Tact = 1
τx

[sx(Ts −Bx) +Bx] represents the mean slot duration
when node x is in active state (successful transmission or collision).
And rx = rx

1−τx
represents the conditional reception success rate when node

x is in passive state.
Then, ∂Zx

∂τx
becomes

∂Zx

∂τx
= sxTpas − rxTact − (sx + rx)Bx (4.29)

In [83], a decentralized and asynchronous stochastic approximation algorithm
using fixed learning rate was shown to converge in case where the objective
function can be decomposed into multiple local functions. Each node in the
network can then update asynchronously the overall control parameters to
optimize its local function. This is obviously a distributed computation prob-
lem, where the asynchronism reduces the consistency of the local gradient
estimates. Our problem is less constraining as each component is limited to
update only its local control parameter.
Once we have derived a distributed and simple estimation scheme of the gra-
dient of ∂Zx

∂τx
, we can use a distributed stochastic approximation algorithm,

in the spirit of [83], with fixed learning rate to optimize the transmission and
reception throughput of each node locally. For lack of time, we are unable
to provide results of this scheme. Obviously, we have just made the basis
of the optimization process. However, the proposed model could be simply
extended to consider joint power control and backoff optimization. This is
one of our main directions in future works, where we will deeply address the
subject (choice of the step size, proof of convergence, etc).

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced a modified RTS/CTS handshaking scheme to
combat the hidden node problem and to guarantee full protection of ongoing
transmissions in IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol. The proposed handshaking is
mandatory for the correct operation of the protocol in multihop configura-
tions. However, it reduces the efficiency of the scheme as it requires multiple
transmission from the receiver of the CTS message to protect its reception.
We then analyze the performance of the resulting protocol in arbitrary net-
work topology, and we propose a distributed algorithm based on stochastic
approximations theory to control the backoff window length of each node
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in order to maximize the network throughput. The resulting algorithm is
fully distributed and asynchronous. Nevertheless, it is not completely blind
as it requires some measurement of channel activity. In order to allow each
node to collect relevant information about the state of the system in an au-
tonomous manner, we have defined the node total throughput as the sum
of its transmission and reception throughput. This allowed us to obtain dis-
tributed conditions on the maximum total throughput of each node. Theses
conditions are then measured at each node by projecting them into simple
and easy-to-estimate parameters. The estimation process can be done inde-
pendently by each node, so it avoids the need of users’ cooperation.
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Chapter 5

Design & Optimization of MAC
protocol for Multi-channel
Networks

5.1 Introduction

The use of multiple channels in wireless ad hoc networks may provide some
performance advantages by reducing collisions and enabling more concurrent
transmissions, and thus better bandwidth usage and spatial reuse even with
the same aggregate physical capacity as in single channel networks. The
multiple channels may be obtained through frequency division multiple access
(FDMA) and code division multiple access (CDMA) (frequency hopping,
time hopping, and direct sequence spread spectrum) techniques.

Research on wireless network capacity has typically considered wireless
networks with a single channel [1–3], although the results are applicable to a
wireless network with multiple channels as well, provided that at each node
there is a dedicated interface per channel. With a dedicated interface per
channel, a node can use all the available channels simultaneously. However,
the number of available channels in a wireless network can be fairly large, so
it is expensive to have a dedicated interface per channel at each node. When
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nodes are not equipped with a dedicated interface per channel, then capacity
degradation occurs, compared to using a dedicated interface per channel.

In [4], it has been shown that in a random network of size n with up
to O(log n) channels, even with a single interface per node, there is no
capacity degradation. This implies that it may be possible to build near
capacity-optimal multi-channel networks with few channels and one interface
per node.

To take benefit of channelized system, the multiple access protocol has
to address additional design problems. Especially, the multiples channel as-
signment issue. Early in the 80’s, Sousa and Silvester [84] analyzed the
throughput of some code’s assignment schemes such as transmitter-based,
receiver-based, or transmitter-receiver-based. The channel assignment prob-
lem is trivial when the network size is small; it becomes inefficient to assign
a unique channel to each transmitter or receiver when the network size grows
or the topology changes. Moreover, we have seen in the last chapter that ef-
ficient reservation scheme in multihop network suffers from the masked node
problem. Thus, if we further permit signaling of control messages to take
place over multiple channels the problem is aggravated. For this reason, the
widely adopted technique is to reserve one common channel for the exchange
of control messages while the others channel serve for data transfer.

In [85], a protocol that assigns channels dynamically, in an on-demand
style, is proposed. This protocol, called Dynamic Channel Assignment (DCA),
maintains one dedicated channel for control messages and other channels for
data. Each host has two transceivers, so that it can listen on the control
channel and the data channel simultaneously. RTS/CTS packets are ex-
changed on the control channel, and data packets are transmitted on the
data channel. In RTS packet, the sender includes a list of preferred channels.
On receiving the RTS, the receiver decides on a channel and includes the
channel information in the CTS packet. Then, DATA and ACK packets are
exchanged on the agreed data channel. As in Dual busy tone protocol [54],
the ability of each node to continuously listen to the control channel permit
to avoid the hidden terminal problem.
In [86], a protocol called Multi-Channel MAC (MMAC), and requiring only
one transceiver was proposed. In MMAC, periodically transmitted beacons
divide time into beacon intervals. Each host maintains a preferred channel
list (PCL) with a high, medium, or low preference attached to every channel.
A small window called the ad-hoc traffic indication message (ATIM) is placed
at the start of each beacon interval. During the ATIM window, senders and
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receivers switch to the common channel and negotiate channels access using
a three-way handshake messaging that indicates also their respective PCLs.
At the end of an ATIM window, all hosts switch to their respective selected
channel and begin normal RTS-CTS-data-ACK cycles for data transmission.
The control channel is also used for data transmission outside the ATIM
window. The main drawbacks of the scheme are its requirement of global
network synchronization, and the inefficient negotiation mechanism due to
the masked node problem.

In order to protect ongoing data transmissions over the data channels,
many MAC proposals have integrated carrier sensing functionality into their
schemes. In [87], a multi-channel CSMA protocol with ”soft” channel reser-
vation is introduced. If there are N available data channels, the protocol
assumes that each host can perform carrier sensing on all N channels con-
currently. A host wanting to transmit a packet searches for an idle channel
and transmits on that idle channel. Among the idle channels, the one that
was used for the last successful transmission is preferred. In [88] the protocol
is extended to select the best channel based on signal power observed at the
sender. A similar scheme was proposed in [89] but selects the best channel
according to the channel condition at the receiver side. The protocol achieves
some throughput improvements by intelligently selecting the data channel.
These protocols require N transceivers for each host, which is very expen-
sive. In addition, carrier sensing in CDMA systems may be not physically
feasible1.

Another family of protocol, requiring no code assignment have been pro-
posed in [90,91]. In [90], Hop Reservation Multiple Access is a multi-channel
protocol for networks using slow frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS).
The hosts hop from one channel to another according to a predefined hopping
pattern. When two hosts agree to exchange data by an RTS/CTS handshake,
they stay in a frequency hop for communication. Other hosts continue hop-
ping, and more than one communication can take place on different frequency
hops. Receiver Initiated Channel-Hopping with Dual Polling [91] takes a
similar approach, but the receiver initiates the collision avoidance handshake
instead of the sender. Transmitter-initiated schemes (TIS) perform better at
low loads as collision probability is small and they are naturally adapted to
the network load, while receiver-initiated schemes (RBS) are better suited
for high loads but need to be adapted to the network load to perform well.

1for example, CS in time hopping systems requires synchronization!!
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Another difference among the two schemes is their signaling overhead and en-
ergy consumption. In TIS idle nodes must continuously listen to the channel
while in RBS only nodes with packet to transmit have to listen the channel
waiting invitation messages from receivers.
The schemes in [90, 91] can be implemented using only one transceiver for
each host, but they require global network synchronization, and apply only to
frequency hopping networks, so they cannot be used in systems using other
channel division mechanisms.

5.1.1 Contribution

In this chapter we present an Aloha like MAC protocol for multi-channel
multihop ad-hoc network and we derive its performances in multihop config-
uration. The proposed protocol is fully distributed, channel assignment free,
and does not need global network synchronization, the multihop analysis is
based on a Markov chain model and it is limited to a homogenous spatial
distribution of nodes. Section 5.2 deals with the description of the protocol
and the fundamental design choices behind it. In section 5.3, the analyt-
ical model is presented and then used to derive the protocol’s saturation
throughput and the corresponding optimal retransmission backoff window.
The analysis is then extended to consider general load conditions. We again
show that it is sufficient to use the optimal saturation window under all load
to achieve near maximal throughput. Conclusion and directions of future
works are given in section 5.4.

5.2 Protocol Description

The basic philosophy of the developed scheme is to reduce as much as possi-
ble signalization overhead and avoid global network synchronization due to
the difficulties related to its practical realization in multihop networks. All
nodes are given the same responsibility (i.e flat architecture), thus, single
points of failure are avoided and the protocol is topology transparent. Only
local synchronization is performed between each transmitter and its intended
receiver and eventually maintained for data transfer. To relieve the channel
assignment problem, a common channel (CC) is dedicated for broadcasting
initial signalization message RTS (Request To Send), while other channels
are used randomly (uniformly selected) by all nodes to complete communi-
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cations setup and eventually for data transfers. This simplifies the channel
assignment functionality since no inter-node collaboration is needed.
Access to the CC is pure Aloha, as soon as a node has a packet, it sends
a RTS message. The RTS message consists on a synchronization sequence,
source identifier (ID), destination ID and a channel ID randomly chosen at
each RTS message transmission. The synchronization sequence allows the
listening nodes to detect the transmission of the RTS message and get syn-
chronized with its sender in order to be able to correctly receive its message.
The source and destination IDs permit nodes identification. The data chan-
nel (DC) denoted in the RTS message is used later by the corresponding
receiver for sending CTS (Clear To Send) message and then eventually for
data transfer and acknowledgment.
As for the basic Aloha scheme, in case of communication failure; i.e., collision
on the CC, receiver not available or collision on the DC; the transmitter must
backoff for a random delay before making new attempts. We do not make
any limit on the number of retransmissions. Each node is equipped with a
single half-duplex transceiver, but may switch on all channels.
Virtual carrier sensing is not considered due to the masked node problem.
The RTS/CTS handshaking is employed only to reserve the DC, i.e., the
RTS message is used by the transmitter to inform the receiver about the
ID of the DATA channel, while the CTS message is sent by the receiver to
acknowledge the transmitter that the RTS message was correctly received,
and that it is ready to receive its DATA packet on the chosen DC. Physical
carrier sensing is also avoided, even on data channels. On the CC, because it
is of no interest since the RTS message is of small duration, and as each node
may operate only on a single channel at time, sensing all data channels may
be time consuming so that information collected during the sensing phase
may be out-of-date at the end of the sensing operation.

5.2.1 State Diagram

We define the system states as follow (Fig. 5.1):

• Idle state: A node is said to be in the Idle state when it has no activ-
ity. If it receives a packet to transmit, it sends directly a RTS message
on the CC and becomes Ready Transmitter (RT): RTS state. Other-
wise, if it correctly setup communication with a RT who has a packet
designated to it, it moves to the COM state.
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Figure 5.1: State diagram

• RTS state: A node is said to be in the RTS state when it is sending
RTS message and waiting for CTS reply. If it succeeds to initiate a
communication it moves to the COM state, otherwise it moves to the
Backoff state.

• Backoff state: If a RT does not receive a CTS reply, it backoff its future
attempt for a random period of mean To. During the backoff period,
it can be involved in other communications as receiver, in this case, it
moves to the COMBL state. Otherwise, at the end of its backoff delay,
it sends a new RTS message and moves to the RTS state.

• COM state: A node is said to be in the COM state when it is transmit-
ting or receiving DATA packet. In case of collision on the data channel,
the receiver goes back to Idle state while the RT moves to the backoff
state. Otherwise, at the end of the communication, both the receiver
and the RT move to the Idle state.

• COMBL state: During backoff period, a backlogged node (BN) could
be involved in a communication as receiver with a RT node, the two
nodes are then said to be in COMBL state. In case of a collision on the
DATA channel, the RT moves to the Backoff state and the BN moves
directly to the RTS state. Otherwise, at the end of the communication,
the BN moves to the RTS state and RT passes to the Fair Backoff state;
As it was served by a BN, the RT node will backoff its eventual future
transmission to reduce contention on the CC, hence, the BN node has a
greater probability of no collision on the CC. This is mainly a fairness
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Figure 5.2: Case of no collision

measure and it differs greatly from classical backoff technique. We
can say that the RT node gets indirectly information about the CC’s
load and then prevent itself from accessing the CC immediately. Note
also that we have added the COMBL state to correctly represent the
fact that the MAC protocol handles only one packet at time until its
successful transmission. So at the end of a communication, the BN
node moves to The RTS state and not to the Idle state, this permit
to us to keep track of backlogged packets, and so to separate without
ambiguity backlogged traffic and new traffic.

• Fair Backoff state: As seen before, is the state of a RT node who has
just been successfully served by a BN.

Fig. (5.2) illustrates an example of the protocol operation.

5.3 Delay-Throughput Analysis

The main difficulty that we face when analyzing MAC protocol in multihop
configuration is how to model the fact that every node has its own range,
which is generally different from other nodes ranges and partially hidden for
some nodes in its range. In this case, unless using deterministic topologies or
simplifying assumptions about interactions between regions in the network,
it is difficult to analyze the performance of a part or the entire network since
every node behave differently depending on its neighboring environment.
To avoid the need of analyzing the complex behavior of a group of nodes, we
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consider a symmetric network model where each node, on average, evolves
in the same environment, has the same capabilities and the same requests.
Hence, it’s possible by analyzing the performance of only one node to deduce
the mean network performance.
This is an intermediate problem between the single hop case and the real mul-
tihop configuration. We mainly seek to show that the use of multiple channels
permits to obtain asymmetric data packet duration and RTS packet collision
durations. As in IEEE 802.11 DCF, this permits to use the optimal satu-
ration backoff window under all load to achieve quasi-maximal throughput.
This result is valid even in multihop network as the protocol is insensitive to
the hidden node problem.
We use then an equilibrium point analysis, i.e, we approximate the stationary
probability distribution of the other nodes’ states by a unit impulse located
at a point in the state space where the system is in equilibrium. Then, this
stationary distribution will be used and explicitly calculated when deriving
the single node performance.
Thus, the multihop symmetric network model allows us to obtain closed-form
expression of system’s performances so that we can derive some optimal re-
transmission mechanism as in single hop topology. In the same time, it
permits to take into account the effect of multihop topology on system’s per-
formances. In the following, we show the correctness of this approach and
we use it analyze the protocol.

5.3.1 Saturation Throughput Analysis

To construct a symmetric network model, we take the following assumptions:

• Channel Model: The physical layer offers (D+1) orthogonal and iden-
tical channels (D for data and one for signalization). Only one trans-
mission at time is allowed on every channel. Propagation delays and
channel switching delays are neglected. The elementary time unit is
taken equal to the duration of the RTS+CTS messages Tr (we take
Tr = 1). Random retransmission delay is exponentially distributed
with mean T = To(Tr) (To > Tr). Packets are assumed to be of fixed
duration L(Tr).

• Topological structure: we consider some arbitrary network where each
node has N neighbors. We further assume that the network is fully
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connected.
Many topological model have been introduced in the literature:

1. Regular structure: Nodes are considered to be located in some reg-
ular pattern on the (n-dimensional hyper-plane). The advantage
of this approach is that we can make assumptions that all nodes
are statistically equivalent, which greatly simplifies the (analyti-
cal) problem.

2. Continuum of Nodes: In this model, nodes are considered to be
continuously present throughout the space of interest (typically
the infinite plane). This continuum of nodes is then considered to
generate traffic at some rate per unit area. The advantage here
is that we can assume the existence of a node at any convenient
location.

3. Random Locations: Nodes are considered to be randomly distrib-
uted in the space of interest (again typically the infinite plane or
some finite subset). This complicates matters in that assumptions
about homogeneity are a little harder to swallow, but the Poisson
assumption often allows closed-form solutions. The Poissonian
model was widely used in the literature. For slotted ALOHA sys-
tems, the interference level (network topology) was assumed to
independent from slot to slot so that the obtained results may be
applied to a network with dynamically changing topology or to
obtain the average performance results for a collection of random
networks [92, 93],

For our continuous-time protocol where the users are asynchronous, it
is too difficult to consider the probabilistic performance of the MAC
protocol over the random topologies. This is because there is no way to
define the time instants when topology may change without affecting
the protocol operation (we are not interested in analyzing the more
complex case of mobile network).
The random topology in this case is not appropriate as we seek to obtain
statistically a symmetric network in order to facilitate the equilibrium
point analysis. For this reason, we consider some arbitrary network
where each node has N neighbors (ring, infinite 2D grid...)

• Traffic model: Nodes traffic is uniform over the whole network. We
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Figure 5.3: State diagram in saturation conditions

do not address the routing problem, we focus only on the single hop
performance of the MAC layer.

In saturation conditions, nodes in Idle state get instantaneously packets to
transmit. The corresponding state machine in this case is reduced to the one
given in figure (5.3).
The resultant system can be modeled as a closed network of queues with
network’s state dependent transition rates. In fact, there is no queueing in
every state (queue) and the system is simply a delay model (infinite server
queues). Insensitivity propriety of this type of queues [94,95] makes their av-
erage performances depend only on mean service time and mean transition
probabilities. As the state space is finite (finite S and λ) and the chain is
irreducible, the chain has unique stationary distribution. Thus, we use this
stationary distribution to specify the mean transition rates. Furthermore, if
we apply mean value analysis technique to our infinite server system, we find
that: QN (i) = N.Q1(i), Where QN (i) denotes the mean number of customers
in queue i where there is N customers in the system.
This permits us to simply analyze the behavior of one node and then to de-
duce other nodes performances. To recapitulate, we can say that we have as-
similated the complex analysis of the entire network of nodes by the analysis
of one isolated node evolving in equilibrium state of the rest of the network2.

Transition Rates

We suppose that in the stationary regime every node is in the state Xe =
{backoff, RTS, COM} with probability x, y, z, where x is the probability of
being in Backoff sate (BN), y the probability of being in the RTS state (RT)
and z the probability of being in the COMBL state (COM).

2We use the same technique to analyze performance of IEEE 802.11 DCF. Here is a
queueing theory argument of its validity.
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• A node in the Backoff state transits to the COMBL state and begin to
receive if and only if there is only one RTS message sent in it’s range,
the BN is the destination of the RTS message and there are no other
transmission on the DATA channel chosen for communication setup in
the range of the RT (for the correct reception of CTS message).
The probability that RTS message does not collide with other RTS
messages in the range of the BN is (1−y)2(N−1) because RTS packet may
collide with a packet in the two slots that overlap with its transmission
time.

P (only one RTS in the range of the BN) = yN(1 − y)2(N−1)

P (BN is the destination of RTS) =
1

N

P (The chosen DATA channel is free) = 1 − zN

2D

So

P (Backoff → COMBL) = y(1 − y)2(N−1)

(
1 − zN

2D

)
(5.1)

• A node in the RTS state transits to the COMBL state and begin to
transmit if and only if it succeeds to initiate communication with its
destination’s node, the corresponding probability is

P (RTS → COM) = x(1 − y)2(N−1)

(
1 − zN

2D

)
(5.2)

A node in the COMBL state transits to the RTS state or to the Backoff
state if and only if a collision occurs on the used data channel or in
the contrary case the communication finishes successfully. In the two
cases, it stays in the ComBL state for the duration of the DATA packet
transmission and acknowledgment .

P (COM → RTR) = P (COM → RTT ) =
1

2
(5.3)

The global balance equations with the normalizing equation are given as
follows
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1 = x + y + z (5.7)

The scheme uses pure ALOHA protocol to access the CC and the DATA
channel. As it uses no reservation mechanisms, the analysis of symmetric
multihop network where each node has N neighbors is valid also for single
hop network of size N + 1.
As the probabilities of a node to transmit or receive a packet are equals, the
probability that a node is currently transmitting is then

z

2
=

xy(1 − y)2(N−1)DL

xy(1 − y)2(N−1)NL+D
(5.8)

However, transmission success probability is reduced by collisions on DATA
channels. A collision on a currently used DATA channel occurs if a commu-
nication is successfully setup on it, in the range of the receiver during the
reception of DATA packet, and in the range of the transmitter during the
reception of ACK packet. Thus, the probability of no collision on a currently
used DATA channel is

PNCD =

[
1 − xy(1 − y)2(N−1)

D

]L+1

(5.9)

We define the user channels utilization Ucu as the ratio of time a node spend
in transmitting successfully DATA packets

Ucu =
xy(1 − y)2(N−1)DL

xy(1 − y)2(N−1)NL+D

[
1 − xy(1 − y)2(N−1)

D

]L+1

(5.10)

and we define network local channels utilization Ncu as the sum of Ucu in the
range of any node normalized over the total number of channels used by the
system

Ncu =
N + 1

D + 1
Ucu (5.11)

We define optimal retransmission delay T ∗
o as the value of To that maximizes

the Ucu (symmetric network). From eq. (5.10) we find that the Ucu is maximal
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for y∗ = 1
2N−1

.In this case, he system steady-state probabilities and the
corresponding optimal retransmission delay are given as follows

y∗ =
1

2N − 1
(5.12)

z∗ =

D(αL + 1) + αNL
�
1 − 1

2N−1

�
−
r

D2(αL + 1)2 +
�
α
�
1 − 1

2N−1

�
NL

� h
α
�
1 − 1

2N−1

�
NL − 2D(αL − 1)

i
2αNL

(5.13)

x∗ = 1 − y∗ − z∗ (5.14)

T ∗

o =
2x∗

h
1 − y∗(1 − y∗)2(N−1)

�
1 − z∗N

2D

�i
L

2y∗L − z∗
(5.15)

Where α =
1

2N − 1

�
1 − 1

2N − 1

�2(N−1)

(5.16)

y∗ = 1/(2N − 1) corresponds to a mean utilization of the common channel
in any transmitter range equal to e−1/2 (large N) which is the capacity of
pure ALOHA protocol. So optimally designing The retransmission delay To

permits us to achieve the common channel capacity and consequently the
maximal channels utilization. The performances of the protocol depend then
mainly on the performances of the common channel.
To < T ∗

o ⇒ high collision probability ⇒ Common channel is saturated ⇒
Access rate to CC above its capacity ⇒ Access rate to data channel is very
small ⇒ Loss in throughput is high.
To > T ∗

o ⇒ low collision probability ⇒ Common channel is lightly used ⇒
Access rate to CC below its capacity ⇒ As idle duration is small compared
to the data packet duration, small success rate on the CC corresponds to
sufficiently high success rate on the data channel ⇒ Loss in throughput is
small ⇒ Saturation retransmission delay may be used at all load without
significant loss in throughput (Sec. 5.3.2).
This optimization is possible under the following constraint (To > Tr)

L >
D(2N − 3)(2N − 1)

α [2D(2N − 1) − (2N − 3)N ]
(5.17)

Fig. 5.4 shows optimal values of To Versus node degree for DATA packet
length 100 and 10, DATA channels number 4 and 10. We observe that T ∗

o

increase only linearly with node degree.
Fig. 5.5 shows the corresponding network channels utilization. We observe
that while the Ucu decreases with increasing node degree, the Ncu increases
and saturates for high values of N. This is a desirable feature and means
that the MAC protocol can schedules successfully an increasing number of
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Figure 5.4: Optimal Retransmission Delay To

users with increasing global efficiency. We explain this as follow, while the
retransmission scheme keeps the access rate to the common channel at it’s
optimal level, the increase in the number of users increase the probability
that the RT node find its destination in the Backoff state. Remember that
these are lower performances as we have upper-bounded the hidden area.
We observe also that for each value of N , there exist an optimal choice of
the number of DATA channel to be employed with a given DATA packet
duration L.
To show this, we plot in Figs. (5.6,5.7) the achieved network throughput for
N = 10, 50 vs. the number of DATA channels D for different packet duration
L. We observe first that the network throughput increases with increasing
L at the expense of higher packet delay. Second, we can see then clearly
the existence of an optimal choice of D depending on N and L. From a
capacity study point of view [4], it is sufficient to set D = log(N) to achieve
the system capacity. for N = 10, 50 this suggest to take D = 2, 3. However,
from the figures, we can see that this is true for small values of L (10), but
not for larger values (100,500, and 1000).
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Figure 5.6: Network Throughput vs. Packet duration L for N = 10
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Figure 5.7: Network Throughput vs. Packet duration L for N = 50

5.3.2 General Load Analysis

In this section, we extend the analyze of the protocol to general load condi-
tions. We model the packet arrival as poisson process with rate η. To keep
the analysis tractable, we assume that only one packet at time is handled
by the MAC protocol (no queueing). The truncation of the packet arrival
process does not give us a precise idea of the real packet arrival rate seen by
the MAC. In our case, the real arrival rate can be written as :

R = L.η.P (node is in Idle state) packet/packet time (5.18)

Using the same analytical model as for the saturation throughput, we find
the following numerical results (detailed derivation of the transition proba-
bilities is given in appendix 5.A.1) for the case of N = 20, D = 10 and
l = 100. In fig. 5.8 we plot the values of the real load R seen by the MAC
protocol and the values of the Optimal retransmission delay To versus the
mean packet arrival rate η. We can observe that for η below the saturation
throughput Thsat, the rate seen by the MAC is almost the same as η and this
mean that the MAC is able to handle each packet arrival without any exces-
sive backoff delay (the very small loss is due only to signalization overhead).
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To see this, observe that the optimal retransmission delay To is 1 which mean
that the common channel is lightly used and that there is no need to backoff
users. For η above the Thsat, we see that R is kept almost constant and equal
to Thsat while optimal retransmission delay To increase exponentially to the
optimal saturation retransmission delay STo. This mean that for values of R
approaching the Thsat, the protocol turn very quickly from a lightly regime
to a saturated regime which explains the exponential increase of optimal To.

Given the last observation, we want to measure the effect of using the op-
timal saturation retransmission delay STo, independently from the packet
arrival rate, on the general performances. Fig.(5.9) depicts the achievable
user throughput versus R for optimal To and optimal saturation STo and
the corresponding normalized delay. We can see that the achievable perfor-
mances are almost the same except a relative bigger difference in delay for
values of R approaching Thsat. To explain this, we note that below the Thsat,
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Figure 5.9: User Channels Utilization in General Load Conditions

there is no need to backoff users. In the transition phase, the use of the CC
is driven below its capacity and nodes succeed their transmission but with
a relative bigger delay. Finally, above the Thsat the protocol is optimally
operating.

5.4 Conclusion

In this work, we have presented a realistic Aloha-like MAC protocol for multi-
channel multihop ad hoc network. Global network synchronization is avoided
and no carrier sensing is performed. To resolve the channel assignment prob-
lem, a dedicated common channel is used in Aloha manner to broadcast RTS
message. The RTS message contains an ID of a randomly data channel to
be used to complete the communication setup. A simple and exact queueing
network model is then used for the analysis of the protocol in symmetric
multihop environment and in saturation conditions. Then, an optimal re-
transmission delay is derived depending only on the node degree. We use
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then the saturation optimal retransmission delay under all traffic loads and
we show that the achieved performance are quasi-optimal. This result is
similar to the one obtained by the IEEE 802.11 DCF in single hop configu-
ration. Thus, the asymmetry property in events duration (idle and collision
durations for DCF, and RTS collision duration and data packet duration
for multi-channel ALOHA) is determinant in achieving high system perfor-
mance. Our multi-channel ALOHA protocol achieve this property without
carrier sensing and even in multihop situation, while DCF use carrier sensing
to achieve it.
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5.A Appendix

5.A.1 Transition Rates For General Load

Let (x,y,z,α, β, γ) be respectively the probability of node being in (Backoff,
RTS, COMBL, Idle, Fair backoff, COM) state. Under the assumption of
no packet forwarding and following the same argumentation as before, the
system transition rates are given as follow: An Idle node (IN) transits to
the COM state if it receives successfully RTS message designated to it, the
corresponding transition rate is then

TI.C = y(1 − y)2(N−1)

(
1 − (z + γ)N

2D

)
(5.19)

Otherwise, the IN moves to the RTS state with rate:

TI.R = η

[
1 − y(1 − y)2(N−1)

(
1 − (z + γ)N

2D

)]
(5.20)

A RT moves to the COM state if it successfully setup communication
with a destination node in the Idle or Fair Backoff state:

TR.C = (α + β)(1 − y)2(N−1)

(
1 − (z + γ)N

2D

)
(5.21)

And moves to the COMBL state if the destination is in the Backoff state:

TR.CB = x(1 − y)2(N−1)

(
1 − (z + γ)N

2D

)
(5.22)

Otherwise, it moves to the Backoff state:

TR.B =

[
1 − (x+ α+ β)(1 − y)2(N−1)

(
1 − (z + γ)N

2D

)]
(5.23)

At the expiration of the retransmission delay To, the BN moves to the
RTS state with rate:

TB.R =
1

To

[
1 − y(1 − y)2(N−1)

(
1 − (z + γ)N

2D

)]
(5.24)

Transitions from Backoff state to COMBL state and from Fair Backoff
state to COM state are similar to (5.19), and transition from fair Backoff
state to Idle state is similar to (5.24).
In case of collision on the DC not involving a BN, the RT nodes moves to
the Backoff state while the receiver moves to the Idle State:
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TC.B =
2 − PNCD

2L
(5.25)

TC.I =
PNCD

2L
(5.26)

In case of collision on the DC involving a BN, The RT node moves to
Backoff state. Otherwise, it moves to the Fair Backoff state:

TCB.FB =
PNCD

2L
(5.27)

TCB.B =
1 − PNCD

2L
(5.28)

In the two cases, the BN moves to the RTS state:

TCB.R =
1

2L
(5.29)
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Part III

Case study: Ultra-Wideband
Networks
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Chapter 6

Time Delay estimation of UWB
Signals

An ultra-wideband (UWB) signaling scheme is defined as any wireless tech-
nology that occupies a bandwidth of more than 500 MHZ and/or has frac-
tional bandwidth greater than 20%. The fractional bandwidth is defined as
ffrac = 2(fH − fL)/(fH + fL), where fH and fL are respectively the upper
and lower frequency at −10dB.
Recently, UWB signaling has grown in popularity since the Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC) regulations in the United States [6] have
defined emission masks for UWB signals. The FCC ruling allows for coexis-
tence with traditional and protected radio services and enable the potential
use of UWB transmission without allocated spectrum. This is achieved by
constraining UWB transmission systems to operate at a very low spectral
density, sensibly equal to the power spectral density of thermal noise at the
receiver. Thus, interference from UWB transmitters to others UWB users
as well as other wireless systems with overlapping spectrum bandwidth re-
sembles thermal noise. As result, scarce spectrum transmitter may be used
more efficiently.
Ultra-Wideband (UWB) signaling is an example of transmission technology
that may be used to provide channelized systems. The widely used form
of UWB signaling is based on impulse radio (IR) [10]. IR-based UWB (IR-
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UWB) technology employs pulses of very short durations (6 ns) with very
low spectral densities. It is resistant to channel multipath and has very good
time-domain resolution allowing for location and tracking applications, and is
relatively low-complexity and low-cost. Due to low power density, duty cycle
transmission, and dense UWB multipath channel [10, 11], very fine synchro-
nization is required for reliable transmission in UWB systems.
In this chapter, we address the performance of some coherent and no-coherent
time-delay estimation schemes of IR-UWB signals. This issue is crucial for
the deployment of ad hoc based UWB solutions as the synchronization task
of sub nanosecond signals appears to be a critical issue. In addition to their
communication capabilities, future UWB networks are also expected to pro-
vide some interesting extra-features such as localization and ranging. This
may help system designer in exploiting valuable information for power con-
trol, multiple access, and routing purposes.
We are specially interested in deriving lower and upper bounds on the mean
square error (MSE) obtained by these schemes, and giving an idea about the
time they need to reach these bounds (the upper bounds).
Many works have addressed this issue and derived different Cramer Rao lower
bounds (CRLB) [16, 96] to set a limit on the attainable MSE of the estima-
tion procedure [97–100].
Its well known that the CRLB applies only to unbiased estimates and yields
accurate answers only for large signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) [101]. As UWB
systems are expected to operate at low SNR, CRLB represents a very pes-
simistic performance limit. This motivates our choice to use the improved
Ziv-Zakai lower bound (IZZLB) [14] rather than the CRLB to address the
time-delay estimation performance for IR-UWB signals.
The IZZLB applies to biased estimators, is valid under all SNR regimes, and
include explicitly the dependence on the a priori interval. It was applied
for time delay estimation in broadband acoustic channel [102, 103], bearing
estimation [104], and harmonic retrieval [105].
We apply the IZZLB to the case of IR-UWB signal where receiver has perfect
2nd. order statistics information about the received signal.
When applying conventional coherent structures for UWB receivers, the opti-
mal exploitation of the pulse timing accuracy is only possible with extremely
high-frequency clocks on the order of tens of gigahertz, which are capable of
sampling sub nanosecond time windows. The fine delay resolution, guaran-
teed by to the large signal bandwidth, provides a high robustness in dense
multipath environments [106]. On the other hand, to fully exploit the chan-
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nel diversity, a conventional coherent Rake receiver must be able to capture
and track the energy associated with a high number of multipath replicas.
In [107,108], it is shown that the number of paths to be considered to reach a
significant part of the overall energy is large. Due to complexity constraint,
only a small subset of the received replicas is expected to be selected and com-
bined, a fact that justifies the performance loss illustrated in [106, 109,110],
for various selection combining methods. In addition, the radiation and
propagation process can act on the transmitted pulse as a filter whose char-
acteristics vary from path to path. Therefore, the received signal can be seen
as a train of distorted waveforms, that often show little resemblance to the
transmitted pulse [96, 111]. Thus, the presence of pulse distortion increases
the complexity of the channel estimation algorithm [112].
A different approach to overcome all the abovementioned disadvantages is
based on the use of non-coherent reception techniques [110,113]. These tech-
niques do not require channel side information and allow capturing a large
amount of the received energy, despite distortions and multipath propaga-
tion.
For these reasons, we are interested in studying practical synchronization
schemes that are based on imperfect or no information about the channel
state. When studying sub-optimal estimators, we are interested in char-
acterizing upper bounds on their performance, which in addition serve as
general upper bounds on the MSE of an optimal estimator.
To characterize the performance of sub-optimal estimators, we give first a
new upper bound on signal parameter estimation suited to characterize im-
perfect estimation schemes. The upper bound is similar to the IZZLB in the
sense that it based also on the performance of a binary hypothesis detector,
which uses the same imperfect likelihood-like function as the considered es-
timator.
We analyze then mis-matched maximum likelihood (ML) estimator based on
the knowledge of noisy second order statistics of the channel, and estimator
with no information performing only equal gain combining (EGC) of the re-
ceived signal (we do not discuss implementation aspect of these schemes).
The last estimator we review is for great interest for practical implementa-
tion, i.e, it is based on a simple discrete-time energy detector that requires
no information about the channel state. The performance of the different es-
timators are then compared and show that practical schemes would achieve
good performance if estimation is performed over a sufficiently large interval
of observations.
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6.1 System Model

Let s(t) =
√

Ep

Tp
p(t) be the transmitted IR-UWB single-pulse one-shot sig-

nal, with Ep been the pulse energy, p(t) is the transmitted pulse of duration

Tp with
∫ Tp

0
p(t)2dt = 1, and Wb = 1/Tp the signal bandwidth. Propaga-

tion studies for IR-UWB signals have shown that they undergo dense multi-
path environment producing large number of resolvable paths [11]. A typical
model for the impulse response of a multipath channel is given by

h(t) =
L∑

i=1

hiδ(t− τi) (6.1)

Where τi is the i− th path delay and hi is random variable modeling signal
attenuation at τi,

∑L

i=1E[||hi||2] = 1..
The received signal during an observation period of duration Tf can then be
written as

r(t) =

{
y(t− θ0) + n(t)t ∈ [θ0, θ0 + Td],
n(t)t ∈ [0, θ0] ∪ [θ0 + Td, Tf ]

(6.2)

Where θ0 is the time delay parameter to be estimated, Td the channel delay
spread, n(t) complex is Gaussian noise process with zero mean and power
spectral density No, and

y(t) = s(t) ∗ h(t)

=

√
Ep

Tp

L∑

i=1

hip(t− τi) (6.3)

Since each component of y is a combination of many significant random
variables we model it as non-stationary circular complex Gaussian process
The autocorrelation function of y is given as

Ky(t, u) =
Ep

Tp

L∑

i=1

E[||hi||2]p(t− τi)p(u− τi)
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6.2 Lower Bound on Mean Square Estima-

tion Error

6.2.1 The Improved Ziv-Zakai Lower Bound

The Ziv-Zakai formulation of the lower bound is based on the probability of
deciding correctly between two possible values (θ) and (θ + x) of the signal
delay θ0. The derivation of this bound relies on result from detection the-
ory [114]. An optimal detection scheme which minimizes the probability of
error performs a likelihood ratio test between the two hypothesized delays.
On the other hand, a suboptimal procedure will be to apply, first, some esti-
mation procedure to estimate the delay θ̂0 of the received signal then decide
between the two hypothesis by comparing θ̂ with θ+x/2 (the algebraic mean
of θ and θ + x).

By comparing the performance the two schemes, one obtains the improved
Ziv-Zakai lower bound (IZZLB) [14] on mean square error of the delay esti-
mate

E[(θ̂0 − θ0)
2] >

∫ Tf−Td

0

xdx

∫ Tf−Td−x

0

Pd(θ, θ + x)

Tf − Td
dθ (6.4)

Where Pd(θ, θ+x) denotes the probability of error of the likelihood ratio test
when deciding between θ and θ + x.
In cases where Pd(θ, θ + x) is independent of θ0, the expression in (6.4)
becomes

E[(θ̂0 − θ0)
2] >

∫ Tf−Td

0

x
Tf − Td − x

Tf − Td
Pd(x)dx (6.5)

Detailed Derivation of the IZZLB is given in Appendix (6.A.1).

6.2.2 Case of perfect 2nd. order statistics information

Single-frame observation

The received signal during the observation interval [0, Tf ] is given by

r(t) =

{
y(t− θ0) + n(t) t ∈ [θ0, θ0 + Td],
n(t) t ∈ [0, θ0] ∪ [θ0 + Td, Tf ]
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We assume that the receiver has perfect information about the second
order statistics Ky of the received signal y(t). The binary detection error
probability is independent from the arrival time θ0, we use inequality (6.5)
to express the lower bound on the time-delay estimation error of UWB signal.
Let θ1 = 0 and θ2 = x denote the two hypothesized delays, x ∈]0, Tf − Td].
We get then

r(t) =

{
y(t) + n(t) t ∈ [0, Td]
n(t) t ∈ [Td, Tf ]

∣∣∣∣H1 (6.6)

r(t) =

{
y(t− x) + n(t) t ∈ [x, x+ Td]
n(t) t ∈ [0, x[∪]Td + x, Tf ]

∣∣∣∣H2 (6.7)

When the distance between the two hypothesized delays is greater than
the duration of the signal, the two hypotheses can be rewritten to obtain
a symmetric-hypothesis detection problem

r(t) =

{
y(t) + n(t) t ∈ [0, Td]
n(t) t ∈ [x, x+ Td]

∣∣∣∣H1 (6.8)

r(t) =

{
y(t− x) + n(t) t ∈ [x, x+ Td]
n(t) t ∈ [0, Td]

∣∣∣∣H2 (6.9)

For x 6 Td, the two hypothesis are no more symmetric. The observation
interval could be reduced to cover only the region where the signal is present
under at least one of the two hypotheses. The two hypotheses becomes then

r(t) =

{
y(t) + n(t) t ∈ [0, Td]
n(t) t ∈ [Td, x+ Td]

∣∣∣∣H1 (6.10)

r(t) =

{
y(t− x) + n(t) t ∈ [x, x+ Td]
n(t) t ∈ [0, x]

∣∣∣∣H2 (6.11)

In this cases, projecting the signal in term of its covariance matrix on each
observation interval ([0, Td] and [x, x + Td]) leads to singularities in the
covariance matrix of the resulting coordinates.
For this reason, we will use Fourier basis, common to the two hypotheses, to
obtain our sufficient statistics from the received signal.

Case of x > Td: External Bound

The two observation intervals are disjoints, the received signal over each
observation interval is projected on a corresponding Fourier basis as follows
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r(t) =

N∑

i=1

R1
iψ

1
i (t) R1

i =

∫ Td

0

r(t)ψ1
i (t)dt (6.12)

ψ1
i (t) =

1√
Td

e
− j2πit

Td for t ∈ [0, Td] (6.13)

r(t) =
N∑

i=1

R2
iψ

2
i (t) R1

i =

∫ x+Td

x

r(t)ψ2
i (t)dt (6.14)

ψ2
i (t) =

1√
Td

e
− j2πit−x

Td for t ∈ [x, x+ Td] (6.15)

Where N = 2WbTd, and j =
√
−1.

Let R1 = [R1
1, . . . , R

1
N ]T , R2 = [R2

1, . . . , R
2
N ]T and R =

[
R1T R2T

]T
.

Under H1, R is zero mean circular complex Gaussian process with covariance
matrix 1Kx whose elements are given by

E[R1
iR

1†
k |H1] = E

[
1

Td

∫ Td

0

∫ Td

0

r(t)r(u)†ψ1
i (t)ψ1†

k (u)dtdu

]
(6.16)

=
N0

2
δi,k +

1

Td

∫ Td

0

∫ Td

0

Ky(t, u)e
− j2π(it−ku)

Td dtdu (6.17)

E[R2
iR

2†
k |H1] = E

[
1

x+ Td

∫ x+Td

0

∫ x+Td

x

r(t)r(u)†ψ2
i (t)ψ2†

k (u)dtdu

]
(6.18)

=
N0

2
δi,k (6.19)

E[R1
iR

2†
k |H1] = E

[
1

Td

∫ Td

0

∫ Td

0

r(t)r(u)†ψ1
i (t)ψ2†

k (u)dtdu

]
(6.20)

= 0 (6.21)

Similarly, under H2, R is zero mean circular complex Gaussian process with
covariance matrix 2Kx whose elements are given by

E[R2
iR

2†
k |H2] = E

[
1

Td

∫ x+Td

x

∫ x+Td

x

r(t − x)r(u − x)†ψ2
i (t)ψ2†

k (u)dtdu

]
(6.22)

=
N0

2
δi,k +

1

Td

∫ Td

0

∫ Td

0

Ky(t, u)e
− j2π(it−ku)

Td dtdu (6.23)

E[R1
iR

1†
k |H2] =

N0

2
δi,k (6.24)

E[R1
iR

2†
k |H2] = 0 (6.25)
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The log-likelihood ratio function is defined as

L(x) = ln

{
P (R|H1)

P (R|H2)

}
= R†QxR (6.26)

Where Qx = 1K
−1
x − 2K

−1
x (6.27)

The two hypothesis are then compared according to the decision rule

L(x)
H1
>
<
H2

0 (6.28)

As the two hypotheses are symmetric, the resulting binary detection error
probability is

Pd(x) = P (Z > 0|H1 is correct) (6.29)

Where Z = R†QxR.
Z is a quadratic form on complex Gaussian random variables. In appendix
6.A.2, we give a general technique to decompose Z and derive its distribution.

Case of x 6 Td: Internal Bound

The observation interval is reduced to cover only the region where the signal
is present under at least one of the two hypotheses; So the received signal
during the interval [0, x+Td] is projected on a Fourier basis, common to the
two hypotheses, as follows

r(t) =

N∑

i=0

Riψi(t) (6.30)

Ri =

∫ x+Td

0

r(t)ψi(t)dt (6.31)

ψi(t) = 1√
x+Td

e
− j2πit

x+Td are elements of the Fourier basis defined in the interval

[0, x + Td], N = 2Wb(x+ Td), and j =
√
−1.

Ri are circular complex Gaussian variables with zero mean. Under H1 their
covariance matrix is given as

1Kx(i, k) = E[RiR
†
k|H1]

= E

[
1

x+ Td

∫ x+Td

0

∫ x+Td

0

r(t)r(u)†ψi(t)ψ
†
k(u)dtdu

]

=
N0

2
δi,k +

1

x+ Td

∫ Td

0

∫ Td

0

Ky(t, u)e
− j2π(it−ku)

x+Td dtdu (6.32)
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Similarly, under hypothesis H2, Ri have a covariance matrix given as

2Kx(i, k) = E[RiR
†
k|H2]

=
N0

2
δi,k +

1

x+ Td

∫ x+Td

x

∫ x+Td

x

Ky(t− x, u− x)e
− j2π(it−ku)

x+Td dtdu

=
N0

2
δi,k +

e
−

j2πx(i−k)
x+Td

x+ Td

∫ Td

0

∫ Td

0

Ky(t, u)e
− j2π(it−ku)

x+Td dtdu

= e
− j2πx(i−k)

x+Td K1(i, k) (6.33)

The resultant log-likelihood ratio function is then

L(x) = ln

{
P (R|H1)

P (R|H2)

}
= R†QxR−Dx (6.34)

Where Qx = 1K
−1
x − 2K

−1
x (6.35)

Dx = [ln det( 1Kx) − ln det( 2Kx)] = 0 (6.36)

The two hypothesis are then compared according to the decision rule

L(x)
H2
>
<
H1

0 (6.37)

The resulting probability of detection error is

Pe(x) =
1

2
[P (Z > 0|H1 is correct) + P (Z < 0|H2 is correct)] (6.38)

Where Z = R†QxR.

Multiframe observation

In this case, the transmitted signal is repeated over Nf frames. In order to
compare fairly with the single frame scheme, the transmitted signal energy
over each frame is divided over Nf . The receiver signal during the observation
interval [0, NfTf ] is then

r(t) =

{
ym(t− θ0) + n(t) , t ∈ [mTf , mTf + Td], m = 0 . . .Nf − 1
n(t) elsewhere

(6.39)

Where ym(t) = s(t) ∗ h(t) =

√
Ep

NfTp

L∑

i=1

hip(t− τi) (6.40)
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Internal Bound

The received signal during the observation interval ∪Nf−1
m=0 [mNf , mNf +x+Td]

is now projected on Nf Fourier basis as follows

r(t) =

Nf−1∑

m=0

N∑

i=1

Rm
i ψ

m
i (t) (6.41)

Rm
i =

∫ mNf+x+Td

mNf

r(t)ψm
i (t)dt (6.42)

ψm
i (t) =

1√
x+ Td

e
− j2πit

x+Td , t ∈ [mTf , mTf + x+ Td] (6.43)

Following the same processing as in sec.(6.2.2, Internal Bound), the de-
tection error probability is

Pe(x) =
1

2
[P (Zf > 0|H1 is correct) + P (Zf < 0|H2 is correct)] (6.44)

Where now Zf =
∑Nf

m=0R
m†QxR

m; Rm = (Rm
1 , . . . , R

m
N )T and Qx is defined

as in sec.(6.2.2, Internal Bound).
External Bound

The received signal during the observation intervals [mNf , mNf + Td] and
[mNf +x, mNf +x+Td], m = 0 . . . Nf , is now projected on the corresponding
2Nf Fourier basis. The same processing as in sec.(6.2.2, External Bound) can
be done to obtain the resulting detection error probability.

6.2.3 Numerical Results

For numerical purpose, we assume the knowledge of a degenerate kernel of
the second order statistics Ky(t, u) characterized by a finite number of eigen-
modes. We take a equi-spaced multipath channel with power delay profile
E[||hi||2] = exp−α τi

Td
, with α defined as the power decay factor (PDF).

In Fig. 6.1, we plot the obtained IZZLB on the root mean square error
(RMSE) for different delay spread durations Td vs. Average transmitted
SNR. The pulse is of duration Tp = 1ns, the observation period is of length

Tf = 100ns, and the PDF is 2. The average SNR is defined as SNR = EpTp

Tf N0
.

As predicted by the bound, we observe three different operating regions:

1. The full ambiguity region corresponding to a very small SNR, in this
region the receiver see the signal as noise and the error in this case is
uniformly distributed over the a priori interval [0, Tf − Td].
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Figure 6.1: IZZLB on RMSE of single frame and muliframe estimators Vs.
average SNR, and Td=15ns, 20ns

2. The Cramer-Rao region corresponds to a high SNR, in this case the
receiver success to match well the signal with very small uncertainty.
We observe also that for increasing delay spread Td, and for the same
pulse energy, the increase in error variance is small even if the energy
is more spread.

3. The threshold region is located just between the two regions cited
above. The estimation error in this case exceeds the CRLB by a large
factor and describes more precisely the limit of the estimation error.
It is then more realistic bound, especially for UWB systems that are
supposed to operate on this range of SNR.

We observe also that the multiframe scheme outperforms greatly the single
frame one even with a small number of repetitions.
In order to study the impact of the observation interval length on estimation

performance, we plot in Fig. 6.2 the RMSE achieved for signal of delay spread
Td = 20ns Vs. varying observation interval length Tf , and different SNRs.
To fairly compare, the transmitted power is adequately adapted for each
value of Tf in order to obtain unique average SNR. We observe then that
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Figure 6.2: IZZLB on RMSE of single frame and muliframe estimators Vs.
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the RMSE decreases with increasing Tf , which means that the ML estimator
performs better with increasing signal power even if the search interval is
larger.

6.3 Performance of Sub-optimal estimators

When dealing with sub-optimal estimation schemes, we are interested in
deriving upper-bounds on the MSE obtained by these schemes, which serve
in addition as general upper bounds on the MSE of an optimal estimator.
Existing upper bound on MSE [115,116] apply only for maximum likelihood
estimator, and are difficult to evaluate.
In the spirit of the IZZLB, we derive a new upper bound on the MSE achieved
by any continous-time estimator, by comparing its performance to a discrete-
time estimator, then to a binary detector scheme that use the same likelihood-
like function. The resulting bound is easy to derive and its accuracy may
be improved by increasing the numbers of testing points in the discrete time
estimator.
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6.3.1 Upper Bound on Mean Square Estimation Error

Let θ0 denotes a continuous signal’s parameter uniformly distributed over
the interval [0, Tf −Td] , and r(t) = s(t, θ0) +n(t) the received signal where
n(t) is a circularly complex Gaussian noise process.
Let Ec be a continuous-time estimator of θ0 built upon the information func-
tion f (the likelihood-like function). The estimate obtained by Ec is defined
as

θ̂c = argθ∈[0 Tf−Td] max f(θ) (6.45)

A sub-optimal estimation scheme Ed , based on the same information func-
tion f , is obtained by discretizing the observation interval into N intervals of
equal lengths ∆. It then tests the function f at some chosen points of each
interval, say the points at the middle of each interval. The estimator in this
case is

θ̂d = i∆ Where i = i+
1

2
, i = argi∈{0,1,...,N−1} max L(i∆) (6.46)

For large SNR, we expect that the estimation error will be distributed uni-
formly in an interval of length ∆. The choice of ∆ can then be driven from
what target precision do we want to achieve.
Let Ped(x) = P (θ̂ − θ0 = x) denotes the estimation error probability of the
estimator Ed. A desirable property of Ed is to yield a decreasing estimation
error probability Ped(x) with increasing |x| (|x| denotes absolute value of x).
This can be expected since for positive SNR(in dB), parameter at distance
|x| from θ0 miss more and more significant signal components with increasing
|x|. For negative SNR, the noise process dominates the signal so that the
inverse may be true. However, because of the high ambiguity in the received
signal, performance may be identical at different distances x from θ0.
In the following, we suppose that our estimator Ed possesses this property.
We define now Pd(x) as the detection error probability achieved when using,
again, the same information function f as above to decide between two hy-
pothesis parameters θ1 and θ2 at distance x from each others. We assume
also that Pd(x) is independent from θ0.
Define MSEc and MSEd as, respectively, the mean square error of the
continuous-time estimator Ec and the discrete-time one Ed. We then have
the following result:
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Theorem 6.3.1 MSEc and MSEd are upper-bounded as follows

MSEc 6 MSEd 6
∆2

12



1 +
2

N

N∑

j=1

(12j2 + 1)(N − j)Pd(j∆)



 (6.47)

Detailed proof of the theorem 6.3.1 is given in Appendix 6.A.3.
In the following, we use this bound to evaluate performances of sub-optimal
time-delay estimation schemes of UWB signals.

6.3.2 Mis-Matched Maximum Likelihood Estimator

Now we consider the case where the receiver has only an estimate K̂y of the
true covariance matrix of the received signal Ky. This estimate is based on
a finite number K of i.i.d realizations of the received signal Y .

K̂y(t, u) =
1

K

K∑

i=1

YiY
†
i = Ky(t, u) + ∆Ky(t, u) (6.48)

According to [117], for sufficiently large K, ∆Ky is zero mean complex
Gaussian random matrix with covariance matrix given as

E[∆Ky(∆Ky)†] = 2
Ky ⊗Ky

K
(6.49)

Where ⊗ denotes Kronecker product.
Internal Bound

We project the received signal during the observation interval [x, x+ Td] on
a Fourier basis. We follow the same derivation as in Sec. (6.2.2, Internal
Bound). The resulting error probability is then

Pd(x) =
1

2
[P (Zn > 0|H1 is correct) + P (Zn < 0|H2 is correct)] (6.50)

Where Zn = R†Qn
xR.

R is the vector of resulting projections and Qn
x = 1K

−1
x − 2K

−1
x , where now

1Kx(i, k) =
N0

2
δi,k +

1

x+ Td

∫ Td

0

∫ Td

0

K̂y(t, u)e
− j2π(it−ku)

x+Td dtdu

2Kx(i, k) = e
− j2πx(i−k)

x+Td 1Kx(i, k) (6.51)

The external bound can be derived in a similar way as in sec. (6.2.2, external
bound) and just changing Ky by K̂y in the hypothesis. Extension to multiple-
frame observation is straight forward by following the same derivation as in
section (6.2.2)
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6.3.3 Case of No 2nd Order Statistics Information:

Equal Gain Combining (EGC)

Here we suppose that the receiver has no knowledge about the 2nd order
statistics of the received signal. The detection is then based on a equal gain
combining scheme, which mean that the received signal is supposed to be a
stationary Gaussian process with covariance matrix

K̂y(t, u) =

(
Es

Td
+
N0

2

)
δ(t− u) (6.52)

(6.53)

Internal Bound

We project the received signal during the observation interval [x, x+ Td] on
a Fourier basis. We follow the same derivation as in Sec. (6.2.2, Internal
Bound). The resulting error probability is then

Pd(x) =
1

2
[P (Ze > 0|H1 is correct) + P (Ze < 0|H2 is correct)] (6.54)

Where Ze = R†Qn
eR.

R is the vector of resulting projections and Qe
x = 1K

−1
x − 2K

−1
x , where now

1Kx(i, k) =
N0

2
δi,k +

Es

Td(x+ Td)

∫ Td

0

e
− j2πt(i−k)

x+Td dtdu

2Kx(i, k) = e
− j2πx(i−k)

x+Td 1Kx(i, k) (6.55)

The external bound can be derived in a similar way as in sec. (6.2.2, external
bound) and just changing Ky(t, u) by Es

Td
δ(t − u) in the hypothesis. Exten-

sion to multiple-frame observation is straight forward by following the same
derivation as in section (6.2.2)

6.3.4 Discrete Time Estimation by Energy Maximiza-

tion

Single-frame estimation

In this section, we present and analyze a discrete time energy detection based
estimator of the time delay. The energy detector scheme is shown in fig. (6.3).

The received signal r(t) during an observation period [0, Tf ] is first filtered
by an ideal band pass filter and then squared and integrated over a time
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interval Td to produce a measure of the received energy. The output of the
integrator is then sampled at rate δ. The produced samples will act as the
test statistics of the time delay estimator.
According to the sampling theorem, the filtered signal can be expressed as

r̂(t) =
+∞∑

i=−∞

ri sinc(2Wbt− i) (6.56)

Where ri = r( i
Wb

).

The output of the integrator can be then approximated as [118, 119]

g(t) =
1

Wb

⌊Wb(t+Td)⌋−1∑

i=⌊Wbt⌋

||ri||2 (6.57)

Where ⌊x⌋ denotes integer part of x.
The produced integrator samples at rate ∆ can be written as

Gk =
1

Wb

Wb(k∆+Td)−1∑

i=Wbk∆

||ri||2 , k ∈ {0, . . . , N −M − 1} (6.58)

Where k = k + 1
2
, N =

Tf

δ
, and M = Td

∆
; without loss of generality, we take

∆Wb, M , and N as integers. We construct then our test as :

L(k) =
1

N0
Gk =

Wb(k∆+Td)−1∑

i=Wbk∆

||Ri||2 , k ∈ {0, . . . , N −M − 1} (6.59)

Where Ri = ri√
WbN0

.
The time delay estimate is then defined as

θ̂0 = k0∆ Where k0 =
arg max

k∈{0,...,N−M−1}L(k) (6.60)

Using the bound in theorem 6.3.1, the MSE of this estimator is upper-
bounded as

BPF G
k
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Figure 6.3: Discrete Time Energy Detector
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MSEd 6
∆2

12



1 +
2

N

N∑

j=1

(12j2 + 1)(N − j)Pd(j∆)



 (6.61)

As Pd is independent from the arrival delay θ0, we get

Pd(j∆) =
1

2
[P (L(0∆) < L(j∆))|θ0 = 0∆) + P (L(0∆) > L(j∆))|θ0 = j∆)]

Where

P (L(i∆) < L(j∆))|θ0 = i∆)

=






P
(∑2∆j−1

k=2∆i
||yk||2 + ||nk||2 <

∑2∆(j+M)−1

k=2∆(i+M)
||nk||2

)
for 0 < (j − i)∆ 6 Td

P
(∑2∆j−1

k=2∆i
||nk||2 >

∑2∆(j+M)−1

k=2∆(i+M)
||yk||2 + ||nk||2

)
for 0 < (i− j)∆ 6 Td

P
(∑2∆(M)−1

k=1 ||yk||2 + ||nk||2 <
∑2∆j+M−1

k=2∆j
||nk||2

)
for (j − i)∆ > Td

(6.62)

6.3.5 Numerical Results

In Fig. 6.5 we plot upper bounds on the RMSEs achieved by the mis-matched
ML estimator, the EGC, and the energy maximization estimator, and we
compare them to the IZZLB. The signal is of duration Td = 20ns, Wb =
1Ghz, Tf = 100ns, Nf = 1, PDF α = 2, and discretization step for the
upper bound and the energy detector is ∆ = 0.5ns. The mis-matched ML
estimator builds its information on Ky by observing K = 10 realizations of
the signal.
We observe then that the Mis-matched ML perform nearly as the perfect ML,
taking into account that the gap in the performances of the two schemes is due
also to the fact that we are considering an upper bound for the mis-matched
ML. The EGC estimator achieves the worst performance while the energy
detector begin to really approaches the lower bound for SNR greater than
20dB. In Fig .6.5 we plot the same performance, except the perfect ML for
which we plot its upper bound, for Nf = 10. We observe then clearly that the
mis-matched ML approaches the ML, and that the energy detector scheme
exploits better the signal repetition than the EGC estimator. However, even
with 10 frames repetition, the gain in the performance is not too significant.
To investigate on the impact of the integration window length of the energy
detection scheme, we plot in Fig. 6.6 the achieved RMSE vs SNR for various
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value of the integration window W . The discretization step for the upper
bound is again ∆ = 0.5ns. In this case, the estimator function is given as

L(k) =
1

N0
Gk =

W (k∆+W )−1∑

i=Wk∆

||Ri||2 , k ∈ {0, . . . , N −M − 1} (6.63)

We observe then that estimation error decreases significantly for decreasing
window length W . We can see also that for W = 4 and W = 8, the error
achieved in single frame (one shot) estimation is similar to that achieved by
the multiframe one. This means that the energy detector scheme can provide
precise estimation of the signal delay without a reliable estimation procedure.
This is a desirable result for ranging or localization applications that may be
offered by UWB networks as extra features.
Given the last result, we look now on the impact of the power decay factor on

the choice of the integration window length. Fig. 6.7 illustrates the RMSE of
energy maximization estimator vs. integration window length W , for various
discretization step ∆, various power decay factor α, Tf=100ns, Td=20ns,
and SNR=-10dB. We then observe a tradeoff behavior where the optimal
integration depends on the value of the decay factor. Indeed, for W greater
than the optimal window length, loss is due to the fact that the integrator
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collect no more significant signal components. While in the contrary case,
the integrator misses significant signal components.
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Figure 6.7: RMSE of energy maximization estimator Vs. integration win-
dow length, for various integrating step ∆, various power decay factor α,
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6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we give fundamental limitations on the performance of some
coherent and non-coherent time-delay estimation schemes of UWB signals.
For this purpose, we use he IZZLB to express the lower bound and we derive
a new upper bouund suited for sub-optimal estimators. The upper bound is
simple to derive, and was shown to provide good indications of estimation
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performances.
The IZZLB was then used to set a lower bound of a ML estimator based
on the 2nd. order statistics information, and performance of sub-optimal
schemes was given by the upper bounds.
The obtained estimation results of the energy detection scheme are moti-
vating to consider the same procedure for reception purpose. Nevertheless,
the obtained performance account only for single user transmission, so the
multi-user case is still to be investigated.
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6.A Appendix

6.A.1 Derivation of the Improved Ziv-Zakai Lower Bound

The Ziv-Zakai formulation of the lower bound is based on the probability of
deciding correctly between two possible values (θ) and (θ + x) of the signal
delay. For our purposes it is the signal arrival time θ0. The derivation of this
bound relies on result from detection theory [114,120,121].

A detection scheme which minimizes the probability of error simply forms
the likelihood ratio test (LRT) between the two hypothesized delays. Con-
sider now the following suboptimal detection procedure based on some arbi-
trary estimate θ̂0 of θ0

|θ̂0 − θ|
θ0=θ+x

>
<
θ0=θ

|θ̂0 − θ − x| (6.64)

The decision is therefore made to the favor of θ if |θ̂0 − θ| < |θ̂0 − θ− x| and
θ + x otherwise. If the two hypothesized delays are equally likely to occur,
the probability of error for this suboptimal detection scheme is given by

1

2
P
(
θ̂ − θ > x/2|θ

)
+

1

2
P
(
θ̂ − θ − x 6 −x/2|θ+ x

)
(6.65)

Let Pd(θ, θ + x) denotes the minimum attainable probability of detection
error (associated with the LRT). It immediately follows that

Pd(θ, θ + x) 6
1

2
P
(
θ̂ − θ > x/2|θ

)
+

1

2
P
(
θ̂ − θ − x 6 −x/2|θ + x

)
(6.66)

Let the a priori domain of θ0 by [0, Tf − Td]. Since inequality (6.66) holds
for any pre-selected θ and x, it certainly holds for all combinations of θ and
x such that θ, x ∈ [0, Tf − Td], or equivalently

0 6 θ 6 Tf − Td − x 0 6 x 6 Tf − Td (6.67)

Let ǫ = θ̂− θ0. Integrating (6.66) with respect to θ over [0, Tf − Td − x] one
obtains
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∫ Tf−Td−x

0

Pd(θ, θ + x)dθ

6
1

2

∫ Tf−Td−x

0

[P (ǫ > x/2|θ) + P (ǫ− x 6 −x/2|θ+ x)]dθ

=
1

2

∫ Tf−Td−x

0

P (ǫ > x/2|θ) dθ +
1

2

∫ Tf−Td

x

P (ǫ− x 6 −x/2|θ)dθ

6
1

2

∫ Tf−Td

0

P (|ǫ| > x/2|θ) dθ (6.68)

Now define

F (x) =
1

Tf − Td

∫ Tf−Td

0

P (|ǫ| > x|θ)dθ (6.69)

F(x) can therefore be regarded as the average of P (|ǫ| > x|θ) where θ is
uniformly distributed in [[0, Tf − Td]. In terms of F (x) the inequality in
(6.68) reads

∫ Tf−Td−x

0

Pd(θ, θ + x)dθ 6
Tf − Td

2
F (x/2) (6.70)

Multiplying both sides of (6.70) by 2x/(Tf −Td) and integrating with respect
to x over [0, Tf − Td] one obtains

1

Tf − Td

∫ Tf−Td

0

xdx

∫ Tf−Td−x

0

Pd(θ, θ + x)dθ = 4

∫ Tf−Td
2

0

xF (x)dx 6 4

∫ Tf−Td

0

xF (x)dx

= 2x2F (x)|(Tf−Td)+

0 − 2

∫ Tf−Td

0

x2F (x)dx (6.71)

One can always assume that F ((Tf − Td)+) = 0 (otherwise the estimate can
be improved by an obvious modification). One further observes that

ǭ2 = −
∫ Tf−Td

0

x2F (x)dx (6.72)

Where ǭ2 is, by definition, the MSE when θ0 is uniformly distributed in
[0, Tf − Td]. Substituting (6.72) into (6.71) one immediately obtains

E[(θ̂0 − θ0)
2] >

∫ Tf−Td

0

xdx

∫ Tf−Td−x

0

Pd(θ, θ + x)

Tf − Td
dθ (6.73)
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This is the improved version of the Ziv-Zakai bound derived in [14].
Assuming that Pd(θ, θ + x) = Pe(x) is independent of θ0, the expression in
(6.4) becomes

E[(θ̂0 − θ0)
2] >

1

Tf − Td

∫ Tf−Td

0

x(Tf − Td − x)Pd(x)dx (6.74)

6.A.2 Derivation of the detection error probability

We begin by making a Karhunen-Loeve decomposition of R in the basis of
its covariance matrix.

K0 = UΛU † (6.75)

where Λ is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues of K0 as diagonal elements,
and U is a unitary matrix formed by the corresponding eigenvectors.
R can be written then as

R = UΛ
1
2 Ṙ where Ṙ = Λ− 1

2U †R , KṘ = I (6.76)

So we get

Z = Ṙ†Q̇xṘ with Q̇x = Λ
1
2U †QxUΛ

1
2 (6.77)

As 1Kθ1,x and 2Kθ1,x are Hermitian, Q̇x is also Hermitian and can be
decomposed also as VMV † where V is an orthonormal matrix of eigenvectors
of Q̇x and M is a diagonal matrix of corresponding eigenvalues µi

x. We can
thus write

Z = (V †Ṙ)†M(V †Ṙ) =
∑

µi
x||R̈i||2 (6.78)

Where

R̈ = V †Ṙ = V †Λ− 1
2U †R , KR̈ = V KṘV

† = I (6.79)

As Ri are circular complex Gaussian random variables CN(0, 1), the ran-
dom variables Ui defined as Ui = 2||R̈i||2 are independent chi-square random
variables with two degrees of freedom χ(2). We have thus expressed Z as
weighted sum of N independent Chi-square random variables.
The eigenvalues {µi

x} are not necessary equals nor distinct, the closed form
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expression of the distribution of Z is not tractable. However, a linear com-
bination of chi-square variables can be well approximated by a Gamma dis-
tributed variable [105, 122] that have the same first and second moments.
We split the set of eigenvalues as ai

x = {µi
x , µ

i
x > 0} and bix = {|µi

x| , µi
x <

0}. Z can then be given as

Z = Z1 − Z2 Where Z1 =
∑ ai

x

2
Ui Z2 =

∑ bix
2
Ui (6.80)

And the probability of decision error becomes

Pd(x) =
1

2
[PH1(Z1 − Z2 > 0) + PH2(Z1 − Z2 < 0)] (6.81)

We approximate then Z1 and Z2 as a gamma distributed variablesG1(α1, β1)
and G2(α2, β2).
The first two moments of V1 and V2 are

E[V1] = m1 =
∑

ai
x , E[(V 1 −m1)2] = σ1 =

∑
(ai

x)2 (6.82)

E[V2] = m2 =
∑

bix , E[(V 2 −m2)2] = σ2 =
∑

(bix)2 (6.83)

By equating the first moments of {V1, G1} and {V2, G2} we obtain

α1 =
m12

σ1
, β1 =

σ1

m1
(6.84)

α2 =
m22

σ2
, β2 =

σ2

m2
(6.85)

From [123], we have

F (Z1 − Z2 6 0) =
βα2

1 βα1
2

α1B(α1, α2)(β)α 2F1

(
1, α, α1 + 1,

β2

β

)
(6.86)

with α = α1 + α2 , β = β1 + β2 (6.87)

6.A.3 Proof of Theorem 6.3.1

Proof by construction, the continuous-time estimator outperforms the dis-
crete time one.

Consider now the discrete-time estimator, and define Pest(i, a) = P (â =
i∆|a0 = a) as the estimation error probability of deciding â as equal to(
i+ 1

2

)
∆ instead of the true parameter value a.
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Pest(i, a) = P
(
â = i∆|a0 = a

)
=

N−1∏

j=0
j 6=i

P
(
L(i∆) > L(j∆)|a0 = b

)
for i, j in {0, . . . , N − 1}

(6.88)

The distance between the true parameter a0 and the estimated parameter â
is then distributed as follows

Ped(ǫ) = P (a0 − â = ǫ) =

{
1

Tf−Td

∑N−1−Iǫ

i=0 Pest(i, i∆ − ǫ) for ǫ ∈ [−(Tf − Td), 0]
1

Tf−Td

∑N−1
i=Iǫ

Pest(i, i∆ − ǫ) for ǫ ∈ [0, Tf − Td]
(6.89)

Where Iǫ =
⌊
|ǫ|
∆

⌋

n
+ 1; ⌊x⌋n denotes integer part of x.

The resulting mean square estimation error is then

MSEd =

∫ D

−D

ǫ2Ped(ǫ)dǫ (6.90)

The expression in (6.90) is computationally consuming because of the sum
in the expression of Ped(ǫ) and the product in that of Pest(a, a+ ǫ).
In order to reduce the complexity of Pest(a, a+ǫ) we upper bound the integral
in 6.90 to consider only values of ǫ that coincide with the testing points
{∆

2
, 3∆

2
, . . . , N∆ − ∆

2
}.

MSEd =

∫ 0

−(Tf−Td)

ǫ2Ped(ǫ)dǫ+

∫ Tf−Td

0

ǫ2Ped(ǫ)dǫ

=

∫ −N∆+∆/2

−N∆

ǫ2Ped(ǫ)dǫ+

N−1∑

j=1

∫ −(j−1)∆

−j∆

ǫ2Ped(ǫ)dǫ+

∫ 0

−∆/2

ǫ2Ped(ǫ)dǫ

+

∫ ∆/2

0

ǫ2Ped(ǫ)dǫ+

N−1∑

j=1

∫ j∆

j−1∆

ǫ2Ped(ǫ)dǫ+

∫ N∆

N∆−∆/2

ǫ2Ped(ǫ)dǫ

(6.91)

Now using the fact that Ped(ǫ) is a decreasing function of |ǫ| we get
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MSEd 6 Ped(−(N − 1)∆)

∫ −(N−1)∆

−N∆

ǫ2dǫ+
N−1∑

j=1

Ped(−(j − 1)∆)

∫ −(j−1)∆

−j∆

ǫ2dǫ

+Ped(0)

∫ ∆/2

−∆/2

ǫ2dǫ+

N−1∑

j=1

Ped(j − 1∆)

∫ j∆

j−1∆

ǫ2dǫ+ Ped(N − 1∆)

∫ N∆

N−1∆

ǫ2dǫ

6
∆3

12



 N

Tf − Td
+

N∑

j=1

(12j2 + 1)
[
Ped(−(j − 1)∆) + Ped((j − 1)∆)

]




(6.92)

We have now discretized the estimation error to consider only points corre-
sponding to the estimator’s testing points. We can then upper bound the
estimation error as follows

Pest(i, k∆) =

N−1∏

j=0
j 6=i

P
(
L(i∆) > L(j∆)|a0 = k∆

)
for i, j in {0, . . . , N − 1}

6 P
(
L(i∆) > L(k∆)|a0 = k∆

)
(6.93)

The bound in (6.92) becomes

MSEd 6
∆2

12



1 +
1

N

N∑

j=1

(12j2 + 1)

(
N−j∑

i=0

P
(
L(i∆) > L(i+ j∆)|a0 = i+ j∆

)
)




N−1∑

i=j

P
(
L(i∆) > L(i− j∆)|a0 = i− j∆

)






 (6.94)

If we assume that P (L(a) > L(b)|a0 = b) is independent from a0 the inequal-
ity (6.94) becomes

MSEd 6
∆2

12



1 +
1

N

N∑

j=1

(12j2 + 1)

(
N−j∑

i=0

P
(
L(i∆) > L(i+ j∆)|a0 = i+ j∆

)
)




N−1∑

i=j

P
(
L(i+ j∆) > L(i∆)|a0 = i∆

)






 (6.95)

If we define Pd(x) as the error probability of a binary hypothesis detector
deciding between θ1 and θ1 + x (sec.6.2.1)
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Pd(i∆, i+ j∆) =
1

2

[
P
(
L(i∆) > L(i+ j∆)|a0 = i+ j∆

)
+ P

(
L(i∆) < L(i+ j∆)|a0 = i∆

)]

(6.96)

Then we obtain

MSEd 6
∆2

12N



1 +
2

N

N∑

j=1

(12j2 + 1)(N − j)Pd(j∆)



 (6.97)
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Chapter 7

General Conclusion &
Perspectives for Future Works

Throughout this work, we have addressed the design, the enhancement, and
the optimization of MAC protocols for wireless ad hoc networks. Since the
introduction of the ALOHA systems and the associated MAC protocol, this
topic has attracted significant research efforts, with the ultimate hope to set
a basic theory that would be able to model the diversity of constraints and
requirements that characterize it. Meanwhile, different aspects of the prob-
lem are addressed continuously by different approaches, enabling more and
more advances in the treatment of the subject.
In dealing with MAC protocols for ad hoc networks, we have considered ran-
dom access schemes, and we have focussed on two fundamental problems
that affect their performances: The backoff scheme design and optimization,
and the robust handling of the hidden terminal problem.
The first problem is inherent to any random access mechanism as collisions
of packets are unavoidable. Thus, the performances of the MAC protocol in
this case are mainly governed by the efficiency of its retransmission mecha-
nism.
The second problem is associated to the multihop situations faced in ad hoc
networks. It is shown that in this case, known efficient access protocol in
single hop network, as the IEEE 802.11 DCF, suffers serious performance
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degradation due to the lack of unique broadcasting channel to support effi-
cient signalling schemes.
In the first part of the thesis, we address the optimization of the retransmis-
sion schemes for ALOHA and DCF protocols in single hop networks. Opti-
mization is carried out in order to maximize the overall network throughout.
Our goal was then to design simple and blind optimal retransmission mech-
anisms under this configuration. For ALOHA protocol, we find that the
optimal retransmission scheme is not blind as it is sensitive to the network
load.
For DCF protocol, we first show that the binary exponential backoff scheme is
sub-optimal in term of throughput and fairness. We propose then a constant-
window backoff mechanism that solves the fairness issue. Then, we derive
the optimal backoff window length that brings the system to operate at max-
imum throughput. As for ALOHA protocol, the optimal window depends,
among others, on the network load. However, since in CSMA mechanism
the duration of idle slots is small compared to that of collisions, we propose
to use the optimal window length of saturated load independently from the
exact system load. We have proven then the effectiveness of this choice, and
we have extended the analysis to consider the impact of queueing at nodes
buffer on the system performance.
Multihop networks where addressed in the second part of the thesis. For
DCF protocol, we have shown the weakness of the classical RTS/CTS hand-
shaking in dealing with the hidden/masked node problems. We have then
proposed a new handshaking mechanism, RTS/R-CTS, that handle effec-
tively the hidden node problem, but at the expense of increased signalling
overhead. The correctness of the proposed mechanism helped us in reusing
the analytical model used in the single hop case, to consider arbitrary multi-
hop topology, with little modifications. The Backoff scheme optimization was
then addressed by arguing the use of a stochastic approximation (SA) algo-
rithm to compensate the lack of symmetric channel behavior at the users. To
avoid the need of cooperation among nodes in building their optimal retrans-
mission mechanism, we have introduced the notion of reception throughput.
Each node was then asked to maximize both its transmission and reception
throughput. In doing so, we have avoided aggressive behavior of users, and
we have limited the dependency of each node on the information of others
users. As result, we succeed to characterize for each node, its optimal re-
transmission scheme, by some easy-to-learn parameters of system’s activity.
In the perspective of using UWB signalling technology for ad hoc networks,
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and to take benefit from its multiplexing capabilities, we have introduced a
new multi-channel ALOHA-like protocol. To relieve the channel assignment
problem, a common channel (CC) was dedicated for broadcasting initial sig-
nalization message RTS (Request To Send), while other channels where used
randomly by all nodes to complete communications setup and eventually for
data transfers. The proposed protocol does not use virtual carrier sensing
due to the masked node problem, neither physical carrier sensing. Thus,
it is insensitive to the hidden node problem. The performance of the pro-
posed protocol was analyzed in saturation conditions and shown to be very
good if the retransmission scheme over the common channel is well designed.
The analysis is extended to consider general load conditions. Then, we have
shown again that it is sufficient to use the optimal saturation window under
all loads to achieve near maximal throughput. This result was possible as
a consequence of the asymmetry between idle periods duration on the com-
mon channel and data packet durations on the data channels. So we have
succeeded to assimilate the behavior of CSMA protocol in a multi-channel
multihop system.
In chapter (6), we have studied fundamental performance of time-delay esti-
mation schemes in IR-UWB systems. This issue is crucial for the deployment
of ad hoc based UWB solutions as the synchronization task of sub nanosec-
ond signals appears to be a critical issue. In addition to their communication
capabilities, future UWB networks are also expected to provide some inter-
esting extra-features such as localization and ranging. This may help system
designer in exploiting valuable information for power control, multiple access,
and routing purposes.
Fundamental time-delay estimation performances were derived in term of
lower and upper bounds on the MSE of different estimators. We have used
the IZZLB to express the lower bound and we have derived a new upper
bound that apply for any estimator, and that is simple to derive with con-
trollable accuracy.
The bounds were then applied to characterize performance of perfect ML
estimator, mis-matched ML estimator, EGC estimator, and energy detector
estimator. Different results on estimators’ performances were provided that
have shown that the simple energy detector performs well with few numbers
of signal’s repetition and adequate integration window length.

In future works
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• We will look for general framework for the analysis of the performance
of MAC protocols in general multihop networks. We will especially fo-
cus on modeling some additional key cross-layer parameters to provide
general treatment of the design and optimization issues.

• We will deeply analyze the use of SA algorithms for the joint backoff
scheme optimization and power control of MAC protocols in arbitrary
multihop network. We will investigate mainly on some critical aspect
of these algorithms such the choice of the step size, the proofs of their
convergence, and their robustness to estimation error and variations in
network conditions.

• We will investigate on fundamental performance of some optimal and
practical time delay estimation procedure in the multi-user setting.

• We will also consider performance of the closely-related issues of local-
ization and ranging and study the integration of efficient mechanisms
to exploit the information provided by them in the design of MAC and
routing protocols.
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Résumé

Les réseaux sans fil ont gagné une immense popularité au cours de ces
dernières années. Leur utilisation prédominante a été dans les réseaux simple-
bond munis d’infrastructure fixe. Vue le grand succès des systḿes de téléphonie
sans fil‘(GSM, UMTS..) et des normes de réseaux locaux sans fil (WLAN)
(IEEE802.11, Bluetooth,..), les utilisateurs/applications mobiles d’avenir ex-
igeront encore une plus grande capacité et flexibilité du réseau comme une
évolution naturelle de l’utilisation des technologies de communications vers
des acc´s multimdia n’importe o n’importe quand . Ceci a motivé une ac-
tivité significative de recherche sur les réseaux ad-hoc sans fil qui peuvent
etre utilisés en tant que réseaux privés de communication , réseaux de son-
des, réseaux ad hoc mobiles, systèmes de communication de secours, etc...
On définit comme étant un réseaux ad hoc sans fil toute collection de ter-
minaux mobiles qui communiquent par le canal radio sans présence
d’infrastructure fixe. Dans le cas où deux noeuds ne peuvent pas communi-
quer directement, chaque noeud doit agir en tant que relais, pour acheminer
les paquets de données en direction de leurs destinations finales. Les car-
actéristiques principales de ce type de réseaux, dont les conséquences doivent
etre soigneusement adressées durant la conception des différents protocoles
de communication, sont le manque d’unité centrale de contrôle, la difficulté
de synchroniser le réseau, et l’eventuelle topologie multi-bonds.

1 Motivations

Dans les réseaux sans fil, le canal physique disponible est rare, ainsi,
son utilisation est de grande importance; Par conséquence, le protocole de
contrôle d’accès au canal (CAC) est une partie critique de la pile protocolaire
qui détermine l’opération correcte et efficace du réseau. L’objectif principal
des protocoles CAC pour les réseaux sans fil est de partager efficacement
et équitablement le canal de communication entre les utilisateurs. Ces pro-
tocoles diffr̀ent selon l’environnement en question et les contraintes système
à satisfaire. Les protocoles CAC peuvent être classifiés en deux groupes
selon leurs stratégies pour déterminer les droits d’accès : protocoles d’accès
déterministes et protocoles d’accès aléatoires.
Les protocoles d’accès déterministes assignent à chaque noeud dans le réseau
un planing fixe de transmission indiquant dans quel crénau horaire ou dans
quel canal de données (fréquences, codes d’étalement ou leurs combinaisons)
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Figure 7.1: Le schema de retransmission

le noeud peut transmettre. Ces protocoles ont un délai de transmission fini
mais sont inefficace à faible charge. En plus, en cas de topologie variable, ces
protocoles peuvent potentiellement devenir inefficaces et instables puisque le
maintien des planings de transmission, dans une topologie multi-bonds, peut
monopoliser toute la capacité du réseau.
Les protocoles d’accès alétoires sont plus apropriés aux architectures ad hoc,
assez efficaces sous traffic sporadiques , et n’éxigent pas la synchronisa-
tion globale du réseau. Cependant, leurs performances sont principalement
limitées par leur capacité à gérer efficacement les retransmissions des paquets
perdus à cause des collisions.
Dans les réseaux ad hoc sans fil, les noeuds utilisent le canal radio pour com-
muniquer sans présence d’infrastructure fixe. Dans ce cas, l’accès multiple
est fondamentalement distribué et aléatoire, et les collisions de paquets sont
inévitables. Le défi principal qu’on rencontre donc pour la conception d’un
〈bon〉 protocole CAC est de contrôler de facon optimale les retransmissions
des paquets perdus en collision. Le schéma de retransmission doit retarder
la prochaine tentative de transmission assez longtemps afin d’éviter des colli-
sions à répétition, mais pas trop longtemps pour ne pas gaspiller l’utilisation
du canal (Fig. 7.1).

En raison des limitations de puissance, les noeuds dans les réseaux ad
hoc ne sont pas toujours à la portée de transmission des uns et des autres.
Dans ce cas, des noeuds peuvent etre demandés d’agir en tant que relais tem-
porels afin d’assurer la connectivité du réseau. Le contrôle d’accès multiple
quant à lui devient plus compliqué puisque de nouveaux problèmes apparais-
sent, notamment le problème du terminal caché. Le problème du terminal
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Figure 7.2: le problème du terminal caché

caché ne permet pas une signalisation efficace et complète des messages de
signalisation. Il affecte ainsi n’importe quel protocole basé sur l’écoute ou
sur la réservation du canal. Pour exemple, on considére un protocole CAC
avec écoute de canal (CSMA) opérant dans la topologie de la Fig. 7.2. Dans
cette topologie, le noeud C n’entend pas les transmissions du noeud A. Ainsi,
le noeud C peut transmettre un paquet au noeud D alors que le noeud A
transmet un paquet au noeud B. Ces transmissions simultanées mènent à une
collision au noeud B, détruisant le paquet envoyé par le noeud A. Dans ce
scénario, le noeud C est désigné comme étant un terminal caché par rapport
au terminal A.

L’utilisation des canaux multiples dans les réseaux ad hoc sans fil peut
fournir une amélioration de performances en réduisant les collisions et en
permettant des transmissions simultanées, augmentant ainsi l’utilisation du
canal radio et sa réutilisation spatiale, même avec une capacité physique to-
tal des canaux égale à celle d’un réseau mono-canal. Les canaux multiples
peuvent être obtenus par une division du canal dans le domaine fréquentiel
(FDMA) ou dans le domaine des codes d’étalement (saut de fréquence, saut
temporel, étalement directe du spectre).
La recherche sur la capacité des réseaux sans fil a exclusivement considéré
les réseaux mono-canal [1–3]. Cependant, les résultats obtenus sont aussi
valides pour des systèmes à canaux multiples, à condition que chaque noeud
soit equipé par une interface physique dediée à chaque canal. Avec une in-
terface dediée par canal, un noeud peut utiliser tous les canaux disponibles
simultanément. Cependant, le nombre de canaux disponibles dans un réseau
sans fil eut etre assez grand, il se peut donc que ca soit assez couteux de
consacrer une interface par canal.
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Dans le cas ou les noeuds ne disponsent pas d’une interface dediée par canal,
il est possible alors qu’une dégradation de la capacité du réseau se produise.
Toutefois dans [4],il a été montré que dans un réseau de topologie aléatoire
de taille n, ayant un nombe de canaux de l’ordre O(log n), meme avec une
interface simple par noeud, il n’y a aucune dégradation de capacité. Ceci
implique qu’il est possible de construire des réseaux multi-canaux à capacité
optimale avec peu de canaux et juste une interface par noeud. Ceci indique
aussi que le temps est venu pour tirer bénéfice de la panoplie des techniques
de multiplexage offertes par les avancées récentes en technologies de trans-
mission dans la conception de protocoles efficaces de CAC.
En effet, en observant les normes existantes pour les réseaux locaux sans fils,
nous pouvons constater que les protocoles CAC ne sont pas conus pour ex-
ploiter pleinement les caractéristiques spécifuques des technologies de trans-
mission.
Par exemple, les standards IEEE 802.11b et IEEE 802.11a définissent les
normes de la couche physique (PHY) qui sont plus rapides que celle du stan-
dard IEEE 802.11. Dans IEEE 802.11b, il peut y avoir 3 canaux de PHY
en service, alors que dans IEEE 802.11a, il peut y avoir 8 canaux. Cepen-
dant, les deux normes emploient le protocole CAC de l’IEEE 802.11 ou IEEE
802.11e1 indépendamment des caractéristiques de la couche physique. Dans
les normes courantes d’IEEE 802.11/11b/11a, les différents canaux de PHY
sont principalement utilisés pour séparer les réseaux dans l’espace.
Afin de mieux exploiter les systèmes multi-canaux, le contrôle d’accés mul-
tiple doit adresser des problèmes additionnels de conception. En particulier,
comment distribuer efficacement les demandes d’accéss sur les diffésrents
canaux ?

La signalisation à très large bande (UWB) est un exemple de technolo-
gie de transmission qui peut être employé pour fournir des systèmes multi-
canaux. Récemment, la signalisation UWB a gagné beacoup d’intérêt depuis
la publication des réglementations du (FCC) [6] qui définissent les masques
des puissances d’émission des signaux UWB. Les régles du FCC autorisent la
coéxistence des nouveaux systèmes UWB avec d’autres services radio tra-
ditionnels protégés, et permettent l’utilisation potentielle de la transmis-
sion UWB sans assignement de spectre. Ceci est réalisé en contraignant

1IEEE 802.11e [5] est une extension de l’IEEE 802.11 pour une garantie de qualité de
service
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les systèmes UWB à fonctionner avec une faible densité spectrale de puis-
sance, approximativement au niveau de puissance du bruit thérmique. Ainsi,
l’interférence des émetteurs UWB aux autres utilisateurs UWB et aux autres
systèmes sans fil ressemble à du bruit thérmique. Comme résultat, le précieux
spectre radio peut etre (re)utilisé plus efficacement.
Les domaines d’application de la signalisation UWB sont beaucoup, s’tendant
des systèmes d’imagerie (radar , systèmes médicaux et systèmes de sur-
veillance) aux systèmes véhiculaires de radar, systèmes de communications
et systèmes de mesure. La technologie offre aussi un fort potentiel pour
le déploiement des futures systèmes de communication personnels à courte
portée (WPAN)
Dans l’IEEE, deux groupes de travail ont été créés pour étudier l’application
de la technologie UWB. Le premier est le groupe 3a (TG3) [7] qui est
charger de la définition d’une couche physique alternative pour la norme
IEEE 802.15.3 basée sur la signalisation UWB. Le PHY nouvellement défini
répondra à la demande des consommateurs dans le domaine de la distribution
multimédia et fonctionnera avec le CAC déjà existant [8]. Le second est le
TG4 [9] qui travaille sur une norme pour les systèmes à basse puissance-bas
debit, avec des capacités de localisation.
La forme la plus répandue de signalisation UWB est la technique d’impulsion
radio (IR) [10]. La technologie IR-UWB utilise des signaux de très courtes
durées (6 ns) ayant des densités spectrales de puissance très basses. Elle
est résistante aux propagations multi-trajets, a une très bonne résolution
temporelle qui permet d’appliquer des algorithmes de localisation, et elle
est relativement moins complexe et peu couteuse. En raison de sa grande
résolution temporelle [10, 11], une synchronisation très fine des signaux IR-
UWB est obligtoire pour garantir des transmissions fiables dans les systèmes
UWB.
Dans les réseaux ad hoc utilisant une signalisation UWB (aucune station
de base pour effectuer la synchronisation), la synchronisation devient cru-
ciale puisque que chaque émetteur et récepteur doivent se synchroniser avant
chaque transmission. Ainsi, des schémas de synchronisation robustes doivent
etre concus, et les informations sur leurs performances (statistiques de l’erreur
de synchronisation) doivent etre prises en considération durant la construc-
tion de la pile protocolaire.
Par exemple, si le temps de synchronisation nécessaire pour atteindre un
niveau accéptable d’erreur est haut, alors on doit penser à un noeud cen-
tral pour synchroniser tout le réseau. Par conséquence, le protocole CAC
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et le protocole du routage doivent s’y adapter. Ou par exemple, si le temps
nécessaire à la synchronisation est court, la taille des paquets de données doit
aussi s’y adapter afin d’obtenir une bonne utilisation du canal.
En outre, la capacité des systèmes UWB à fournir des informations sur la
localisation peuvent etre de grand intérêt pour le contrôle de puissance, le
CAC et le routage dans les réseaux ad hoc.
Les problèmes de la synchronisation et de la localisation des signaux UWB
sont étroitement liés au problème de l’estimation du temps d’arrivée des
signaux UWB. En effet, la synchronisation consiste en deux phases : une
première phase d’aquisition approximative du signal qui correspond à une
estimation de son temps d’arrivée, suivie d’une deuxième phase d’aquisition
fine et de maintien du signal. L’information sur la localisation est également
établie sur la base de l’estimation du temps d’arrivée du signal.

2 Contributions

Dans cette thèse, nos principaux objectives sont la conception, l’analyse
et l’optimisation de protocoles CAC existants ou nouveaux pour les rèseaux
ad hoc sans fil, et l’études des limites fondamentales de l’estimation du temps
d’arrivée des signaux IR-UWB.

2.1 Réseaux Simple-Bond

Pour les réseaux simple-bond, nous nous concentrons sur la dérivations
de schémas de retransmisions optimaux qui maximisent la capcité totale du
réseau. Nous nous intérssons spécialement aux schémas quasi-aveugles qui
nécessite juste une information sur la taille du reseau. En effet, les schémas
existants se basent soit sur l’estimation du nombre des paquets en attente
de retransmission, soit sur d’autres informations obtenues par la mesure de
l’activité du canal. L’information sur la taille du reseau est plus simple à
obtenir dans les réseaux simple-bond. Nous considèrons alors spécialement
le protocole ALOHA synchronisé [12] et le protocole CAC du standard IEEE
802.11 connu sous le nom DCF [13].

2.1.1 Protocole ALOHA, Analyse & Optimisation

Historiquement, ALOHA pur [17] est le premier protocole CAC aléatoire.
Il a été employé pour la première fois dans le système ALOHA, un réseau
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d’accés simple-bond développé en 1970  l’université d’Hawai, utilisant la com-
mutation par paquets sur canal radio. Pur ALOHA permet à chaque util-
isateur de transmettre quand il désire. Si l’émetteur recoit une confirmation
par le récepteurde de la bonne réception du paquet au cours d’un certain
délai, alors il sait qu’aucun conflit ne s’est produit. Autrement, à la fin de ce
délai, il suppose qu’une collision s’est produite, il doit donc retransmettre le
paquet. Afin d’éviter la répétitions des conflits d’accés, le délai de retrans-
mission est tenu aléatoire, évitant ainsi que les utilisateurs retransmettent au
memes instants. Une version synchronisée de ALOHA [12], est obtenue en
divisant le temps en intervalles de durées égales à la durée de transmission
d’un paquet. Chaque utilisateur est synchronise alors sa transmission avec
le debut des intervalles. Quand deux paquets se heurtent, ils se recouvrennt
complètement plutôt que partiellement, fournissant une augmentation de la
l’utilisation du canal. En raison des conflits et du temps de canal non utilisé,
la capcite obtenue par ALOHA est seulement de 18% pour pur ALOHA et
de 36% pour ALOHA synchronisé. La version synchronisée est certe plus
efficace, mais dans les réseaux multi-bonds, la synchronisation peut étre très
compliquée et couteuse à réaliser.
Une des caractéristiques dynamiques importante des réseaux ALOHA est
qu’ils possèdent, statistiquement, deux points stables d’équilibre, un dans
une région souhaitable de court délai (faible nombre des paquets en attente
de retransmission), et l’autre dans une région indésirable de long délai (grand
nombre des paquets en attente de retransmission). Puisque la stabilité est
seulement statistique en nature, ALOHA oscille entre ces deux points, alors
que les performances du système sont principalement régies par les prob-
abilités à l’état stationaire [18, 19]. Dans [20], les auteurs ont prouvé la
stabilité des schémas de retranmission où les probabilités de retransmission
dépendent du nombre exacte des paquets en attente. Plusieurs travaux ont
alors proposé des procédures dynamiques de contrôle des retransmissions
pour maintenir ALOHA dans un régime stable et à faible délai [20–22].
Cependant, ces schémas ne peuvent pas etre mis en application d’une fa-
con distribuée. Des stratégies décentralisées de retransmission, comme celles
présentées dans [22,23] sont sous-optimales car elles se basent seulement sur
une estimation du nombre de pacquets en attente [23], ou sur une évaluation
de certaines métriques de performances obtenues par la mesure de l’activité
du canal. [22].
Dans le chapitre 2, on passe en revue les performances de ALOHA synchro-
nisé dans les réseaux simple-bond et on discute sa bi-stabilité. On utilse une
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Figure 7.3: Débit obtenu par ALOHA dans un réseau de taille n=20 sous
différents choix de probabilités de retransmission

analyse en point d’équilibre pour obtenir un schéma de retransmission opti-
mal qui ne depend pas du nombre des paquets en attente de retranmission.
Le schéma obtenu est stable mais pas quasi-aveugle puisqu’il dépend en plus
de la taille du réseau, de la charge du trafic.
Afin d’obtenir un schéma quasi-aveugle, on utilise le schéma optimal de re-
transmission obtenu en saturation de trafic sous toutes les charges du réseau.
Sous ce choix, ALOHA atteint un débit quasi-optimal et un délai relative-
ment quasi-optimal, Fig. (7.3, 7.4).

2.1.2 Protocole IEEE 802.11 DCF, Analyse & Optimisation

Peut-etre l’amélioration principale dans la conception des protocoles CAC
était l’introduction de la technique de l’accès multiple avec écoute de canal
(CSMA) par Kleinrock et Tobagi [30]. CSMA réduit le niveau d’interférences
provoquées par les collisions des paquets en permettant à chaque terminal
d’écouter au préalable le canal et de détecter donc les éventuelles transmis-
sions en cours. En se basant sur l’information de l’état du canal (occupée ou
libre), chaque terminal prend une mesure préscrite par le protocole associé à
CSMA (persistant, non-persistant, etc..). En particulier, chaque terminal ne
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Figure 7.4: Délai obtenu par ALOHA dans un réseau de taille n=20 sous
différents choix de probabilités de retransmission

peut jamais transmettre quand le canal est occupé. Dans des réseaux simple-
bond où tous les noeuds partagent le meme canal, les protocoles CSMA peu-
vent atteindre de très bonnes performances si leurs schémas de retransmission
sont bien concus.
Dans le standard IEEE802.11 populaire est largement répandue pour le
réseaux locaux sans fils [13], le protocole CAC principal est le protocole DCF
(fonction distribuée de coordination). DCF est un schéma d’accès multiple
avec écoute de canal et un mécanisme de retransmission à fenêtres expo-
nentielles binaires (BEB). Le mécanisme BEB a l’avantage d’etre simple et
n’éxige pas la coopération des utilisateurs ou n’importe quelle information
sur l’tat du canal. Il essaie d’adapter aveuglément la fenêtre de compétition
au niveau de congestion du canal en se basant seulement sur son expérience,
c.à.d., la fenetre de compétition est agrandie en cas de collision, et elle est
remise à sa valeur initiale en cas de succès. Ses performances cependant
s’avèrent sous-optimales, en terme de débit puisqu’il a besoin de plusieurs
tentatives pour trouver la meilleure taille de la fenêtre de compétition, et
également en terme d’équité à court terme puisqu’il favorise le premier util-
isateur à réussir sa transmission à entrer encore en concurrence pour le canal,
avec la plus petite fenêtre de compétition, contre d’autres utilisateurs qui eux
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ont éventuellement des fenêtres plus grandes. L’amélioration de BEB a été
largement adressée dans la littérature, les schémas proposés peuvent être
divisés en deux classes :

1. schémas aveugles: comme dans BEB, il n’y a aucun besoin de mesurer
l’activité du canal ; le changement de la longueur de la fen%tre de
compétition s’éffectue suite aux collisions ou succès mais d’une autre
facon que dans BEB ( [40] MILD, FCR [41], [42] d’EIED pour siter
peu) afin d’améliorer le débit et/ou l’équité à court terme.

2. : schémas cohérents: ici l’optimisation est faite afin d’adapter dy-
namiquement la fenêtre de compétition pour conduire le système à
atteindre un certain état d’optimalité. La distance par rapport à l’état
optimal est obtenue en mesurant certaines metriques à partir de l’état
du canal d’accès. Ces schémas modifient donc certains paramètres pour
réduire la distance entre l’état actuel et l’état optimal [43–46]. Même si
ces schémas identifient et éssaient d’atteindre un point optimal de fonc-
tionnement du système, leurs facons de changer les paramètres clés pour
atteindre l’optimalité n’est elle pas optimale comme dans les schémas
aveugles.

Dans le chapitre 3, nous donnons d’abord une analyse détaillée des perfor-
mances du protocole IEEE802.11 DCF dans des conditions de trafic générales.
Nous dérivons les statistiques du délai du protocole, et nous prouvons la non-
équité à court terme du schéma de retransmission BEB. Nous présentons
alors un schema optimal de retransmission, et nous montrons qu’il est suff-
isant d’employer la fenetre optimale de la saturation sous toutes les charges
du réseaux pour atteindre un débit et un délai quasi-optimal, Fig. (7.5,7.6),
et une équité à court terme ameilorée, Fig. (7.7). Ce choix parrait très ju-
dicieux pour les systèmes à écoute de canal puisque la durée des périodes
sans activité du canal est petite comparée à la durée des collisions. Ainsi,
la perte infligée par l’emploie de la fenêtre optimale de saturation (la plus
grande pour une taille donnée du réseau) sous toutes les charges est petite.
Notre schéma est donc quasi-aveugle.

Afin de considèrer l’effet des files d’atente sur les performances de DCF,
on propose un nouveau algorithme récursive qui utilise les statisque du délai
de DCF pour les integrer dans un model de fille d’attente de type M/G/1/K.
Les résultats obtenus par ce derier model sont comparés aux résultats de
simulation de DCF sous le simulateur NS2, Fig. (7.8, 7.9).
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Figure 7.5: Débit d’un réseau de taille n=50
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Figure 7.9: Délai du modèle theorique vs. simulation

2.2 Réseaux Multi-bonds

Les limitations physiques ou système des puissances d’émission produisent
des situations où les noeuds ne partagent pas tous le même voisinage. Les
protocoles CAC ont alors à résoudre en plus le problème du terminal caché
qui détériore les performances de tout mécanisme basé sur l’écoute ou la
réservation du canal.

2.2.1 IEEE803.11 DCF, Amélioration & Optimisation

Afin de résoudre le problème du terminal caché, le protocole IEEE 802.11
DCF a intégré un mécanisme secondaire d’accés qui éffectue une réservation
du canal dans les voisinages de l’émetteur et du récepteur. la réservation
est obtenue par l’échange de deux messages de signalisation RTS et CTS qui
bloquent l’accés au canal des terminaux qui les recoivent. Cependant, il a
été montré que RTS/CTS ne résoud pas complètement le problème du noeud
caché, et qu’il peut même atteindre des performances inférieueres à celles du
schéma d’accès basic de DCF dans certains réseaux multi-bonds [70]. Ceci
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est dû au fait que le fonctionnment correcte de RTS/CTS nécessite que tous
les noeuds du réseau aient accès aux mesages de réservation. cette contrainte
est impossible à respecter dans les réseaux multi-bonds à cause du terminal
masqué [69]. Beaucoup de travaux dans la littérature ont adressé ce prob-
leme et ont proposé des amélioration au mécanisme RTS/CTS [69,71–73].
Dans le chapitre 4, nous présentons une modification du mécanisme de réservation
RTS/CTS pour résoudre correctement le problème du terminal caché et celui
du terminal masqué. Le nouveau mécanisme, baptisé RTS/R-CTS, est basé
sur la répétition du message CTS et sur les contraintes temporelles de DCF
afin de proteger la réception des paquets de données Fig. (7.10). Ensuite,
nous analysons les performances du protocole résultant, et nous proposons
un algorithme distribué basé sur la théorie des Approximations Stochastiques
pour contrôler la longueur de le fenêtre de compétition afin de maximiser le
débit en émission et en réception de chaque noeud. De cette manière, nous
avons évité le comportement agressif des utilisateurs, et nous avons limité la
dépendance de chaque noeud à l’information des autres utilisateurs.

2.2.2 ALOHA Multi-Canaux, Conception & Optimisation

Dans le chapitre 5, nous proposons un nouveau protocole ALOHA pour
les réseaux ad hoc multi-canaux. Pour éviter le problème d’assignement de
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canaux, un canal commun (cc) est consacré à la diffusion du message de
signalisation initiale RTS, alors que les autres canaux (canaux de données)
sont utilisés aléatoirement par tous les noeuds pour terminer la signalisation
et éventuellement pour le transfert des paquets de données. Ceci simplifie
le fonctionement du protocole puisqu’aucune collaboration entre les noeuds
n’est nécessaire pour réserver les canaux de données. Chaque noeud est
équipé d’un émetteur récepteur semi-duplex simple, mais peut commuter sur
tous les canaux. L’écoute du canal n’est pas utilisée , même sur les canaux
de données. Sur le canal commun parce qu’elle est sans intérêt puisque le
message RTS est de petite durée, et comme chaque noeud ne peut fonction-
ner que sur un canal à la fois , l’écoute des canaux de données peut prendre
du temps de sorte que l’information rassemblée pendant la phase d’écoute
devienne inéxacte à la fin de l’opération d’écoute Fig. (7.11).

Les performances du protocole sont analysées pour un réseau multi-bonds
de topologie symétrique et en saturation. On en dérive alors un schéma de
retransmission optimal qui permet d’atteindre de très bonnes performances
en terme de débit du réseau Fig. (7.12).
Nous nous intŕessons ensuite à montrer l’existance d’un nombre optimal de

canaux de données qui depend non seulement de la taille du réseau n, mais
aussi de la durée des paquets de données L. Fig. (7.13,7.14) pour des réseaux
de taille 10 et 50, et différentes valeurs de L. En effet, d’un point de vue
capacité du réseau, il a été monté dans [4] que le nombre optimal de canaux
est égale à logn indépendamment de L.
L’analyse est alors prolongée pour considèrer des conditions de trafic générales.

Nous montrons encore qu’il est suffisant d’employer la fenêtre optimale de
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Figure 7.14: Network Throughput vs. Packet duration L for N = 50

saturation sous toutes les charges pour atteindre un débit quasi-optimal. Ce
resultat est semblable à celui obtenu par DCF, mais ici sans utilisation de
l’écoute du canal, Fig. (7.15).

2.3 Estimation du Temps d’Arrivée des

Signaux UWB

Dans le chapitre6 de la thèse, nous étudions les performances fondamen-
tales de quelques estimateurs cohérent et non-cohérent du temps d’arrivée
des signaux IR-UWB. Nous commencons par donner la bande minimale sur
la variance de l’erreur de l’estimation. Puisque les signaux UWB possèdent
une faible densité spectrale de puissance, il est plus approprié de caracteriser
la variance minimale d’erreur par la bande de Ziv-Zakai (IZZLB) [14] et non
par la bande de Cramer-Rao [15, 16].
Nous appliquons alors la bande IZZLB pour dériver la limite inférieure sur la
variance de l’erreur de l’estimation obtenue par un estimateur de maximum
de vraisemblance (MV) ayant une connaissance parfaite des statistiques du
deuxième ordre du signal recu Fig. (7.16).

Nous nous interessons ensuite à l’études des performances de certains
estimateurs pratiques et sous-optimaux. Vue leurs sous-optimalité, il est
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nécessaire de caratériser leurs performances en terme de bandes supérieures
sur la variance de leurs erreurs. Pour ceci, on donne d’abord une nouvelle
bande supérieuer sur les performances de n’importe quel estimateur. La nou-
velle bande est simple à dériver et s’inspire de la bande de Ziv-Zakai. On
applique ensuite cette bande pour un estimateur de vraisemblance ayant une
connaissance bruitée des statistiques du signal recu, et pour un estimateur
aveugle qui effectue une combinaison, à niveau égale de puissance, du sig-
nal recu. Enfin, on applique la bande pour un estimateur aveugle à temps
discret qui éffectue une collection de l’énergie du signal recu. Ce dernier esti-
mateur est facilement implementable dans un système pratique. On montre
alors qu’il eut atteindre de très bonnes performance dans cas où le signal est
répété suffisamment dans le temps et où la taille de la fenêtre de collection
d’énergie est bien choisie Fig. (7.17).
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